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Tastefully adorn your home, and at the 
same time identify yourselves to all as 
SQUARE DANCERS. 
Beautifully cast in aluminum and 
finished in flat black enamel with white 
letters, we offer a handsome, larger 
than usual, lamp post sign. 
181/2 -x171/2 "' 
	
$22.50 
Please PRINT name desired. Sign is lettered on both sides. 
Top line: "The" only. Bottom line 13 letters maximum. 
ACT NOW! 
Send Pre-paid 
Check or Money Order 
	 We have a special deal for callers 
Inquiries Invited.  
JONEL 
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH SAME 
(Formerly HOME Industries) 
SQUARE DANCE COUPLE: Box 107 
Jackson, Ohio 45640 
Phone 614-286-4363 	 Mailbox Sign 	 $22.50 
332 Athens St. 	 Weathervane $32.50 
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Family Weekly's quiz a few issues 
ago make a statement with an expected 
answer of true: "Two seemingly diverse 
activities, play and meditation (and 
prayer), can make life more relaxing, 
more fun and more rewarding in every 
sense of the word." The answer 
declared that "University of Northern 
Colorado studies evaluated the dynamic 
relationship between play (in which the 
individual loses himself in joyful 
recreation that stimulates his energies 
and gives his zest for living a 
shot-in-the-arm) and meditation or 
prayer (which replenishes his spirit and 
restores his perspective on the business 
of living). It was found that the 
psychological effect of these two 
apparently diverse activities can pro-
vide a transcending experience in which 
new perception or ways to perceive life 
open up, manifesting itself in vitality, 
joy, freedom and power, as well as 
peace of mind— and also promoting 'an 
awareness or openness to life's mys-
teries, as well as physiological effects in 
the area of stress and tension reduc-
tion.' " 
Family Weekly did not, of course, 
mention square dancing as a play 
activity that fits the qualifications of 
"joyful recreation that stimulates his 
energies." We, however, immediatly 
drew the conclusion that square dan-
cing, above all, can claim to fill these 
Qualifications. Many people over the  
years have discovered that an evening 
of dancing drives away problems, even 
weighty ones, giving the participant a 
chance to regroup his mental energies 
and seek solutions later. 
Many folks have regained their zest 
for living through square dancing—
from the young couple who seek a 
reprieve from childish demands. to the 
middle-years couple who delight in an 
activity to enjoy together (unlike many 
sports) and the retirees who discover 
the therapeutic benefits of regular 
exercise and interests and friendships. 
The Family Weekly statement is 
especially apropos at this holiday 
season, when the attention of many 
dancers is focused on religion's basic 
beliefs. The greatest thing we could 
wish all our readers is that through their 
square and round dancing and their 
quiet meditations, a new "joy vitality, 
freedom and power, as well as peace of 
mind" will be made manifest in their 
lives during 1980. Finding these 
blessings will carry us through the 
continuing problems of inflation, energy 
shortages, and frustrations in general, 
and through the more specific personal 
problems which plague all humans. 
So we say, from us and all the 
American Squaredance staff, "The 
merriest of Christmases and the very 
happiest of New Years be yours this 
holiday season." 
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Enclosed is  	. Please send 
We'll keep it under 
our hat until Xmas 
You're sure to please all your dan-I 	gift subscriptions to: 
cing friends with a gift subscription 
to AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE.I NAME 	 
Here is a gift that brings them the 	ADDRESS 	 
news, the features, the workshop! CITY  	STATE 
material, the record reviews, andi 	( ) 1 Year — $8 ( ) 2 Years — $14 
countless other things to make 
square dancing more enjoyable. Fill! NAME 	  
Out the special coupon at right and 	ADDRESS 	  
mail today. A gift card will be sent' 
CITY 	  STATE 	 ZIP 	 
in your name. 
GIVE I 
Gift Card To Read From: 
MY NAME 	  
ADDRESS 
SQUARE DANCE  I CITY 	STATE 	ZIP 
MAGAZINE 
GIFT 
A1 	11-r 	 
( ) 1 Year — $8 ( ) 2 Years — $14 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
ONE YEAR (12 ISSUES) $8 
TWO YEARS (24 ISSUES) $14 
Canadian and Foreign Subscribers 
Add $1 Per Year Postage 
MAIL COUPON TODAY! 
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Gwen 8, Gordon Nuttall, editors of 
"Cathedral Chimes", and Art & 
Blanche Shepherd, leaders of the 
"Cathedral Squares", Square & Round 
Dance Club of Christchurch, New 
Zealand and all the club dancers would 
like to take this opportunity to wish all 
dancers in your area a warm and 
friendly fellowship along with Christ-
mas Greetings for 1979. May God bless 
each of you for this coming year with 
health and happy dancing. 
If any dancers are touring out this 
way would they please contact us about 
dancing arrangements at 236 Knowles 
Street, Christchurch 5, New Zealand or 
phone us at 559673. 
Gwen & Gordon Nuttall 
Editors, ''Cathedral Chimes" 
Thanks for the feature story on Jerry 
and the Haags in your "Professional 
Profile" series of the August issue, and 
also the blurb in your "People in the 
News" in the September issue. It was a 
pleasant surprise and we appreciate the 
recognition. 	Jerry 'n Sherry Haag 
Pharr, Texas 
Sorry, didn't realize our subscription 
Was about to expire. Couldn't do 
without your fine little magazine. 
American Squaredance is a great asset 
in our travels. Never leave home 
without your magazine— first item 
packed in our suitcase. 
Phyllis & George Morse 
Raleigh, NC 
Sorry we're late with our renewal. 
Marie was in the hospital from July 5 to 
August 16, so I was running back and 
forth. She is at home now and 
recuperating, walking around the house 
and resting. She's doing well on her 
walking now. 	 Harold H. Loess 
N. Riverside, IL 
Keep up the good work with your 
magazine. We look forward to each 
issue. 
Thank you so much for mentioning 
my weekly column "Bow to your 
partner" in last January's issue. 
I am still writing it: it will be three 
years in October 	Claire S. Stevens 
Middlebury, Vermont 
We received the October issue today 
and I would like to comment on the 
quarterly movement, dixie derby, on 
page 34. My dad wrote to S/0 and said I 
could write you. 
In Paul McNutt's description, after 
the ocean wave, "the ends (girls) fold as 
the centers (boys) trade & spread apart 
so that those who folded now step 
forward and squeeze in between those 
who traded." 
For smoother dancing the description 
should read, "Dixie style to an ocean 
wave and without a stop, centers cross 
run as the ends fold to take the place left 
vacant by the centers." 
I am fifteen years old and have been 
square dancing for the last 41/2 years. 
Your magazine has had a shelf in our 
house for the last nine years. Keep up 
the good work. 	 Gus P. Muni 
Martinez, Georgia 
Thank you so much for the prize. I'm 
sure I & my square dancing friends will 
enjoy it. 	 Edna Griffith 
Mesa. Arizona 
Hello! In New England we are just 
forming a teen association, and we are 
doing pretty well, but we could use all 
the help we could get. If anyone has any 
experience in teen associations or thinks 
he can help in anyway, write to the New 
England Teen Ascoc. of Corresponding 
Square Dancers. % Ken Mattson, 50 
Old Marlboro Rd., Maynard. MA 01754 
or call (617) 897-7539. Thanks for all 
your help. 	 Ken Mattson 
Maynard, MA 
All of the square and round dancers 
in South Central Kansas appreciate 
having the notice of our Fall Festival in 
the "Events" section of the October 
Continued on page 78 
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BA201 NATURAL HIGH Gil T. Crosby 
BA101 HISTORY OF SHIRLEY JEAN James Maxey 
BA102 PICK THE WILD WOOD FLOWER James Maxey 
BA202 FOREST LAWN Gil T. Crosby 
Distributed by Corsair Continental Corporation 
GIL T. CROSBY 
R1. 1 Box 37G 
Gainesville FL 32601 
904-378-9844 
Many names familiar to American Squaredance readers appear in the authors' 
column this month. Ida Reilinger presents a Christmas theme in "The Perfect 
Gift." NiNi Harris, who also had an article in the November issue, adds an 
historical note. In two articles from local publications, Duane and Donna Rodgers 
and Bud and Shirley Parrott co-author articles on "judging" callers and teaching 
rounds, respectively. (In this season of good will, we'd like to thank all the editors 
of publications who send exchange magazines to us and allow reprints of their fine 
articles.) Special events are highlighted this month by Dean and June Salverson, 
Charles Riley and Patti Valiska, each of whom participated in an unusual square 
dance happening! 
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Panorama Harder Kulm 
For those of you out there who've 
ever wanted to swish your miss to 
Suisse (Switzerland), or haul your taw 
or fraulein to the Jungfrau, please hike 
your hide a little closer to me and lend 
an ear or two. 
On the very first day of October, two 
months ago, our long-anticipated ASD 
square dance tour departed from 
Chicago's O'Hare bound for Zurich, 
Switzerland, with 250 hardy souls 
aboard, 150 of which were square 
dancers, and 100 were farmers— two 
tours in one, both sponsored by 
magazines, and both arranged by World 
Group Travel. 
We could spell out the specifics of the 
deal, but if you're an ASD "regular", 
you already know this was one of five 
separate week-long tours scheduied by 
this magazine, involving over 450 
dancers and 20 callers totally. 
Our particular group of 150 had these 
callers/hosts shepherding the flocks: 
Herb and Erna Egender from Denver, 
Colorado; Eddie and Sally Ramsey from 
Memphis, Tennessee; Dick and Betty 
Parrish from Hobbs, New Mexico, and 
Cathie and me. Dancers hailed from 
everywhere— even Horseshoe Bend, 
Arkansas. 
There was-an unhappy flight delay in 
Chicago (close to 9 hours of "hurry up 
and wait" nonsense) which we'll try to 
forget. On the "plus" side, we made a 
surprise fuel stop in Shannon, Ireland, a 
new "dot on the map" for us, and a 
chance to shop for souvenirs. 
Down in Zurich before 5 p.m., 
Tuesday, local time. Through customs. 
Quickly on the busses for Interlaken. 
Three hour drive. We were dumped at 
the du Nord and three other hotels. 
14.0.4 
In'erlaken 
563 'ft 1.847 ft 
Time to change quickly and prepare for 
the special Swiss folklore evening, 
featuring costumed entertainers, a 
cheese fondue dish that was irresist-
ible, and a setting that is incomprehen-
sible. The Kursaal (casino), straight out 
of the nineteenth century, has a high 
sculptured ceiling, inlaid wood floor, 
walls of marble and ornate wood 
molding— a fitting setting for the fancy 
affairs of dukes and princes 
Brian Mosey, our A-1 tour agent and 
resident leprechaun (He's also the 
jolliest English export since "bloody" 
Punch and Judy.), arranged for us to 
hold two square dances in the Kursaal 
for our whole gang. (Wednesday and 
Thursday nights), and one caller ((yours 
truly) felt like a Connecticut Yankee in 
King Arthur's court, standing on that 
spacious stage, holding both a micro-
phone and a romantic fantasy. 
Interlaken, the city between two 
lakes. was full of surprises for us. 
Immaculate streets and whitewashed 
alleys, tended by street cleaners 
dressed in orange. Flowers everywhere. 
Wide, sloping roofs of tile. with fancy 
carved and painted embellishments in 
the eaves, sills, casings, shutters. Tiny 
gardens, lovingly tended. Continental 
breakfast each morning with coffee, 
hard rolls. jam and coldcuts. Cows and 
goats were apt to be front door 
companions. The whole of Switzerland 
is only 15,950 square miles— three 
times the size of Connecticut or equal to 
two Massachusettses. Army maneuvers 
were seen each day. It's mandatory for 
each young man to serve his country. 
And for women— it's probably woman-
datory! 
On Saturday night there were college 
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Our hotel 	 Gardens. Gruyere 
crooners with caps and blazers alike—
out to raise a l!ttle Helvetia. 
Wednesday morning, dozing in the 
du Nord, we heard a din outside our 
windows loud enough to wake old King 
Tut, himself. Another Swiss ritual was 
unfolding in the streets, as a parade of 
cows came a-hoofing, and a-mouthing, 
and a-cuddling, and a-clomping, and 
a-dingdonging down past downtown 
doorways, adorned with bells of varying 
sizes, producing a symphony of sound 
from school-marmish tinkle to Big Ben 
bombardment. It was truly an absurd 
herd, with a young farm boy in the lead 
and a weather-worn woman behind. Her 
stride was wide, an evolvement coming 
straight from the hills, I thought, when 
the "chips were down". (Think about 
it.) 
The brassiest "belle of the bovine 
ball" was the lead cow, bearing the 
biggest bell, proud as a peacock, a real 
show-off, bouncing to a "bossie-nova" 
beat. And why shouldn't she show her 
colors? She was, according to tradition, 
the champion milk-producer of the 
bunch in the summer upland pastures, 
and now it was her time to flaunt that 
fact to the populace below, right to the 
moment the cows would come home. 
Related to this bit of pageantry was a 
"farmer's parade", observed another 
day, when farmers themselves staged a 
slam-bang clanging kind of march 
downtown, ostensibly to signal the 
coming winter season and the need to 
fetch the herds down from the hills. 
That beautiful illusion was dented a bit 
when one farmer admitted, in broken 
English that the group was "called out 
because they heard a big group of 
tourists had come to town." And that's 
the "udder" side of the story. 
Bovine ''Beiles 
Cows are not as sacred in Switzerland 
as they may be in India, but they are 
certainly bell-ringing economic front-
runners. Knowing this, I sought out a 
bovine beauty who was outstanding in 
her field one day, in order to pick up a 
pastoral, pasture-ological tale, tailor-
made for readers of this jaded journal. 
So here it is, folks, my exclusive "How 
Now Brown Cow" report: 
"Elsie," I said, cowpokedly, "are 
you really contented here?" 
"Mo-o-derately," she replied be-
tween chews. 
"Those mountains are certainly high. 
You must be a Grade A climber," I 
ventured. 
"No-o-o, I'm English. I really can't 
'Alp it." 
"You are as much the cream of Swiss 
tradition as clocks. Are there any 
similarities in that homogenous combi-
nation?'' 
"Mo-o-tual connections? Hmmmm. 
Yes. We both have faces, ticks, bells, 
and inner works that seldom quit, even 
though we wind up and wind downward 
every 24 hours. You've heard of the 
Bulova Watch Company. As a company, 
we watch that BULL-ova there." 
"Bull-y for you, bossy! That's rich. 
Any other similarities?'' 
"Yes, fodder-face. Both clocks and 
cows have mo-o-vements 	 
"Never mind, you bouncing Jersey 
joker. Speaking of movements, did you 
ever do any square dancing?" 
"Yes, mealy-mouthed misfit. I've 
danced hay down the middle, cow-ordi-
nate, daisy chain, and load the cattle 
boat." 
At this point, she jangled off on her 
milk run, mo-o-ning a few bars of 
"Something About You Bossy I Like." 
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The Jungtrau, Alps 
Besides the omnipresent, magnifi-
cent Jungfrau (13,642 ft. high) in the 
distance, Interlaken has its own resi-
dent mountains, including the Harder 
KuIm (4,337 ft.) right at the edge of 
town. On one of our Wednesday and 
Thursday impromptu walking/shopping 
tours, we took the little red funicular 
(cable car) up past the game farm, up 
past beeches, pines, larches and 
wooded groves, up past the high 
pastures to the restaurant and terrace at 
the summit, where we got "Inn-
spired." We also played miniature golf 
twice, and caught a glimpse of an ibex, 
Interlaken's heraldic goat-like animal. 
Everything yodels in Switzerland. 
The hills yodel. Car horns yodel, bus 
horns yodel, and even ibex horns yodel, 
believe it or not. 
Lots of other sights and side trips (too 
numerous to mention) were enjoyed by 
others in our party, including: 
• Trips up the Jungfrau by bus, train, 
cable car, chairlift, and dogsled. 
• The Jura's and Neuchatel (Rous-
seau Country) 
* Lucerne (William Tell Country) 
• Lake Geneva region and Geneva 
(Swiss. Riviera) 
' 2-day, five country tour, including 
Germany, Austria, France and the tiny 
principality of Liechtenstein, a fascinat-
ing sight. 
One of our party, Betty B 	 was 
almost "picked up" by an amorous 
Austrian guy. (How about that?) 
Friday turned a bit dismal, followed 
by a downright downpour by late 
afternoon, but not before we had a 
chance to spin a tale of two cities—
Gruyere and Berne, by bus. Both had  
their charm, but Gruyere takes the 
cake. (Cheesecake, maybe?) At that 
world-famous cheese center, we learned 
that it takes twelve litres of good, rich 
milk to make one kg. of top quality 
Gruyere, and you can bet your curds 
and whey on that! Gruyere is more than 
a cheese town. We turned back the 
pages of history many centuries as we 
walked where princes walked, thru the 
old castle, across the courtyard of the 
tiny town, flanked by the grey facades 
of medieval buildings, stone steps and 
iron fences. At any moment we 
expected a knight in full armor on his 
stately steed to come clomping out of an 
alley towards us, over the cobblestones, 
at full gait, brandishing a lance. No 
such luck! 
One nice thing about those huge 
sightseeing busses— they can literally 
bend like German pretzels as we 
swerved sharply around those many 
hairpin turns in the mountains, which 
the driver takes as a matter of course, of 
course. 
Saturday was overcast, but there 
were patches of sunlight, and it was a 
good day for our ferry ride eastward on 
one of the twin lakes of Interlaken to the 
town of Brienz. Looking upward from 
the lake level, we marveled at the ring 
of mountains, each wearing a "beard" 
of white clouds halfway up, and many 
had full "heads" of white snow on top, 
perpetual and monumental— the mag-
nificent sleeping giant that is the Alps. 
Brienz is the wood-carvingest city in 
all Switzerland, I decided, and we were 
hard-pressed to choose our favorites in 
the shops, row on row, from thousands 
of intricately-fashioned figures of ani-
mals, birds, and human figures. I felt 
Woodcarver at work 
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very apologetic when I startled an uld 
craftsman bent over a bas-relief of the 
apostles, as I took a flash photo, and he 
almost stuck an awl thru St. Paul. 
Carving is a national pastime in 
Switzerland. Even the graffiti on the 
barn walls, produced by errant kids, is 
carved, I understand. 
The Swiss craftsmen are meticulous 
in all they produce, from fine watches 
and clocks to the special hand-carved 
street signs we saw in Brienz. Even the 
farmers get into the act, and fashion 
odd shapes from their lowly dung heaps 
beside their homes. Dung heaps aren't 
so lowly in the hill country. He who 
heaps it highest has status, obviously 
based on the size of a man's cow herd. 
(Where else but in this column could 
you get such down to earth, searching, 
prosaic piles of behind-the-scenes infor-
mation?— Co-ed.) 
After lunch in a tea room, more 
shopping, 	flower-smelling, 	chalet- 
oggling and promenading, we took the 
boat home, chased all the way by gulls 
looking for handouts. Half way up a 
mountain I saw a limestone quarry. 
They really need limestone— casts, you 
know for those disabled skiiers. 
It was a stroke of luck that we decided 
to go to Spiez by rail on Sunday, 
traveling out of the west station 
half-way around emerald Lake Thun 
and thru Leissegen to Spietz, in the 
shadow of a mountain shaped like a 
pyramid. There was a jolly folk festival 
in the little harbor town that day. 
Everyone and his brother Hans was 
there for the fun. Streets were blocked 
off and crowded with rural, local 
townspeople— very few tourists like the 
two of us— this was their party and we 
were the wide-eyed crashers. Bright 
folk costumes adorned the waitresses at 
the sidewalk cafes. Musicians, yodel-
ers, singers, dancers were there. The 
"king" and "queen" of the day posed 
for me in their regal robes. Hot roasted 
chestnuts, like we bought at Picadilly in 
London, were being hawked by a 
vociferous Italian, who shouted "Amer-
icano" when he saw us approach, and 
he saluted, more or less, with a big 
carboniferous hand that had shucked a 
thousand shells that day. Everyone 
laughed. At him? At us? Who knows? 
Trains in Switzerland, like those in 
Germany and England, are prompt to 
the second, and if you don't get on 
quickly, you'll leave a loose leg on the 
platform. They are spacious, clean, 
comfortable and view-tiful, as they 
speed thru gorgeous gorges, high hills, 
vales and villages. A vignette to 
remember is the trainman at one tiny 
station standing on a baggage cart to 
water the hanging geraniums. 
Food is about one-third more costly in 
Switzerland, but if you dine daintily and 
order with care, you'll manage. 
A word to the wise: Remember that 
the menu is the Karte in Switzerland. If 
you ask for a menu, your waiter may 
well return with the meal of the day 
since that's what the word means to the 
Swiss. All Karten have a menu as one 
offering. It is usually the chef's special 
at moderate price on a one-plate 
service, and sometimes also appears as 
Tagesplatte, tagesteller or plat du bow.  
(depending on whether the language is 
German or French). 
Try spinach salad, or goulash soup, or 
Schubligs (Swiss sausages as long as a 
full-grown dachshund). One unusual 
custom you'll encounter is that the 
waiter never comes to give you the 
check (That's an insult, he thinks) until 
you jab him with a fondue fork. 
It's easy to speak to the good 
Swiss-German folks. They're quadrilin-
gual. Say "zug" or ''schlag" or 
"gruezi" and you're on your way. 
Try this: 	Square dancing 
im Kursaal Interlaken 
Vom 25. September bis zum 23. 
Oktober sind in einigen Interlakner 
Mittelklasshotels 250 amerikanische 
Touristen fur jeweils eine Woche zu 
Continued on Page 29 




PO Box 2 (612-358-4486) 
Rush City MN 55069 
Former S/D Workshop Editor 
Of This Magazine 
Perry Bergh 
Rt. 1 (606-758-2427) 
Florence SD 57235 
Any Time, Anywhere! 
Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St 
Huron OH 44839 
THE Meandering Man 
Mike Callahan 
147 North Ave 
Hilton NY 14468 
Calling/Traveling Full Time 
Walt Cole (601-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd.  
Ogden UT 84403 
Contra Caller Clinics, 
Workshops & Dances 
Ed Clark (614-286-2966) 
43 Star St.  
Jackson OH 45640 
Call me, I'll call for you! 
Contact these callers for 
bookings and information. 
Jim Davis, River View Mob. Est. 
Sp. 0257, 3611 "I" St. NE 
Auburn WA 98002 
The Caller with the Dancer In Mind 
Now Booking 60-81-82 
Gordon Fineout 
2512 Delta River Drive 
Lansing MI 48906 
(517-321-4372) 
For the Fun of It! 
Paul B. Fox (216-762-5597) 
501 Gridley Ave. 
Akron OH 44306 
Dance to the calls of the 
"Silver Fox" Booking 1979-80-81 
Ed Fraidenburg 
1916 Poseyville Rd. Rt. 10 
Midland MI 48640 
Now Traveling Full Time 
Ken Gilmore 
2715 LeBoeuf St. 
Muskegon MI 49441 
Dance More with Gilmore! 
Willie Harlan 
PO Box 338 
Vinita OK 74301 
For the Best In Square Dancing 
Jim Harris 
RFD 5 Box 182 
Norwich CT 06360 
Square 'em up with the 
Clinton Manl  
Dave "Hash" Hass 
PO Box 37 
East Hampton CT 06424 
Now Booking 1979-80-81 
Larry Ingber 
4149 W. State Ave. 
Phoenix AZ 85021 
(602-931-8294) 
NOW BOOKING 1980 
Chuck Marlow 
3795 Pamela Drive 
Gahanna OH 43230 
Weekends & Holidays 
Ramon Marsch 
10222 Bundyburg NW 
Middlefield OH 44062 
Marsch-Mellow-Smooth 
Webb Mills (614-366-3776) 
315 W. Myrtle Ave 
Newark OH 43055 
Traveling Weekends & Holidays 
Glen Pyle 
2220 Juliette Ave. 
Fort Wayne IN 46804 
(219-432-7173) 
Booking for 79-80 
Buzz Ruis (912-927-3410) 
9400 Abercorn St. 0217 
Savannah GA 31406 
Booking OH, PA, MI, Sept. 1981 
Gene Webster 
1803 Heather Lane 
Port Clinton OH 43452 
Open dates — Western Style 
Francis Zeller 
Box 67 
McCracken KS 67556 
All New Spiral-bound Calendars— 
$3.50 each, 79-80-81 
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL 
• In Business since 1949 at same location. 
• Same day service on most orders. 
• Catalog upon request. 
F  Pleaseraposi tnac9iuelL 
Handl ing 
 
• One of the largest stocks in the Southwest. 
• Quantity purchase discounts. 
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
P 0 BOX 7176 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011 • 1602) 279-5521 
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THE PERFEC 
searched and searched my mind to find 
• present for my cuer. 
•hould it be the antique kind? 
• r perhaps something newer? 	 • 
And then I wondered what to give 
My very favorite caller. 
Should it be a real large gift? 
Or perhaps something smaller? 
You know, these thoughts raced through my „,.!riCl• 
myself I did annoy, 
So I asked these teachers wise 
What gift most would bring them joy. 
As one they looked at me and said. 
"Thto are two gifts we treasure, 	 A 
To brin o you happiness 
And mu love without measure." 
is 	mutual now 
This exchange of gifts so rare, 
For they have given of themselves 
And. he joy was ours to share! 
• A 






HL: AGO PHILADELPHIA • 
HASHINGTON • 
Swing your partner...700 miles at sea! 
Bermuda 
Square Dance Festival 
January 17th-23rd,1980 
Nightly Square Dancing' A new and different 
location each night ... on an island where every 
location is beautiful. 
Three Afternoon Workshops! Group get-
togethers that everyone who attends will find 
informative and entertaining. 
Three Professional Callers! Jim Purcell, 
Dick Jones and Chuck Stinchcomb will head 
up the hoedowns. 
Contact your Travel Agent 
or the Bermuda Department of Tourism: 
New York: 630 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10020 • (212) 246-6053 
Boston: Suite 1010, 44 School Street, Boston, Mass. 02108 • (617) 742-0405 
Ohs 
by NINI Harris 
St. Louis, Missouri 
"London Bridge is falling down, 
falling down 	 
"The Farmer in the dell, the farmer 
in the dell.... 
These playful rhymes ring through 
every playground, alley and schoolyard. 
But they are much more than simple 
children's games. They are a remnant 
of American History— A creation of the 
frontier. 
Known as play parties, these games 
combined lilting steps and charming 
lyrics put to delightful tunes. They 
developed first in the Southern moun-
tain regions. Some religious sects in 
that area strictly forbade dancing. "She 
danced herself right out of the church," 
was a common saying. And few things 
were considered as sinful as dancing 
unless it was fiddling. According to 
some early American churches, ''Fid-
dler's green is two miles lower than 
hell." 
No dancing. No music. 
But the children raised in this rigid 
environment learned to circumvent the 
letter of the law. 
Play party games included many 
square dance steps, but were tolerated 
since they left out the frowned upon 
steps, like the swing. 
The dancers sang and clapped the 
music, jingles, rhymes and ballads. But 
no instrumental music was used so 
respectable adults could look the other 
way. 
As more teenagers took part in the 
games, quaint teasing became part of 
the fun. "Who's playing in the Paw Paw 
Patch," with its flirtatious chase, is 
typical of this. 
Some of the play parties, that are 
more like dramatic games, are defi- 
nitely of English origin. But many are 
pure American folk play. Their subjects 
encompass the interests, objects and 
activities of rural America. 
"Coffee grows on a White Oak tree, 
Sugar runs in Brandy. 
"Girls as sweet as a lump of gold, 
Boys as sweet as candy. 
The coffee from the White Oak tree in 
these lyrics from the play party 
"Jubilee" refers to the pioneers making 
coffee from acorns. 
One verse of "Jubilee", the steps of 
which bear considerable resemblance to 
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A Creation of 
the Frontier 
the Virginia Reel, tells of the delight 
taken in the games. 
"Hardest work I ever done, working 
on the farm. 
"Easiest work I ever done, swing my 
true love's arm. 
(the swing refers to an elbow 
swing, not a closed swing) 
"Swing and turn, Jubilee. 
"Live and learn, Jubilee. 
These dance calls are livened up with 
these references to rural life. 
"Corn in the hopper and meal in the 
sack. 
"Lady step forward and the gent step 
back. 
Though play parties owe their early 
popularity to religious restrictions, they 
kept their popularity because of practi-
cality. Play parties followed the frontier, 
springing up wherever people were 
dependent on homemade, make it 
yourself, or do-without amusements. 
In many frontier communities, bear 
hunters, Indian fighters, rough keel 
boat men or wild cowboys could be seen 
dancing play parties innocently with 
their gals. 
"Skip to My Lou," "Rock Candy," 
"Go In and Out the Window," "Red 
Rover" and "Bluebird, Bluebird" are a 
few play party games. 
They share a simple charm that has 
kept them entertaining to generations of 
Americans. 
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TOWN AND COUNTRY PETTICOATS 
24 NEW ROAD • EAST AMHERST, NEW YORK 14051 
Mono Arse Code - 718489-9793 
ADDRESS 	  
NAME ALLOW 2-3 WEEKS DELIVERY 




TOWN AND COUNTRY PETTKOAT 
24 NEW ROAD EAST AMHERST. NEW YORK 14051 - (716) 689-9793 
PETTICOATS - YARDAGE 35 YDS 50 YDS 
SOLID COLORS $20.95 $23.95 
SATIN STRIPE 26.95 29.95 
MULTI COLORED 23.95 28.95 
(Your Cho., Up To Four Colors 




SISSY 	$7.95 	 MID—THIGH 	$8 .95 
PLEASE SPECIFY SIZE 	S. U. L. XL ($9.95) 
AVAILABLE IN MOST COLORS 








PINK 	 WHITE 	 WHITE VS/SATIN 
HOT PINK ORANGE BLACK W/SATIN 
RED 	 BLACK 	 ORANGE VI/SATIN 
NAVY BROWN BRIGHT YELLOW W/SATIN 
	
LIGHT BLUE 	 BEIGE 	 LIME W/SATIN 
ROYAL BLUE YELLOW HOT PINK W/SATIN 
LILAC 	 BRIGHT YELLOW 	 RED VI/SATIN 
PURPLE LIME 	 NAVY W/SATIN 
TURQUOISE 	 GREEN BLUE W/SATIN 
LIGHT TURQUOISE 	 BROWN W/SATIN 
RETURNS AUTHORIZED WITH OUR MAILING LABEL ONLY 




tame Whinge Print) 
Address 
Ca,/ 	 State 	 Zip 
ZIP 
THIS IS YOUR ADDRESS LABEL (PLEASE PRINT) 	 PRICES EFFECTIVE 8/1 /79  






Caller on the 
Spot 
by Duane & 
Donna Rodgers 
From Around the Corner, Illinois 
Analysis of a good square dance 
caller can be done several ways, 
depending on who is doing the 
critiquing. I guess all of us will agree 
that how much the caller is in demand 
goes a long way in saying how good he 
is. But how do different groups look at a 
caller? 
The dancers are thinking in terms of 
what they will get out of a caller. And 
why not? They are paying him to 
entertain them. Very seldom do they go 
to a dance to rate the caller. Generally, 
it is out of loyalty to the club, because 
their friends are there, or because a 
particular caller performs in a way that 
fulfills their needs at that particular 
point in time. Because needs generally 
change any given number of times 
throughout a year, more than one caller 
generally is needed for the dancer to 
attain his goals. 
The club officers look at a caller for 
the way he conducts himself, keeps 
engagements, how well he promotes 
good fellowship, and, depending on the 
type or level of the club, how well he 
teaches. They want to know if he can 
move the club in the direction they want 
to go. And, of course, what kind of 
crowd can he draw? 
Other callers are looking at their 
fellow callers for what they can 
exchange in the way of cooperation, 
helpful ideas, dance material, integrity 
and a good reputation. 
The leaders and square dance 
educators are looking at the caller who 
can develop proficiency with a positive 
and productive program. They seek 
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quality in all areas and callers who use 
their skills to accomplish a total 
program for the square dancer. They 
look to see if he adheres to the system of 
rules and established methods to 
facilitate the performance of certain 
duties, along with how much knowl-
edge, motivation, application and un-
derstanding he has in a given area. Is 
there a balance of art and science 
utilized in his performance, presenta-
tion, and showmanship? They look to 
see if the caller is dance-oriented, 
providing enjoyment, satisfaction, ful-
fillment, and enthusiasm. 
The caller looks at himself as a 
recreational leader, teacher, technician, 
salesman, business manager, public 
relations manager, master of music, 
analyst, and M.C., to mention a few. He 
must watch his health, mental attitude, 
depth of understanding and interpreta-
tion, styling and gimmicks, voice 
control, choreography, clarity, mental 
imagery, selection and programming. 
He must use variety and challenge in 
their proper perspective to compliment 
an evening and not dominate it. He 
must continually evaluate himself for 
improvement and expanding skills; he 
must be caring, smooth, humble, 
stimulating, dynamic, and have com-
mand and control of the floor. He must 
never forget he was a beginner. The 
caller must have the knowledge to know 
what cannot be changed, have the 
strength to change what needs chang-
ing and have the ability to know one 
from the other. 
A caller must be a cut above what 
most consider a professional entertainer 
to be; he has to go beyond rehearsed, 
planned programs without replays, 
(well, a few moves here and there), to 
be able to choreograph the right kind of 
dance to a given floor at any given time. 
He must pick his commands and moves, 
to maintain a comfortable level so 98% 
of the dancers on the floor are dancing 
and happy. 
Do our callers fit up there with the 
Johnny Carson.s, Bob Hopes, and Don 
Rickles? (Now that last name gives 
pause for thought, a caller like 
Rickles?) 
What is a caller? Next time put on 
your marquee: A True Entertainer. 
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Meet THE BOSS 
Power enough for 100 squares— 
twice the power of our previous 
models, yet small and lightweight for 
quick, convenient portability. 
Exceptional Reliability— 
proven in years of square dance use. 
A $1,000. Value— 
4110 • 	--------- — 
Professional Sound System Available 
This 17-pound system, housed in a 14"x14"x5" sewn vinyl carrying 
case, is easy to transport and set up, yet will deliver an effortless 120 
R.M.S. watts of clear, clean power. 
Conservative design which lets the equipment "loaf" results in high 
reliability and long life. Yet this small powerhouse has more useful 
features than we have ever offered before: 
VU meter for convenient visual sound level indication 
Two separate power amplifiers 
Two separately adjustable microphone channels 
Optional remote music control 
5-gram stylus pressure for extended record life 
Internal strobe 
BUILT-IN music-only monitor power amplifier 
Tape input and output 
Convenient control panel 
Exclusive Clinton Features 
Only Clinton has a floating pickup/turntable suspension, so that an 
accidental bump as you reach for a control knob will not cause 
needle skip. 
Only Clinton equipment can be operated on an inverter, on high line 
voltage, or under conditions of output overload without damage. 
Only Clinton offers a dual speed control— normal and extended 
range (0-80 r.p.m.) and automatic speed change from 33 to 45 rpm 
Clinton alone rates power output, supplies a comprehensive service 
handbook including SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS for easy emergen-
cy service, and makes available plug-in components for such service 
We Back Up Our Products 
If you don't like the P-400 for any reason, return it within 30 days for 
a full refund (except shipping). Parts and labor for any factory service 
within one year are fully warranted. For as long as you, the original 
purchaser, own your Clinton, we will supply loan equipment should 
you wish to return it to us for service. 
If price were no object, the P-400 would still be the best performing 
and most reliable system on the market. Yet this new standard of 
excellence is priced at a modest $595. THE BOSS is the best choice at 
any price. 
Say you saw N in ASD (Credit Burdick) 
CLINTON INSTRUMENT COMPANY, PO Box 505, Clinton CT 06413 
Tel: 203-669-7548 
but priced at just $595.! 
Why the P-400 is the Finest 
• 
(Others use up to 10!) 
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THE CALLER WEDS HIS TAW AT ALLEMANDE HALL 
Ray Donahoo, handsome caller for 
the Yellow Rocks Club, and Jessica 
Greeson, a recent graduate of Ray's 
new dancer class, last July became 
partners for their "promenade of life." 
They were married in beautiful Alle-
mande Hall, which was built and is 
owned by Chattanooga area square 
dancers. 
Ray introduced Jessica to the club in 
1978 and she enrolled in the class. The 
four foot five inch bundle of dynamite 
and beauty graduated at the top of her 
class in May, 1979, and officialy became 
the caller's taw. Trips to the Caribbean, 
Jan Juan, Florida, Fontana Village and 
the Tennessee S/ D Convention followed 
one after the other until July. 
Ray and Jessica combined their 
wedding with their club dance, arriving 
at 8 p.m. in western-style clothes. 
While Ray called the first few tips, his 
taw sat listening. Shortly before 9 the 
couple disappeared, and the caller's  
stand was decorated with candles, 
flowers and ferns. Linda Blessing, who 
was to officiate, appeared in her 
religious garb. Nuptial music by Yellow 
Rock honorary member Stanley Benton, 
began. All lights were dimmed and only 
candles illuminated the hall. Following 
the promenade down the aisle, Ray 
sang "I Love You Just the Way You 
Are" to Jessica. The preacher stressed 
that they must always "honor their 
partners." Vows were pronounced and 
the new man and wife gave each other a 
"big, big yellow rock." The Donahoos 
then promenaded to the back of 
Allemande Hall where well-wishers 
showered them with congratulations. 
After the reception, all danced to the 
calls of Johnny Haney until the night 
ended at Allemande Hall. The Dona-
hoos then departed for the Great Smoky 
Mountains. 	 Charlie Riley 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 




Square dancing was the halftime 
entertainment at Schaeffers Stadium for 
the New England Patriots-Kansas City 
Chiefs game in August, 1978, so why 
not again at a Bronco game in Denver? 
The idea sounded so simple when 
June and Dean Salverson first discussed 
it, and they envisioned 100 squares on 
the field at Mile High Stadium on a 
Sunday afternoon. Many changes were 
to be made in the dream before it was 
realized. 
First of all, the Bronco people 
accepted the idea and the dancers were 
given the OK, but not enough seats 
were available for 800 dancers. The 
Salversons waited patiently, hoping 
more seating might be found, and that 
the game would be early enough in the 
season that weather might not be a 
factor. 
The Salversons announced their plans 
at the dances they attended and 
response was overwhelming. In a short 
time they had signed up 320 dancers, 
but still didn't know which game they 
would attend. Dancers were to come 
from Wyoming, northeastern Colorado, 
Greeley and Longmont, as well as 
Denver, and staging a rehearsal would 
mean quite a sacrifice. The only solution 
seemed to be to have all dancers come 
in early on Sunday morning of the 
game. 
Finally, the Salversons were informed 
the date would be August 24, a Friday 
night. It was too late to rescind the 
offer, and the Salversons feared many 
dancers could not get out of work early 
enough to practice beforehand. June 
began calling everyone, only to find that 
the square dancers were quite serious 
about their obligation. 
Square dancers are trained for thirty 
weeks and learn their lessons well, so it 
seemed there was no need to worry if 
the dancing were kept simple. Specta-
tors would not be interested in 
complexity of movements as long as 
there was activity on the field. This all 
seemed logical and left only the 
problem of entry and exit to be 
organized. 
Marching bands line up on the 
sidelines, march to centerfield, perform 
and march off again, so why wouldn't 
that work with the dancers? Forty 
Continued on Page 77 
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The Five R'S 
by Bud & Shirley Parrott 
From Oregon Federation News 
First of all, let us explain that the 
following article is many of our own 
thoughts on Round Dance Styling, plus 
a conglomerate of ideas and techniques 
that we have learned over our nearly 
twenty years of teaching and attending 
various clinics and teaching sessions 
conducted by other round dance teach-
ers. 
We believe in, and teach, the five 
"B"s of round dancing. They are, 
basics, blending, balance, body me-
chanics, and both. A combination of 
these five "B"s equals styling. 
The first "B", basics, is the 
foundation for all types, styles, and 
phases of dancing. Whether you are 
going to learn round dancing, square 
dancing, contra dancing, folk dancing, 
or ballroom dancing, the first require-
ment is a course of basics from a 
qualified instructor. We believe in 
basics first, then learning dances comes 
much easier. Practice, in dancing as 
well as anything else, makes perfect. Be 
consistent, and don't miss lessons. This 
not only slows down your learning 
process, but it slows the rest of your 
class while you learn those figures that 
were taught while you were absent. 
The second "B", blending, is the 
smooth movement from one figure to 
the next. We describe blending as using 
the last step of one figure as the 
preparatory step to the next figure. This 
makes the combination of the figures 
smooth and flowing. There are many 
figures that we could describe to 
illustrate what we mean, but perhaps 
the easiest to describe would be that of 
facing line of dance in semiclosed 
position and dancing two forward two 
steps and blending to closed position, 
man facing the wall, to do a half box. As 
you dance the second forward two step 
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start your turn to closed position on the 
third step. You will be in a comfortable 
position to do the half box. This type of 
blending action is our rule of thumb for 
all figures and we think that proper 
blending of figures adds much to overall 
styling. 
The third "B", balance, is very 
important to styling. Keep your weight 
over your feet and help your partner 
maintain his, or her, balance. Rule of 
thumb— "Ears over Heels". When 
doing a figure that has one partner 
doing a different step from the other 
such as a vine/twirl, the vining, or 
balance partner should provide the 
balance for the twirling, or working, 
partner. The balance partner should 
also act as the guide. When doing a 
figure such as a spin/maneuver, the 
man can provide the balance and 
positioning for the woman by adjusting 
his position to hers as she does her solo 
spin. Above all allow the working 
partner to finish his or her figure before 
starting the next figure. This will also 
help to maintain balance and insure 
smooth styling. 
The fourth "B", body mechanics, 
may be applied many ways to improve 
styling. We suggest to our classes that 
when they assume closed position the 
woman should be slightly to the man's 
right. This can help to eliminate toes 
being stepped on and can also help 
eliminate "spraddling" or stepping to 
the outside of your partner's feet. 
Body mechanics is also maintaining a 
slight pressure of the arms when in 
butterfly position. Do not have "rubber" 
or "spaghetti" arms as this makes the 
leading through a butterfly figure very 
difficult. 
Other body mechanics uses can be 
described as "vee" positions. When 
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doing semiclosed figures such as cut 
back steps or forward lock steps, turn 
slightly to face each other and the steps 
will be easier, therefore smoother and 
better styled. The same "vee" position 
may be used in a butterfly lock step. A 
forward lock step in banjo position may 
be executed much easier and will be 
better styled if the partners will take 
banjo position, then turn slightly to 
face each other. This will direct the 
man's left shoulder and arm diagonally 
toward the line of progression. Follow 
the line of progression using the man's 
left shoulder and arm as a guide. This is 
called a "shoulder lead" and makes the 
lock step much easier and smoother and 
better styled. 
The fifth "B" is both. By this we 
stress the fact that both partners should 
learn to dance, not one partner depend 
on the other to not only learn how to 
dance, but to lead through the dances. 
By both learning it is easier to lead. By 
both learning it is easier to follow. By 
both learning it is easier to dance. 
It is our feeling that if the "B"s that 
we have outlined are followed, then  
dancing will be smoother and better 
styled. 
Styling is comfortable dancing, and 
we suggest that for comfortable dancing 
adjust your footwork to each other, keep 
your feet close to the floor and dance on 
the balls of your feet, not your toes. 
Your handwork is also very important to 
styling, and the man's left hand, in semi 
closed, closed, or banjo or sidecar 
positions should be at shoulder or eye 
level height to his partner. The same 
height for butterfly position. 
By maintaining this height for the 
hands, a circle away figure, a face to 
face, back to back figure, a wrap or 
unwrap figure or many others will be 
much easier to execute and therefore 
will be better styled. 
The intent of this article is not to 
change your way of dancing if you are 
comfortable dancing your own style, but 
rather to explain some of the ways that 
we feel are beneficial to those dancers 
who would like to change or perhaps 
improve their style of dancing. 
We believe that above all, comfort-
able dancing IS styling. 
• 
VACATION 
_ at 	- • •-• 
- 	McCloud DANCE COUNTRY 
9 miles East of 1-5 on Hwy 89 
at the foot of beautiful MT. SHASTA 
McCLOUD, CALIFORNIA 
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING 	• - 
Memorial Weekend thru Labor Day Weekend 
R.V.'s WELCOME 
Write: Dave & Suzanne Abbott 
P.O. Box 745 






Dave ADD0t1 Keith Gylte 
DON'T BLAME IT ALL ON ME 
Called by Dave Abbott, Redding, Calif. 
WISHING 
Called by Keith Gylfe, Sonoma, Gallf. 
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STATE FAIR SQUARE DANCE by Patti Vellska Glen Burnie, Md. 
Dancers were "busting out all over" 
on the opening day of the Maryland 
State Fair. Grove Miller, President of 
the Maryland State Fair & Agricultural 
Society, Inc. and Max Mosner, General 
Manager, rolled out the red carpet for 
over 700 dancers who helped start the 
fair's festivities. 
The Cow Palace at the State Fair 
Grounds was decked out with banners 
from square dance clubs all over 
Maryland. After the grand march, 
Grove Miller and Max Mosner wel-
comed the dancers to the "First 
Annual" Square Dance at the Maryland 
State Fair. 
The square and round dance program 
featured the square dance leaders of the 
Baltimore Area with Ken Miller and Jim 
Prouty sharing MC honors at the mike. 
Seven Baltimore area square dance 
clubs participated in a special demon- 
stration tip. Starting with a hustle, then 
a star prowl, using spin chain the gears, 
a star promenade and a Venus & Mars 
star routine, the dancers moved on the 
beat and to the music of the pop record 
"Star Wars". Caller Patti Valiska, 
choreographer of the square dance 
routine, prompted from the mike. 
Participating squares represented the 
Shooting Stars Square Dance Club, the 
Cloverleaf Squares, the Golddiggers, 
the Bayside Promenaders, the Fireside 
Squares, the Calico Squares and the 
Wee Bees. 
A large crowd of spectators was on 
hand to view the dancing from the 
bleachers. The dance was a continuous 
2x2 program with the rounds beautifully 
performed and pleasing to see, and the 
squares were mainstream level depict-




Bridgeton MO 83044 
314-739-8744 
JP204 GONNA HAVE A BALL by Joe Porritt 
JP104 SOMEONE IS LOOKING FOR SOMEONE LIKE YOU, Bob 
JP302 NO LOVE AT ALL, R/D by 011ie/Donna Loehr 
JP203 ALL AT ONCE IT'S FOREVER by Joe Porritt 
JP103 SELFISH by Bob Vinyard 
JP102 RHYTHM OF THE RAIN by Bob Vinyard 
JP202 TULSA TIME by Joe Porritt 
JP1977 HONEY ALL I EVER NEED by Joe Porritt 
JP101 BLUE MOON OF KENTUCKY by Bob Vinyard 
JP201 WHEN YOU SAY LOVE by Joe Porritt 
JP301 ALL OF ME by 011Ia/Donna Loehr 
St. Louis Louisville 
Distributed by Corsair, 
Twelgren, Old-Timer 
Joe Porritt 
724 Palatka Rd 
Louisville KY 40214 
502-368-6815 










NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose 
CAN BE PURCHASED ON TIME PAYMENTS WITH APPROVED CREDIT 
AMPLIFIERS ONLY 
1-40 1100 979.95 
1-50 51169.95 
T-11313 51295.50 
Plus Freight on all above prices. 
NEWCOMB 
RECORD CASES 
Mailing costs are for 











PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT 
NOTICE ON ALL EQUIPMENT LISTED 
CAR CADDY—A New concept in a hand truck. Carries up to 100 lbs.  
40" folds to 20". Tubular steel, weights 7 lbs. Collapsible, designed to be used for 
sound equipment, luggage, etc. $29.95 plus S3. pstg. In USA. Shock cord $2.00 each 
LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2100 I Don't Believe I'll Fall In Love Today 
Caller Andy Petrere' 
2099 Rhode Island Red (Key G)/Hurry (Key C-D) 
2098 Heartbreak Hotel. Caller: Nate Bliss' 
2097 Rattler (Key C)/Arms (Key C) Hoedowns 
2096 Norman, Caller: Lem SmIth' 
2095 Whole Lot of Difference In Love, Lem 
2095 Whole Lot of Difference In Love, Lem Gravel le• 
DANCE RANCH 
653 Around the World, Caller; Ron Schneider' 
652 Say You'll Be Mine, Cued by Herb Egender' 
651 Cabaret. Caller: Jim Mayo' 
BOGAN 
1316 Angel Eyes, Caller: Bob Barnes' 
1315 Something Nice, Caller: Bob Barnes' 
1314 Music Box Dancers, Caller: James Marlin' 
1313 Kingstown, Caller: Tommy White' 
LORE 
1179 Fond Affection, Caller; Curtis Thompson' 
1178 Jambelaya, Caller Johnny Creel' 
1177 Early Morning Rain. Caller. Curtis Thompson  
1176 What Am I Doing in her World, C. Thompson 
SWINGING SQUARE 
2376 Robert E Lee, Caller: Paul Greer. 
ROCKIN A 
1371 Golden Tears. Caller: Jesse Cox' 
1370 Try A Little Kindness. Caller: David Cox. 
BEE SHARP 
111 I'll Always Thank You, Caller. Bob Hester' 
E-Z (Easy mixers called one side by Jerry Helt) 
714 Blue Stars and Stripes 
719 Queen's Quadrille 
722 Tunnel of Love. Contra 
723 Circle and Star Contra 
724 Celito Lindo Mixer, Circle Mixer 
725 Pretty Baby Quadrille 
MOST POPULAR LP ALBUMS 
1021 50 Basics, Caller; Marshall Flippo 
1025 75 Plus Basics. Caller Marshall Flippo 
1034 Mainstream Plus by Marshall Flippo 
1035 Ten Singing Calls by Marshall Flippo 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE. P.O. Box 7308, Houston, Texas 77008 
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NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
"The Worlds Greatest Square Dance Event" 
Memphis, Tennessee 
JUNE 26, 27, 28,1980 
REGISTRATION: Box 30/170 	 PUBLICITY & INFORMATION: 
Memphes. T•noeSS•• 38130 
	
Box 111/442—M•mphos 311 I I I 
PLANS ON TRACK FOR THE 1980 
"NIGHT TRAIN TO MEMPHIS" 
Just as the Indianapolis 500 is billed 
as the Greatest Spectacle in Racing, so 
could the National Square Dance 
Convention be considered the annual 
pinnacle for square dancers. With 
detailed preparations being finalized 
and registrations pouring in at a record 
rate, the 1980 event in Memphis, 
Tennessee, promises to be one of the 
most enjoyable square dance events 
ever. 
Square and round dancers the world 
over will converge on that city next June 
26, 27, 28 for the 29th National Square 
Dance Convention at the fabulous Cook 
Convention Center overlooking the 
Mississippi River. "We've been as-
tounded at the positive response 
received already," stated Roger & 
Mary Anne Reynolds, General Chair-
man. "Our early registrations have 
already surpassed those recorded at this 
stage by all previous conventions except 
one— and we're not far behind their 
early totals." 
As the convention draws near, new 
events are being added and others 
refined. Because Nashville, the capital 
of Tennessee, is famous the world over 
as the capital also of Country and 
Western music, a spectacular C&W 
Show has been added to the conven-
tion's agenda. Arrangements are cur-
rently being worked out with an 
experienced show promoter to assure 
that this bonus feature will be an 
unforgettable event for all in atten-
dance. 
American Souaredance, December 1979 
Special priority has also been placed 
on processing registration and housing 
requests as quickly as possible. The 
data processing committee has comput-
erized all pertinent information from the 
applications received for easy retrieval 
in a number of categories, to aid both 
registrants needing information and 
other committee persons requiring 
working totals, etc. 
"We're finally convincing the busi-
ness community in Memphis and other 
surrounding towns of the gigantic sized 
crowd to expect," said Carl & Jean 
McCarver, Services Chairman. "At first 
no one believed us, but now many 
restaurants are committed to extending 
their hours of operation, the local transit 
authority is already earmarking special 
buses for our use, and we're still 
months away from the actual conven-
tion." 
If you've been planning to attend a 
national convention "some day"— or if 
you're new to square dancing— this is 
one convention you should not miss. 
Being in the heart of Mid-America, 
Memphis is easy to get to from just 
about any part of the country, with full 
services from all modes of public 
transportation (even river paddlewheel-
ers!). 
Register now to "Take That Night 
Train To Memphis" for the 1980 
National Square Dance Convention 
June 26, 27, 28. Come, share a little 
extra "friendship set to music" 
Happy Holidancing! 
For registration information, contact: 
Registration Committee, P.O. Box 
30170, Memphis, TN 38130. 
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HALPO INDUSTRIES 
P. 0. Box 279, 3669 Garden Ct., Grove City, Ohio 43123 
(614) 875-9313 or 875-3236 
GOLDEN COLUMN SPEAKER 
• Sparkling Sound 
• 20 to 20.000 Hertz Frequency Response 
• One Will Do The Job 
• For The Discriminating Caller 
The Golden Column Speaker System is an outstanding advance in column-type speaker design. 
Utilizing three matched, extended range, eight-inch dual cone, air suspension speakers housed 
in a totally sealed, low-resonance enclosure. This system gives good phase coherance in the 
mid-frequencies, excellent voice intelligibility, clear well-damped but strong bass and ex-
tended highs without irratation. The Golden Column is as attractive as it is funtional. Gold 
anodized aluminum grill and molding combined with cherry wood grain formica create a 
speaker system you will be proud to use. 120 watts RMS of clean power handling capability. 8 
ohms impedance. Built in stand holder with slight forward tilt. Dimensions: 8-x10"x30", 
weight 30 lbs. 
MITY MITE SPEAKER 
• Compact Size 
• Super Sound 
• Light Weight - Only 20 lbs. 
• Ideal For Traveling Callers 
This speaker dares to be different! Our sound-secret is the hi-compliance full-range 6 x 9 oval 
speakers working in unison to generate rich bass and midrange sounds. The super tweeters 
extend the clear, crisp highs to the limit. 60 watts RMS power capacity (120+ peak). Covers 
up to 30 squares easy. 4 ohm imedance. 30-18K hertz frequency response. Sturdy particle 
board cabinet covered with cherry wood formica for long lasting beauty. Contrasting grille 
covering. Built-in stand holder with slight forward tilt. Dimensions: 8"w x 8"d x 22"h. 
Shipping weight 25 lbs. 
ALL ALUMINUM SPEAKER STANDS 
• Light Weight - Only 11 lbs 
• Folds To Compact Size. 
Heavy duty structual aluminum; full adjustable telescoping post with knob screw locks; 
folding tripod legs; gold trimmed to match speaker system; fully anodized for protection and 
beauty. Folded length 37". Extended height 84". Shipping weight 12 lbs. 
NOTE The figures stated with speakers indicate the speaker may be used with receivers 
and amplifiers delivering up to the stated (RMS) continuous power per channel, driven to 
clippings 10% of the time. on normal music source material.  
Call or Write for Further Info. 	 VISA & MASTER CHARGE WELCOME 
THESE SPEAKERS MAY BE USED WITH ANY KNOWN 
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Scarf prints are still in. To have a 
dress or at least a skirt with these 
designs for square dancing! But how to 
cut and how to sew? The scarves are 
unfortunately too small, you think. But 
it is possible! I tried it and playing 
around with the design when cutting, I 
achieved unique views and designs for a 
simple circular skirt. 
For those of you who have not yet 
your "individual" pattern for a circular 
skirt, measure your waist (W), then the 
wanted length of the skirt (L). Now you 
calculate: 7 times W divided by 44 
makes r, i.e. the circle you cut for the 
waist, add to r the length of the skirt = 
R, i.e. the circle for the skirt. Draw 2 
circles, one with r and the other with R 
with help of your string measure, cut 
the whole thing out and you have the 
pattern of one quarter skirt (Figure A). 
You may use this pattern for every 
circular skirt. 
A. 
Now the scarf prints! They have 
mostly a width of 35.5 inches and look 
like (B). For a skirt of 22 to 24 inches 
length, you need four scarves. For  
finished skirt you find next to it. 
If you want to sew a skirt with a 
ruffle, make a new pattern the length of 
which you shorten at the width of the 
ruffle (the circle becomes smaller). If 
you are lucky with the scarf design you 
can cut two skirt sections out of one 
scarf. The ruffle is made out of two 
edges of the scarf sewn together. (Two 
two edges ruffled are enough for one 
skirt section.) Cut like II. 
Do you want to sew a whole dress? 
Match the top of the pattern you always 
use for your square dancing dresses. If 
you have none, buy one for a dirndl or a 
wedding dress, and use only the top. 
Have you chosen skirt IV or V? You can 
give the dress a special touch by adding 
a pointed sleeve. For this purpose cut 
the sleeve with your pattern like this: 
safety buy five scarves, then you have 
one left over for a matching neckerchief. 
For a skirt with four sections handle 
the pattern like (I). The design of the 
American Squaredance. December 1979 
Good luck when sewing! Maybe I will 
see one or the other dress of this kind on 
the Round Up. Till Then! 
Chatterbox 
W. Germany 
The most interesting designs, how-
ever, occur when cutting the skirt in 
eight sections. Fold your pattern (c). 
How you cut and how the finished skirt 
will look like you find under III, IV, V. 
Those are the skirts. 
5 
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DANCE FESTIVAL 
Join Us For Our 32nd 
Annual Festival 
January 17, 18, 19, 20, 1980 
Always The Third Weekend in January 
Tucson Community Center 
Downtown Tucson, Arizona 
Featured Round Dance Leaders Featured Callers 
Charlie & Bettye Procter Don Schadt John Hendron Beryl Main 
Red Oak. 	 Van Nuys, 	 Framingham. 	 Golden. 
Texas 	 California Maryland 	 Colorado 
Hosted By Old Pueblo Square Dancers Association 
Any Additional Information 
Kitty & Bill Gleason Selma & Cal Stone 
8103 East Beverly 	6231 East 17th St. 
Tucson, Arizona 85710 Tucson, Arizona 85711 
(602) 886-0866 	(602) 747-8213 
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MEANDERINGS, Continued 
Gast. Ein Grossteil dieser Feriengaste 
haben ein gemeinsames Hobby, dem 
sie auch in Interlaken. 
If I forget a day or two of my life it 
shall never be Monday, our final full 
day in Interlaken. To start things off 
well, of Sol shone gloriously, the clouds 
lifted, and all the cameras of all the 
tourists came out, focused on that 
pompous and obliging old Jungfrau 
mountain once more. We shot it, too, 
then shopped a lot, but bought little. 
Taking in that crisp air was pure 
pleasure. Flowers grow everywhere in 
Interlaken— from flower boxes in the 
heart of the city, in the parks, along the 
sidewalks, in front of the shops, and in 
those patchy little garden plots. Deco-
rated horses and carriages carrying 
vacationers trotted by constantly, along 
with those buzzing little motor bikes, 
standard bicycles, and half-pint com-
pact cars. (Small wonder they're small, 
with gasoline at $2.50 a gallon.) 
Attending a Rotary meeting at the 
Krebs Hotel was an extra treat for me 
that day, because I happened to sit by a 
Ford Motor exec, who provided instant 
translation and good company for a 
couple of hours. 
It is difficult to describe the party in 
the Boedeli-Beis (intimate club room) at 
the Oberland Hotel that night, arranged 
for our staff of caller-hosts by a 
generous gentleman named Hans 
Kubler, the manager. It was absolutely 
top-bracket stuff, beginning with an 
authentic Swiss dinner at 8 o'clock and 
continuing to eleven, or so with 
continuous accordian music, yodeling, 
COMING SOON.  
A-H001 PICK-A-DILLY/SAXY LADY 
Hoedowns 
singing, laughing, gift-giving, and a 
toot or two on the alpine horn for auld 
langsine. (Ask Dick Parrish to play the 
''Saints" again!) 
For the gobbling gourmets among 
you, feast your eyes on this fare: 
BOEDELI-RACLETTE 
(melted cheese with boiled potatoes and pickles) 
BERNER-PLATTE 
(boiled beef - smoked porc sausage 
boiled bacon - Luzerneli sausage-smoked 
neck of port in pastry) 
DOERRBOHNEN 
(air dried and boiled string beans) 
SAUERKRAUT pickled cabbage 
SALZKARTOFFELN boiled potatoes 
APFELSTRUDEL MIT VANILLESAUCE 
apple strudel with 
vanilla cream-sauce 
Wow. What a grand finale to a grand 
week. 
Tuesday, on a belated schedule again, 
we boarded the busses, motored to 
Zurich, worried our way thru customs, 
and squeezed our 250 weary bodies into 
the big bird at the flughafen for the final 
flight over the Atlantic. 
Folks, we literally fell in love with 
that little peace-loving country. You 
will, too. We're going back, with more 
callers, more dancers, on a swell, 
swinging, swishing, Swiss mission—
watch for the good word on signing up, 
and get your melodious yodeling 
modulated in a masterful manner! 
ti 
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A-003 PAPER DOLL 
Called by Bob Wright, Jr. 
Oa.. ..d Be",". H.ery 
14306 1.9. Rood 
w♦ 91016 
RECENT RELEASES 
A-001 EVERYBODY'S REACHING OUT 
A-002 SHOWBOAT GAMBLER 
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ZQUARE 
440 So. 104 E. AVE. 
NEW RELEASES 
FULTON COUNTY FAIR by Warren 
Mosely 
TULSA COUNTY HOEDOWN 
ABLE BODIED MAN by Mel Carter 
HOW MUCH TIME DOES IT TAKE by Mel 
Carter 
$1141Giir TALK 
"HAVE YOU BEEN SPEEDING" 
We've slowed the speed limit to 55 
mph but it seems like the pedal is still to 
the floor on that highway we call the 
square dance activity. 
We guess the fast pace is set by many 
callers who are forced by the club 
sponsoring the classes to hurry up with 
the lessons so the new dancers can join 
the club. We've seen those results on 
new dancers. 
How many times have you seen new 
dancers at a dance having trouble with 
the basics? It has to go back to the class 
they attended. We don't see this 
problom with new people in any other 
hobby except square dancing. The new 
bowler doesn't enter the Pro-Am 
tournaments after the first year of 
bowling. Nor do we see the second year 
golfer at the L.A. Open. In other 
activities it is clearly understood that it 
takes many hours, many weeks and 
months of practice to even get a good 
understanding of the activity. Why 
can't we get this point across to the new 
dancers and to those other dancers who 
are pushing the new dancers into a level 
that they are not prepared to enter. 
Callerlab recommends 41 weeks or 
approximately 80 hours of instruction to 
teach the Mainstream Program, calls 
1-69. I've taken the suggested program 
and just for the sake of easier figuring  
reduced it to one figure per hour of 
instruction. 10 more hours for the 
Quarterly Selections, 14 more hours for 
the Plus I and still another 12 hours for 
the Plus II Level totals over 105 hours of 
instructions for a dancer to be intro-
duced to all the figures before entering 
the A-1 level. Let's just stop there and 
mention that the normal class night has 
at most two hours of instruction per 
night. That figures out to over a year of 
instructions to reach the Plus II Level. 
One might say, "Fine, I've been 
learning figures for a year; this means 
I've been dancing for a year and I'm 
ready to move on to a higher level. 
What ever happened to the practice of 
these figures that they were introduced 
to during the classes and workshops? 
Just because they were taught the 
figures doesn't mean they know, 
understand and feel even a bit 
comfortable with the figures. 
Let's not push the new dancers right 
out of the activity that we asked them to 
join. This is why some of the callers and 
special dances state that two years' 
experience are suggested before enter-
ing the event or workshop. 
We overheard a dancer who went 
through class a few years ago talking to 
a brand new member of class. He said 
he really enjoyed the time he spent in 
Continued on Page 78 
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TULSA, OKLAHOMA 74128 SOS 1005 ARE YOU TEASIN' by Maurice Pianalto 
(918) 838-0890 	 SOS 1006 THREE TIMES SEVEN by Mel Carter SOS 1007 SUPPER TIME by Warren Mosely 
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Best Club Trick 
"The Swinging Pines" of Spruce 
Pine, North Carolina, had an authenic 
swinging pine at their annual Christmas 
dance a year ago, down in an area that 
produces Christmas trees for the whole 
USA. 
Jack Broadway, Vice-President, built 
a swing on which a live, decorated pine 
was placed. "White twinkle lights and 
handmade white Christmas ornaments  
were used to decorate the tree," said 
Margaret Beam, secretary. 
The tree was such a success that the 
club is using it at other special dances 
with seasonal decorations. If you 
"pine" and "balsam" "fir" a new idea 
this Christmas, "spruce" up your 
spirits with your own "bough" and 
"swing"! 
SINGING THRU PLUS TWO 
A NEW BOOK OF CALLERLAB Q.S., + 1 and + 2 
SINGING CALL ROUTINES 
To Help You Teach and Call the Figures Through Plus Two 
110 SINGING CALLS ROUTINES 
plus Definitions & Timing, Teaching Hints & Trouble Spots 
Printed on 8 x 11 sheets with easily readable orator type 
$5.75 Postpaid 
GENE TRIMMER, 103 Rosewood, Paragould AR 72450 
Author of Match A Melody and Mainstream Flow 
American Souaredance. December 1979 31 
From October Thru' April 
George & Bridie O'Leary's 
RINCON COUNTRY TRAILER 
VILLAGE 
8989 E. Escalante 
Tucson, Arizona 85730 
Phone (602) 886-8431 
Swimming Pool • Therapeutic Pool 
Tennis Court • Modern Laundry 
Six Table Poolroom • Lapidary 
Arts & Crafts • Silversmithing 
Woodworking • Shuffleboard 
and much more! 
NATE & GERRIE BLISS 
Resident Square Dance 
Leaders at Both Resorts 
Both resorts have floating hardwood dance floors. 
Full all level dance program, Square and Rounds. 
Staffed Recreation Directors with planned social 
programs. Cabaret Dances, Party Nights and more. 
From May Thru' September 
Curt & Margaret Newman's 
VALLECITO RESORT 
13030 County Road 501 
Baytield, Colorado 81122 
Phone (303) 884-2631 
Enjoy the beautiful Colorado 
Rockies. Hike and fish the Valle-
cito area. A lovely rustic area to 
enjoy nature at its best. Full trailer 
hookups, efficiency cabins, store 
and laundry on premises. 
RALPH & KELLI BAUSCH 
Resident Round Dance 
Leaders at Both Resorts 
Write For Brochures 	Reservations Accepted 
— ENJOY THE BEST OF BOTH SEASONS — 
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Encore 
by Mef Merrell 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
25 YEARS AGO— December 1954 
Rickey Holden divides the square 
dance caller's job into four general 
areas of responsibility: technical, pro-
fessional, moral and social or recrea-
tion. Discussing in detail the area of 
technical responsibilities, he picks three 
aspects for special consideration. He 
explains phrasing as a method of 
uniting the caller's "technical trinity": 
the 1-2-3-4 beat of the music, the groups 
of four beats in the dance movement, 
and the call words which resolve into a 
rhythm of four beats. Unite these three 
and you have the idea of phrasing. Then 
add in the idea of "prompting" (this is 
the hard part, Rickey says). Call the 
words just ahead, so the dancers can 
start their figure on the count of "1". 
then (the hardest of all) keep quiet 
entirely and let the dancers dance to the 
music. 
Though Rickey discusses other tech-
nical aspects of a caller's job and 
emphasizes the importance of studying 
and applying them in becoming a 
successful caller, he makes his strong-
est statement in explaining the social or 
recreation responsibility each caller 
has. He says, "The more I call the more 
I feel sure that this idea (social 
responsibility) is the most important of 
all. Sixty-seventy-maybe eighty percent 
of the caller's job is to make the evening 
a nice social affair. Briefly, over-simply, 
the idea is, 'It's gotta be fun'." 
Mary and Fred Collette urge you to 
use "Christmas wrappings for old 
favorites". They say, "There is no 
necessity for dancers to waste time and 
effort learning special routines (rounds) 
only to lock them up in seasonal music 
the rest of the year." They advise the 
use of already well-known routines, 
American Squaredance, December 1979 
temporarily separated from their ac-
cepted tunes and arranged with some of 
the beautiful Christmas music. 
Remember dancing to "This Ole 
House"? This old timer recording, 
called side by Johnny Schultz, is on a 78 
rpm, ten-inch plastic record and sells 
for $1.05. 
10 YEARS AGO— December 1969 
From the Editors' Page: " 'The hope 
of the world is in people getting 
together to build each other up,' we 
recently heard a speaker say. Relating 
this to our lives, we immediately come 
up with the next thought, 'Square 
Dance clubs are part of this hope.' True, 
only a fraction of the world's population 
is involved, but every move toward 
peace has to have a small beginning 
somewhere. 
At this season, a feeling of fellowship 
and brotherhood among peoples is more 
real to us than at others. Let's try an 
experiment— at your next dance, do 
one thing to 'build' someone else— a 
helping hand, a compliment, a special 
favor.... let's sincerely try to keep our 
square dance clubs groups where 
people 'build each other up' through 
fellowship and kindness. We want no 
part of putting down, tearing down or 
fragmentation; there's too much of that 
in the world already." 
In "One Man's Opinion", John 
Minton rates a quoteable quote: "I am 
willing to admit that some people are 
too sensitive for their own good, but I 
also believe that NEW DANCERS are 
very much on edge, and are especially 
reactive to any action that seems critical 
of them." He sets down some rules of 
good square dance manners aimed at 





Bruce Bird, Shawnee, Kansas: Is the 
Record Tune Clearing House working 
(to avoid duplications in singing calls 
produced by different labels)? 
As chairman of the Record Tune 
Clearing House, my main function has 
been to keep records or lists of the tunes 
and which producer has recorded which 
tunes. 
In the beginning we sent out notices 
to the members (some producers never 
joined, even after being asked two or 
three times) asking what had been 
recorded and the date recorded. Even 
this did not always work, due to notices 
crossing each other in the mail. The 
producer who recorded the tune first  
(and some were as close as a day apart) 
released his recording first and the 
other producer held his for six months 
or a year before he released it to the 
record market. 
Some of the producers felt confined 
by this type of agreement, so at the last 
meeting, they voted to discontinue this 
type of agreement and to just call in to 
me the tunes they intended to record. If 
someone else had done the tune, they 
could either drop it and do something 
else, or go ahead and do it. 
As it now stands, producers have a 
choice of going ahead and releasing a 
duplicate or doing another tune. To 
make a long story short, I'm just an 
information center. 	C.O. Guest 
Mesquite, Texas 
Members of the RTCH, as of March 
1977, who are currently producing 
records are: 
Chaparral Gary Shoemake 
B-Sharp Enterprises— Dave Taylor 
Dance Ranch — Frank Lane 
Continued on Page 51 
Deluxe Travel's Square Dancing Sailors 
Join the Fun on One of our Deluxe Cruises 
OR TOURS 
EMERALD SEAS 
Featuring: Bob Barnes 
January 18, 1980 









Mac MacDonald, Squares 
Russ Ayrton — rounds 









on PIP Double Occupancy 
Featuring 
Joe Prystupa 






All Prices Quoted 
29th NATIONAL SID CONVENTION, MEMPHIS, PLUS 
5 NIGHTS 	DISCOVER NASHVILLE 	From Tampa 
Presented by Joe & Carol Prystupa 	 Including Air Fare 
June 24 to 29, 1980 	 $392.00 p/p double occupancy 
Write or call 
for 
Further Information: 
Deluxe Travel, Inc. 
10039 Carrollwood Center 
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Rochester Shoes Has 
Square Dancing 
hoes for Women 
$12.90 	 $75ATAL Compare at 
$2 D°  
White or Black 
BEST VALUE IN N-M WIDTHS 




White, black smooth, 
black patent, red, navy, b own, god or silver 
STYLE E 
For the Round Dancer 






Check one 	Total Price 
Check Enclosed 	Postage 
MASTER CHARGE 	Add 
BANK AMERICARD TOTAL 





MAIL ORDER TO: 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORES 
K-Mart Plaza 




Card II11111111111ITh Exp.fes 
Come Dance 
With Us! 
Saturday, December 1 
ED CLARK 
Tuesday, December 4 
MARSHALL FLIPPO SPECIAL 





WEEKENDS & FESTIVALS 
CONTACT GAIL SWINDLE 
PO BOX 121, SMYRNA GA 30081 
Phone 14041 436 3664 
Saturday, December 15 
ED FRAIDENBURG 
WAGON WHEELERS HALL 
Floating Maple Floor 
Capacity: 30 Squares 
Summit Street Hill 
Jackson, Ohio 






GE NEV E 
GIVE HER SWITZERLAND 
FOR CHRISTMAS 
We're going back next year (see 
Meanderings)....6 separate week-long 
tours....mid-September thru October.... 
2 or 3 dozen callers....budget rates for 
an encounter of the first class kind.... 
send your deposit of $200. (refundable 
to June 1) and receive a gift certificate 
in time for her Christmas present. 
Note: Total cost per person will be about $690., covering r.t. air fare. first class hotel 
accommodations, cont. breakfasts, all dances, and bus transfers. Optional tours are extra. Your 
$100. (per person) holds your place to June 1st and is fully refundable to that date. Do it now .. 
SQUARE DANCE PRODUCTIONS 
% AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE 
PO Box 488 
HURON OH 44839 
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International Folk Dancing is performed all over the world and 
recently has become very popular in the United States. See if you 
can match the names of the dances in the left column to the 








2. Ali Pasha Russia 
3. Kujawiak No. 1 
	
Estonia 
4. Rumunsko Kolo Poland 
5. Dodi Li 
	
Sweden 
6. road to the Isles 
	
New Zealand 
7. Sweets of May Germany 










12. Alenuelul Hungary 
13. Raksi Jaak 
	
Turkey 
14. Czardas Vengerka 
	
United States 
15. Tant' Hessie 
	
Philippines 
16. Doudlebska Polka 
	
Ireland 








21. Kruez Koenig 
	
Yugoslavia 
22. Salty Dog Rag England 
23. Awa Odori 
	
Portuguese-Brazil 




ANSWERS TO NOVEMBER PUZZLE 
[From right to left across rows) 
sandbox 	reading between lines 	high chair 	I understand 
man overboard crossroads 	tricycle 	downtown 
Paradise 	circles under your eyes 	split level 	touchdown 
backward glance he's beside himself lifeaf ter death six feet underground 
three degrees below zero 	paradox 	neon light 	long underwear 
capital punishment 	mind over matter see-through blouse 	seven seas 
itA PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
Fair 'N Square Records 
Division of Palomino Square Dance Service 
"International Folk Dance Puzzle" 
by Ruth Adler 







7738 Morgan Avenue South Minneapolis 
(612) 869-9501 
Huge Variety of RECORDS 








Petticoats • Pettipants 
Skirts ' Blouses 
Shoes and High Heels 
Western Shirts • Pants 
Belts and Buckles 
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INDEX, JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER, 1979 
A case of Miss-Taw-ken Identity, Mike Lltzenberger 	 July, p. 42 
A Clean Mind & Dirty Fingernails, Al Eblen . November, p. 17 
A Creation of the Frontier, NINi Harris 	 December, p. 15 
A Heart-Y Message 	 February, p. 50 
Allemande Links, Werner R. Lamm 	 September, p. 15 
An Open Letter 	 May, p. 27 
Applause Is Not Enough, Dick & Carole Manning 	 June, p. 13 
A Square Dance Romance, Mrs. Kermit Nelson June, p. 11 
A Trip To Nostalgia, Iris Crowell 	 October, p. 21 
A Valentine You Give Yourself, Al Eblen 	 January, p. 11 
A Word to the Wise. Naomi Cherny 	 November, p. 14 
Ballroom Dancing for Round Dancers, Fred Haury 	 March, p. 15 
Behind the Mike, Rex Stearns 	 September. p. 19 
Best Club Trick 
Toastmasters Dance 	 March p. 37 
English Tour Group 	 January, p. 33 
Lubbock Heritage Benefit 	February, p. 38 
	
Gingham & Swing 'Em 	 August, p.31 
Funstars Honor Miss Idaho 	July, p.33 
Leprechauns 	 September, p.31 
Merri-Elghts 	 April, p. 33 
	
Dancing in Red Square 	October, p. 35 
Bi-State Steppers 	 May, p. 34 Summer Fun 	 November, p.31 
Cooperation In Action 	 June, p. 31 
	
Swinging Pines December, p. 31 
Book Nook 
Challenge SID Handbook 	July, p.81 S/D In Canada 	 January, p. 97 
Treasure Chest of Ideas .... ...August, p. 81 SID For Learners February, p. 97 	
Mainstream Basics Manual . 	September, p. 81 Pocket Dictionary 	 March, p. 97 
So You Want to Be A Caller October. p. 81 Dance A-While April, p.97 	
Anyone Can Sight Call 	November, p. 97 Swinging Seniors 	 May, p. 97 
Sight Callers Textbook December, p. 81 Fred's Language of R/D 	 June, P. 97 
Callerlab Programs 
	
August, p. 42 
Caller on the Spot, Duane & Donna Rodgers 	 December, p. 17 
Callers and CBers Don't Mix, Helen Ganster March, p. 11 
Caller Training, Al Eblen 	 March, p. 19 
Canadian Square & Round Dance Society, Pereira 	 March, p. 27 
Can You Teach An Old Dog New Tricks, Al Eblen August, p. 23 
Catch All Eight— And More, Peg Tirrell 	 June, p  25 
Coming Up Roses 	 January, p. 38; November, p. 25 
Commandments for Round Dancers, Roselle Bosley 	 May, p. 23 
Courtesy, Lib Eddy 	  July, p. 11 
Dances of the Decade, Yeeds 	  December, p. 42 
Dance To See, Collins 	 March, p. 25 
Dancing With Good Vibes, Edward R. Graff 	 September, p. 25 
Dandy Idea 
Liberty Bell Table Favor 	January, p 37 
Know Your Level 	 February, p 41 
Smooth Dancing Badge 	 March, p. 61 
Club & Class in One April, p 42 
Tree of Cherries 	 May, p 43 
Tribute to a Caller 	 June, p. 38 
Dance Card for Caller's Wife. 	August, p. 59 
Dancer Cutouts 	 October, p. 58 
Patio Lights November, p. 36 
Pro-Friend    December, p. 60 
Don't Get Caught in a Speed Trap, Jack Lasry   	 March, p.39 
Double 30th, Kathy Bearman 	 February, p. 25 
Down Rio Way 	 October, p. 12 
Ethics and Attitudes, Herb Dennis 	 May, p. 17 
Fancy Footwork, NiNi Harris 	 November, p.21 
Feedback 
Paul Greer 	 January, p. 60 
	
H Armstrong 	 August, p. 77 
Richard E. Jones 	 February, p. 92 M McFarland September. p. 77 
Robert Coleman April, p. 60 
	
Hurst, Boswell, Knecht 	October, p.50 
Jeanne M Briscoe 	 May, p. 35 Jeff Taverner 	 November, p.43 
Ed Butenhot 	 June, p. 60 
	
Foote, Fraidenburg 	 November, p.45 
Shrinkart, Tirrell 	  July, p. 35 Ed Foote 	 December, p. 65 
Focus on Feet. Veronica McClure 
Folk Dancing for Fun and Health, Ruth Adler 	 January, p. 19 
	 July, p 23 
Football Frolic 	 December, p. 20 
From Coast to Coast 	 July, p. 19 
George Liked To Do-Si-Do, Erma Reynolds 	 February, p. 19 
Got n' Backa to Jackson, Ed Clark 	  June, p. 50 
Grand Square 	 Ray Smith 	 May. p. 31 
George & Toots Peterson 	January, p. 27 
	
Jack & Helen Pratt 	 July, p 34 
Manning Smith 	 February, p. 33 Roger Knox 	 August, p. 33 
Mike Holt 	 March, p. 30 
	
Dorothy Surratt 	 October, p. 25 
November, p 13 Hail-Building How-To 	
 January, p. 15 Happy New Year 	  
Hem-Line 
Squash Surprise, Rain Skirt 	January, p.31 	Petticoat Tree 	 April, p. 41 
Skirt Lengths 	 . .. March, p. 35 Double Circle Skirt....... .. .. 	. May. p. 65 
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Answer by Dorothy Peeler 	November, p. 89 




E-Z Rubber Stamp 
Theme Song Tape 
Jerry Haag 
Neither Rain, Sleet nor Snow 
Jack & Maizie Thompson 
June, p. 68 
. August, p. 60 
September. 60 
October, p. 57 
November, p. 68 
December, p. 61 
August, p. 13 
April, p.39 
August, p. 52 
Load the boat 	 . August, p 48 
Chase right September, p. 49 
Callerlab OS  	 October, p. 47 
Run chain thru 	 December, p. 47 
Petticoats 	 June. p. 37 
Maternity Skirt, Montgomery Outfit 	July, p. 32 
Les & Lill Logan 	 August, p. 44 
Simplicity Winner September, p. 23 
Introspection, Harvell Williams 	  
It's A Raid, Peg Tirrell 	  
I Wish That Callers..., Naomi Cherny 	  
Leadership: Search and Development, Pat Streamer 	 
LEGACY Selects New Leadership 	  
Levels, Levels, Levels 	  
Looking Around, Fred & Kay Haury 	
 
February, p. 29 
Meet the Caller's Wife, Porchia Watkins 	  
Looking Around (Results), Fred & Kay Haury 	
 
August, p. 19 
July, p. 12 
Memo to S/D Who Do Not Round Dance, Dave & Nita Smith 	 June, p. 23 
New Idea 	 - 
Delineate 	 February, p. 55 	Dixie Derby 	 July, o. 48 
Disco swing April, p. 55 Pull back November, p. 58 
Launch it 	 June, p. 55 	Presto; Turn and roll 	 December, 0. 50 
Now Appearing, Don & June Pittman 	 June, p. 21 
Nostalgia 	 April, p.50 
Notes to New Graduates. Naomi Cherny 	 July, p. 17 
Oklahoma Convention Pays Its Bills 	 February, p. 21 
Once Upon A Float, Pat Welsh 	 May, p. 21 
Overseas Dancers 	 January, p. 21 
Overseas Dancers Reunion, Steve & Fran Stephens 	 November, p. 18 
Pogo Knows, Dick Brown 	 October, p. 15 
Problem Clinic 
Ron Fales 	 August, p. 47 
Product Line 
Shrink-Art 	 January, p. 68 
Choreo Checkers  	..February, p. 68 
Handi-Hobby  March, p.68 
Level Chart  	 . April, p. 68 
S/ D Note Cards . 	 May, p. 74 
Professional Profile 
Don Williamson . 	 January, p. 11 
Rave 
Float dancers .. 	March, p. 86 
Review figures 
Peel the lop... 	 ..January, p. 56 
Hinge Family . February, p. 56 
Single circle ... 	 . ...May, p. 56 
Slide thru 	 July, p. 48 
Rhyme Time 
Mary Hersey 	 January, p 25 
	
Kaminsky, Seders, Mandt 	 July, p. 31 
Dot Veneski, Ida Reilinger 	February, p 31 Jack Justice 	 August, p. 27 
Marian Freeland 	 March, p 29 
	
Bobbie Slavin September, p. 29 
Glenna Grimmer  	. April, p 29 Sheila Heble, Ida Reilinger 	October, p. 31 
Chuck & Rught Spaulding  ....June, p 29 
	
Katheryn Chouinard 	 November, p. 29 
Rockin' In the Rockies' Float  
	
October, p. 42 
Roundalab   	 February, p. 27 
Schism, Valerie Titus  . . May, p. 13 
Sketchpad Commentary 
New Years SID Resolutions 
Level-ology 	  
Solos 	 
Dance Floor Femma-phores 	 
Spotlight on Vacations 
Speculations from a Spectator, Annette 	  
Square Dance on the Upswing, Rose Marie Smith 	  
Square Dancing in Italy, Bernard Linley 
Square 'Em Up 
Square 50th, Lippincott 	  
Square Line 
Why belong to a federation/ 	March, p. 41 
What is a national caller? 	 June, p. 35 
State Fair Square Dance, Patti Valiska 	  
Steal A Peek 
Dave Stevenson 
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National Executive Committee . October, p. 27 
Fred Paswaters 	 November, p. 39 
Scarf Prints 	 December, p 27 
	May, p. 37 
February, p. 23 
	October, p. 17 
February, p. 15 
• .0ctober, p. 36 
.July, p. 15 
	January, p.61 	 . . July, p. 37 
	
April, p. 61 	 November, p. 53 
..April, p. 21 
January, p. 17 
April, p. 13 
	 August, p. 17 
February, p. 61 . August, p. 45 
	March, p. 75 September, p. 34 
Out of Gas 
Caller /Image Maker 
What D'Ya Know 
Hard Times 
	 November, p. 46 
March, p. 23 
Set-up Squares 	 August, p. 35 
Encouraging visitors 	November, p. 35 
Record Clearing House December, D. 34 
December, p. 23 
January, p 82 
February, p 82 
March, p 82 
April, p 80 
May, p 64 
June, p 80 
Birdie Mesick 	 July, p. 69 
Don Taylor August, p. 72 
Joe Porritt 	 September, p. 72 
Bob Harrelson 	 October, p. 70 
Wayne Abbey November, p. 80 
Al Eblen  	. December, p. 74 
Continued on Page 76 
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by Bob Howell 
easy  
This past August the Howells were blessed with a fifth grandchild, Jenny Urbanich. 
This blessing, along with the holiday star theme, prompts the inclusion of a 
wonderfully smooth and beautiful quadrille written by Roger Whynot of Prides 
Crossing, Mass. 
JENNY'S STAR QUADRILLE 
MUSIC: Any 64-count music with four sequences, i.e., Wheels Q, Pretty Baby, 
Happy Sounds, etc. Music should be slow to enhance the beauty of the figure. 
All four ladies promenade the outside of the ring 
All the way once around you go. 
The ladies to the center, make a right hand star 
Turn the star one time around you go 
Hold the star, left hand to partner's left and 
Balance as you are there in a star. 
Turn by the left hand half way round. 
(Men, now in the center, re-form the star) 
And balance once again, then step through 
(Dropping hands, all step forward out of the star) 
And with your corner swing 
Take your corner with you and promenade the ring. 
Repeat three more times. This dance makes a wonderful exhibition number. 
Glen Nickerson of Kent, Washington, wrote the following contra for the Pilgrimage 
Weekend sponsored by Dr. Mary D. an Dr. F Howard Walsh of Fort Worth. Texas, 
last Christmas. It is a smooth moving and pretty little dance that should be shared 
with the entire world. Christmas is for sharing! 
CHRISTMAS HORNPIPE 
Duple proper: 1,3.5,etc. active but not crossed over. 
MUSIC: Any well-phrased 64-count hornpipe, 
INTRO: #1 lady balance two men (across from her) 
- — — Three circle left 
— #1 man balance two ladies 
— — Three circle left 
— — Actives down center 
- Turn alone, come back 
Cast off With couple above right hand star 
- Left hand star other way back 
#1 lady balance two men.  
From a booklet entitled "100 and 1 More Easy Folk Dances, written by Marian and 
Ned Gault, comes a most seasonal dance called: 
EVERGREEN REEL (American) 
MUSIC: Fold Dancer MH-45-1606 or other good 32-bar contra record. 
FORMATION: Couple facing couple around circle; 71's facing LOD, #2's RLOD. 
1. Circle left, once around, eight steps, Slide to Left once around, 8 steps. 
2. Ladies chain across and back, 16 steps. 
3. In-Out: In circle step in, touch, out, touch. Pass through to new couple (4 steps). 
Swing the lady facing you (8 steps). Put her on the right side. 
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4. Ladies chain across only. (Don't chain back.) 4 steps. Turn her twice around (8). 
Move L with partner to a new couple in circle, 4 steps. (WI moves in LOD, on In-
side of circle.) 
NOTE: Each time through the dance, you will pass and dance with two new couples. 
What would a Christmas issue be without "Jingle Bells" being included 
somewhere? Try this easy level routine.... 
JINGLE BELLS 
FORMATION: Square 
MUSIC: MacGregor 2046 
Intro, twice for heads, middle break, 
Intro, Middle break, Ending: 
Walk all around your corner 
Bow down to your own 
Swing your partner twice around 
Then leave her there alone 
The four gents to the center 
Star with your right hand 
Allemande left your corner girl 
Then do the right and left grand 
(Sing) Jingle bells, jingle bells, 
Jingle all the way 
Swing the one you swung before 
And then you'll promenade 
(Sing) Jingle bells, jingle bells 
Jingle all the way 
Oh, what fun to laugh and sing 
In a one-horse open sleigh. 
twice for sides, ending. 
Figure: 
Four ladies three-quarter chain 
Turn that girl and then 
One and three right and left thru 
Across the set, my friend 
Two and four the same 
Right and left thru that Jane 
Allemande left new corner girl 
And weave around the lane 
(Sing) Jingle bells, jingle bells 
Jingle all the way 
Do-sa-do new partner 
Swing her once and promenade 
(Sing) Jingle bells, jingle bells 
Jingle all the way 
Oh what fun it is to ride 
In a one-horse open sleigh. 
RED BOOT STAR RELEASES 
RBS1249 IF I SAID YOU HAD A BEAUTIFUL BODY 
by Elmer Sheffield Jr. 
RBS1250 COCA COLA COWBOY by Johnnie Wycoff 
RED BOOT RELEASES 
RB244 LAY DOWN BESIDE ME by Johnny Jones 
RB904 I'M SO LONESOME, Round by Ray & Bea Dowdy 
GOLD STAR RELEASES 
GS710 MY HEART SKIPS A BEAT by Cal Golden 
GS402 RAGTIME ANNIE/S.K.O. 
Hoedown by Stan Williamson & trw Red Boot Band 
COMING SOON 
HEART BREAK HOTEL 
SON OF CLAYTON DELANEY 
ALL AROUND COWBOY 
ALL I HAVE TO DO IS DREAM 
Johnny 
Jones 
Johnnie Wykoff Don Williamson 
Ray & Bea Dowdy 
ROUTE 8, GREENEVILLE, TENNESSEE 37743 
	
PHONE 615-638-7784 
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DANCES OF THE DECADE 
by Yeeds 
As the current month of December passes into history a year closes torever but 
more than that, a decade closes with it. Ten years of ups and downs, square 
dance-wise and otherwise. The "sobering seventies." Now we will swing into the 
"fateful eighties' with renewed hope and vigor. 
In spite of economic pressures and shortages, it seemed that more record 
companies sprung up in the seventies than ever before. There were also more 
records produced than ever before— sometimes as many as 30 to 40 records in a 
single month. Profits on records had to be negligible, but the hope of wider 
recognition for recording callers was always a factor. 
We have attempted one of the toughest jobs we could have undertaken this 
month— to rate the best singing calls of the seventies, based on a lot of research, 
caller opinion, and polls from many sources. Personal opinion of over a hundred 
callers may not be as representative as it ought to be, and we apologize to the 
recording companies if we have missed or misrated a few. But here they all are in 
approximately high-to-low order by popularity and salability. Runaway favorites 
were "Something 	" and "Rosalie's 	" on Chapparel, of course, but perennial 
favorites like "Summer Sounds" have been— pardon the expression—
"record-breakers" for many years. 
• These were the ten year favorites, in 
this order.... 
Something About You Baby I Like — Chaparral 
Summer Sounds — MacGregor 
Rockin' in Rosalie's Boat— Chaparral 
First Thing Every Morning — Blue Star 
Tie A Yellow Ribbon — Blue Star 
Help Me Make It Through The Night— Mustang 
El Paso City — Hi-Hat 
West Virginia — Red Boot 
Some Broken Hearts Never Mend — Rhythm 
Every Street's A Boulevard — Blue Star 
Big Daddy — Grenn 
Good Morning Country Rain — Wagon Wheel 
Hazel Eyes — Scope 
• These were the runner-ups, in this 
order....  
Bad Bad Leroy Brown — Wagon Wheel 
Luckenbach, Texas — Rhythm 
Lucille — Red Boot 
Grand Colonel Spin — Kalox 
Charlie's Polka — Kalox 
Shindig in the Barn — Wagon Wheel 
My Way — Grenn 
Monday Morning Secretary — Red Boot 
Joy to the World — Windsor 
Here I Am In Dallas — Rhythm 
Don't It Make Your Brown Eyes Blue Circle D 
• These were the honorable mention 





You Ring My Bell — Rhythm 
Proud Mary — Kalox 
Mama Bear — Mustang 
Texas Woman — Ranch House 
I'm Just a Redneck in a Rock and Roll Bar — Rhythm 
Mack the Knife — Hi-Hat 
Four O'Clock in the Morning — Bogen 
For Once in My Life — Circle T 
Wild About Honey — Chaparral 
Somebody Loves You — Chaparral 
King of the Road — Wagon Wheel 
King of the Road — Chaparral 
Blanket on the Ground — Mustang 
Sugar Blues — Hi-Hat 
Rockey Top — Rhythm 
Mary Ann — Kalox 
Honky Tonk Heroes — Chaparral 
Chime Bells — Top 
America — USA 
This Old Piano — Top 
Ten Guitars — Mustang 
Night Train to Memphis — Red Boot 
Love in the Country — Wagon Wheel 
Let Your Love Flow — Thunderbird 
L.A. International Airport — Mustang 
Jambalaya — Bogen 
Green River — Grenn 
Easy Loving — Mustang 
The Auctioneer — Blue Star 
You Call Everybody Darling — LouMac 
Who's Your Lady Friend — Hi-Hat 
Street Fair — J-K 
Snowbird — Hi-Hat 
San Antonio Stroll — Ranchhouse & Red Boot 
Running Bear — Top 
Rhythm of the Road — Chaparral 
Me and Millie — USA 
Just Being With You — Hi-Hat 
I Wrote A Song — Mustang 
It's A Small World — Swinging Square 
I Saw Your Face in the Moon — Scope 
Hey Li Lee — Wagon Wheel 
Good Woman Blues — Lightning S 
Glendale Train — Wagon Wheel 
Flash of Fire — Chaparral 
Daddy Frank — Mustang 
Bloody Red Baron — Wagon Wheel 
Who's In the Strawberry Patch — Lightning S 
Wait Till the Sun Shines Nellie — Scope 
Virginia Reel — MacGregor 
Thanks for the Memories — Red Boot 
Take Me Home Country Roads — Bogart 
Sweet Gypsy Rose — Hi-Hat 
Rucky Mountain Dew — Lightning S 
Rockin' Pneumonia & Boogie Woogie Flu — Chap. 
Paloma Blanca — Hi-Hat 
On the Rebound — Ranch House 
Melody of Love — Thunderbird 
Man on Suzy's Mind — Lightning S 
Ma She's Making Eyes At Me — Red Boot 
Last Farewell — LouMac 
Kansas City Song — Hi-Hat 
If We're Not Back in Love — Rhythm 
111 Had To Do It All Over Again — Chaparral 
How Much I Love You — Hi-Hat 
Help Yourself To Me — Rhythm 
Hello Hello — Scope 
Gone at Last — Chaparral 
For Love — Scope 
False-Hearted Girl — Square Tunes 
Don't Let the Good Life Pass You By — Dance Ranch 
Copper Kettle — Lightning S 
Caribbean — Scope 
Big Wheel Rollin' — Thunderbird 
Before the Last Teardrop Falls — Thunderbird 
Before I Met You — Red Boot  
Bed of Roses — Mustang 
Alabama Jubilee — Windsor 
Two Pairs of Levis — Rhythm 
Today I Started Loving You Again — Thunderbird 
Sheik of Chicago — Thunderbird 
Martha Ellen Jenkins — Kalox 
Let's All Go Down to the River — Lightning S 
Lawdy Miss Clawdy — Rhythm 
I Write the Songs — Chaparral 
I'll Get Over You — Thunderbird 
Four Leaf Clover — Balance 
Football Hero — J-K 
Folsom Prison — Rockin A 
Don't She Look Good — Lightning S 
Don't Dilly Dally — Hi-Hat 
Columbus Stockade Blues — Mustang 
Bring Back — Red Boot 
Boots — Grenn 
Blowin' in the Wind — Hi-Hat 
Big Boss Man — Red Boot 
Best Things in Life — MacGregor 
Best Is Yet to Come — Wagon Wheel 
Behind Closed Doors — Red Boot 
Banjo Pickers Ball — Scope 
Another You — Thunderbird 
Am I that Easy to Forget — Mustang 
You're Nobody Till Somebody Loves You — Scope 
You Put the Bounce Back — Roadrunner 
You Are So Beautiful — Hi-Hat 
Y'All Caine Back Saloon — Hi-Hat 
When Payday Rolls Around — Hi-Hat 
Westbound and Down — Mustang 
Turn Out The Lights — Longhorn 
Together Again — Thunderbird 
Today's Teardrops — Scope 
Time — Thunderbird 
Thinking of Rendezvous — Red Boot 
There's A Kind of Hush — Hi-Hat 
Texas Star — MacGregor 
Sweet Sweet Smile — Scope 
Sweet Music Man — Hi-Hat 
Sweet Feelin's — Roadrunner 
So This is Love 
Sixteen Tons — Lightning S 
Sing Along — Grenn 
Riverside — Thunderbird 
Ragged but Right — Ranch House 
Put Another Log on the Fire — Thunderbird 
Ole Man from the Mountain — Thunderbird 
Old Rocking Chair — Scope 
Oh Johnny — MacGregor 
No No Nora—Scope 
Mete Kalikamaka — Scope 
Little Brown Gal — Scope 
Lies — Scope 
Let's Think About Livin' — Hi-Hat 
Let Me Sing — Red Boot 
Let Me Call You Sweetheart — Scope 
Let Me Be There — Thunderbird 
Jamestown Ferry — Lightning S 
I've Been Everywhere — Hi-Hat 
Is It True What They Say About Dixie — Scope 
I Saw the Light — Gold Star 
Honeymoon Feeling — Thunderbird 
Good Old Square Dance Days — Hi-Hat 
Find a Perfect Mountain — Lightning S 
Changes — Hi-Hat 
Call the Wind Maria — Hi-Hat 
Beer Barrel Polka — Scope 
Basin Street Blues — Scope 
A Sono in the Night — Thunderbird 
:e, December 1979 
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE 
e HIGH FREQUENCY DANCER & ADVANCED PROGRAM ADVOCATE 
ti 
Ii.  
by Jim Kassel 
CHALLENGE DANCING'S NEW LIST 
Voting for the new Challenge Dan-
cing's Basic Calls list (C-1) was recently 
completed by Callerlab. Changes are as 
follows. Calls added: ah so, cycle and 
wheel, grand curli-cross, grand quarter 
thru, reverse explode (from waves), 
reverse swap around, scoot and little, 
shakedown, step and fold, switch to an 
interlocked diamond, vertical tag 1 /4 , 1/2 , 
Va. Formations added: galaxy formation 
(galaxy circulate), triangle formation 
(triangle circulate). Concepts added: as 
couple concepts, concentric concept, 
squeeze concept, split square thru 
concept, stretch concept. 
Calls dropped: about, everybody 
chain, shuffle the deck, peel and trail, 
pass and roll your neighbor. (The last 
two calls were previously placed on the 
Advanced List.) 
The new list will be in effect for the 
next two years. You will find the new 
C-1 list printed below. 
SETS IN MOTION of Atlanta 
This amazing organization started the 
year right by sponsoring the area's first 
C-2 level weekend. Dancers from ten 
states made it a great success. The floor 
level was a full C-2 and the star tips 
were considerably higher. Their weekly 
schedule throughout 1979 expanded to 
ten different groups meeting every 
CHALLENGE DANCING'S BASIC CALLS 
Ah so 
Alter the wave 
As couples concept...such as: swing thru, walk 
and dodge, scoot back, switch to a diamond, dia- 
mond circulate, flip the diamond, lock it, swing 
and mix 
Beaus and belles concept 
Block formations: partner trade. partner tag, pass 
thru, curlique, star thru, walk and dodge, square 
thru (i.e., square the block) 
Cast backlcross cast back 
Circle by (with fractions)/Single circle by 
Concentric concept 
From starting DPT: star.thru, slide thru, curl ique 
pass in/out, touch V., 1/2 , 3/4 
From comp. DPT: chase right, shakedown 
From tidal wave: recycle, ah so 
From tidal line: wheel & deal, turn & deal, 1/2 tag 
Counter rotate/split counter rotate 
Cross and turn 
Cross by 
Cross chain thru/cross chain and roll 
Cross and wheel 
Cycle and wheel 
Diamond formations: 
Diamond chain thru 
Dixie diamond 
3 x 2 acey ducey 
Flip back 
Follow your neighbor variations: Chase your neigh- 
bor, cross your neighbor, grand follow neighbor 
Galaxy formation.... galaxy circulate 
Grand curli-cross 
Grand quarter thru 
Interlocked diamond formation: 
Interlocked diamond circulate 
Cut/flip the interlocked diamond 
Pass the axle 
Percolate 
Phantom formations: circulate, acey ducey, tag the 
line, trade and wave, turn and deal, wheel & deal 
Recycle (all eight) 
Regroup  
Relay the shadow 
Relay the top 
Reverse explode (the waves) 
Reverse swap around 
Rotary spin 
Rotate (couples and singles) From squared set only 
Scatter scoot 
Scoot and little 
Scoot and plenty 
Scoot and ramble 
Shakedown 
Spin chain and circulate the gears 
Spin the windmill variation: (Anything) the wind- 
mill (right, left, in, out) such as mix the windmill 
in. 
Split square thru concept...Split square chain thru, 
split square chain the top, split dixie style to 
ocean wave, split dixie diamond 
Square the bases 
Square chain the top 
Squeeze concept 
Squeeze the galaxy/hourglass 
Step and fold 
Stretch concept (from parallel waves and two-faced 
lines only) such as: stretch recycle, stretch ex- 
plode and, stretch explode the wave, stretch 
wheel and deal, stretch turn & deal, stretch ah so 
Swing and circle 
Swing the fractions 
Switch to an interlocked diamond 
T-bone formation: T-bone circulate/split circulate 
Tag back to an ocean wave 
Transfer the column variation: Transfer & anything 
Trail and peel 
Triangle formation triangle circulate 
Twist the line 
Vertical tag: V., 1/2 , 3/4 
Weave (added after any call) 
Wheel and (anything) 
Wheel fan thru 
The calls on this list were selected by vote of 
challenge-level callers throughout the country. 
Callerlab recognizes this level as the second level 
beyond Plus 2 (§2). 
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night in the week and ranging from two 
basic A-1 classes to a C-3 workshop. 
They also sponsored two weekends and 
a number of single dances. 
3RD JANUARY JUBILEE 
In years to come the January Jubilee 
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, should 
prove to be one of the top multi-level 
festivals in the east. The 1980 staff has 
been increased to seven well-known 
callers and the program will be 
expanded to four halls instead of three. 
This fourth hall will be programmed 
with C-2, C-3 and A-1 hours. The other 
halls will be mainstream Plus 2, 
Advanced 2, C-1 Challenge and rounds. 
This jubilee has received rave notices 
the past two years. Dates are January 
10, 11, 12, 1980 at the Philadelphia-
Sheraton Hotel. Contact Jan Laird, 9804 
DuBarry Street, Glenn Dale MD 20769. 
RECORD REVIEWS, Continued 
alternate figure that we feel will work better than 
the one Mike used on the flip side. The figure 
worked but the dancers felt uncomfortable doing a 
California twirl after the sweep a quarter. FIGURE: 
Head ladies flutter wheel, sweep a quarter, 
California twirl, spin the top, turn thru, bend the 
line, star thru, swing thru, swing, promenade. 
SOMEONE IS LOOKING—JoPat 104 
Caller: Bob Vinyard 
We have very mixed emotions about this song. The 
music sounds good, Bob does his usual good job on 
the flip, the figure is danceable, but there was 
something about it. It was slow, for one thing, and 
was better after the speed was increased, as 
suggested on the cue sheet. Maybe it is just that it 
is a sad song. FIGURE: Heads right and left thru, 
square thru. swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel, 
pass thru. square thru three-quarters. trade by, 
swing. promenade. 
PATTER 
NICE AND GENTLE, Caller: Al Brundage 
On this patter record there are no lead instruments 
at all, no melody of any kind. It sounds like a 
rhythm track only. This makes a very effective 
patter record. The flip is called by Al, featuring 
track and trade, spread, cross run, and touch a 
quarter. 
YOU (Key G)/ALL NIGHT(Key A)—Blue Star 2092 
"You" has lead guitar, piano, steel, snares and 
bass. "All Night" has steel fiddle, rhythm guitar, 
bass. 
11 Meg —cimhiriJ Everuthiq, 
4.°r Square-Dancers 
119 Allen Street 
Hampden, Mass. 01036 
Please send for our 
Free Catalog 700 Nylon Ruffles 
100 yards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is 
used to trim this very full three skirt nylon 
-horse hair -  bouffant. This is not only a 
very durable. but beautiful garment. Heavy 
elastic waistline is double stitched for com-








Pink, Blue & Yellow 
White/Multi-colored ruffles 
Red. White. Navy 
Red/Red ruffles 





Sizes: 	Small, medium & large 
Length: 19" 21" 23" 
Please give waist size & length desired 
Colors: 
•••• 









L hir Ed Fraidenburg 
SINGLE CIRCLE (1/2 )TO A STAR THRU 
A smooth and easy equivalent to 
square thru four 
DESCRIPTION: From facing couples; 
take opposite by both hands, circle half 
way around, release men's left and 
ladies' right hands and star thru. 
EXAMPLES by Ed: 
Heads single circle half, 
,,,40  
Eg'so 
To a star thru 
Swing thru, boys run, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Single circle half to a star thru 
Trade by, single circle half to a star thru 
Partner trade, single circle half 
To a star thru, trade by, pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four 
Split the sides, around one to a line 
Single circle half to a star thru 
Left allemande 	 
It is also possible to single circle 
three-quarters to a star thru. From 
facing lines, a tidal two-faced line is the 
result, and from eight chain thru 
formation (standard), parallel two-faced 
lines are achieved. If the couples are 
half-sashayed, boys will end in the 
center of the end-up two-faced lines and 
vice versa. 
EXAMPLES by Ed: 
Heads square thru four, single circle 3/4 
To a star thru, girls trade 
Wheel and deal, dive thru 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four 
Right and left thru. roll away 
Single circle three-quarters to star thru 
Boys trade, boys run, recycle 
Left allemande 	 
Heads flutter wheel, star thru 
Pass thru, swing thru, boys run 
Girls trade, tag the line right 
Wheel and deal, single circle 3/4 
To a star thru, promenade home 	 
Sides rollaway, heads square thru four 
Single circle to an arky star thru 
Slide thru, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads roll away, lead right and circle 
To a line (ladies break) 
Single circle to an arky star thru 
Swing thru, ends circulate, centers run 
Wheel and deal, single circle 
To an arky star thru, slide thru 
Zoom and square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru round one to a line 
Single circle to an arky star thru 
Pass to the center, arky star thru 
Slide thru, left allemande 	 
Heads half square thru, split two 
Line up four, arky star thru 
Single circle to a star thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers swing thru 
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Extend, centers trade, centers run 
Bend the line, single circle 
To an arky star thru, slide thru 
Boys trade, promenade 	 
RUN CHAIN THRU 
A very versatile and easily taught 
routine 
DESCRIPTION: From parallel ocean 
waves, two-faced lines and some 3x1 
lines, those designated run, new 
centers arm turn three-quarters to form 
a momentary ocean wave of four across 
the center: centers of this wave trade 
and arm turn three-quarters with the 
wave ends. Ocean waves end in 
two-faced lines: two-faced lines end in 
ocean waves. 
EXAMPLES by Ed: 
From ocean waves: 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Boys run chain thru, girls circulate 
Boys run, girls trade, recycle 
Square thru three-quarters, trade by 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Ends run chain thru, couples circulate 
Wheel and deal, ocean wave 
Ends run chain thru, wheel and deal 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Ends run chain thru, boys run 
Step thru, trade by, circle to a line 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Spin the top, ends run chain thru 
Boys circulate, boys run, boys crossfold 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, spin chain thru 
Ends circulate and run chain thru 
Wheel and deal, slide thru, boys run 
Split circulate, boys run 
Left allemande 	 
From two-faced lines: 
Heads square thru four, circle half 
To a two-faced line, couples circulate 
Boys run chain thru, girls circulate 
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Boys run, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru, go round one 
To a line, pass thru, U-turn back 
Touch a quarter, track and trade 
Boys run chain thru, girls circulate 
Boys run, half tag, trade and roll 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, couples circulate 
Boys run chain thru, swing thru 
Eight circulate, recycle, 
Sweep a quarter, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, sides roll away 
Swing thru, ends run chain thru 
Wheel and deal, star thru 
Promenade home 	 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Boys run chain thru, girls circulate 
Girls run chain thru, trade the wave 
Boys run, wheel and deal 
Sweep a quarter, left allemande 	 
APD:Heads curlique and spread 
Ends circulate, centers trade 
Ends run chain thru, centers run 
Tag the line in, star thru 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande 	 
#1 couple rollaway, heads pass thru 
Go round one to a line, touch a quarter 
Circulate, single hinge, spin the top 
Ends run chain thru, ends circulate two 
Boys fold, star thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom and 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Side ladies chain, heads pass thru 
Round one to a line, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru 
Swing thru, ends run chain thru 
Ferris wheel, centers turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Sides flutter wheel 
Head ladies chain right 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Trade the wave, left swing thru 
Boys run, couples circulate two 
Boys run chain thru, left allemande 	 
Side ladies chain right, heads star thru 
Pass thru, circle half to a two-faced line 
Boys run chain thru, 
Right and left grand 	 
Although run chain thru can be called a 
combination call, i.e., designates run 
and centers fan chain thru, it flows 
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Then, from this magic column 
Magic column circulate 
\Li 
nicely and is well accepted by the 
dancers. TRY IT, YOU MAY LIKE IT! 
MAGIC COLUMN 
(MAGIC COLUMN CIRCULATE) 
by Dave Hodson, Ohio 
DESCRIPTION: From facing lines; 
centers left touch a quarter and ends 
touch a quarter. (This is called magic 
touch and was originated by Bill Davis 
to set up magic columns.) 
EXAMPLE: 




Four boys trade and roll, 
Square thru four, girl facing out run 
All star thru, ferris wheel 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
(When executing magic column circu-
late, those standing face to face will 
diagonally circulate into the other 
column and those not face to face will do 
a regular column circulate.) 
Head ladies chain, heads lead right 
Circle to a line, magic touch, 
Magic column circulate 
Center four circulate, ends trade 
Those who can star thru, others face in 
Bend the line, pass thru, boys fold 
Star thru, couples circulate, boys run 
Recycle, dive thru, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads flutter wheel, heads lead right 
Circle to a line, magic touch 
Magic column circulate 
Center four circulate, ends trade 
Those who can star thru, others face in 
Bend the line, pass thru, boys fold 
Star thru, couples circulate, boys run 
Recycle, left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru, round one to a line 
Magic touch, magic column circulate 
Center four trade and roll 
Outside boys run, centers star thru 
Swing thru, boys run, couples circulate 
Girls trade, partner trade 
Promenade home 	 
Side ladies chain right, heads rollaway 
Lead right and circle four 
Ladies break to a line, magic touch 
Magic column circulate 
Center four trade and roll 
Outside boys run, bow to partner 	 
Sides flutter wheel, head ladies chain 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Magic touch, magic column circulate 
All trade and roll, pass thru 
Bend the line, magic touch 
Magic column circulate, all boys run 
Zoom and left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain and roll away 
Heads lead right and circle four 
Ladies break to a line, magic touch 
Magic column circulate 
Magic column circulate 
All trade and roll, left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain, heads lead right 
Circle to a line, magic touch 
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Magic column circulate 
Magic column circulate 
Those who can star thru 
Others quarter in, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru, round one to a line 
Magic touch, magic column circulate 
Center four trade 
Those who can star thru 
Others quarter right, boys circulate 
Girls chase right, wheel and deal 
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Rollaway, magic touch 
Magic column circulate, boys trade 
Those who can star thru 
Others quarter in, all slide thru 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Magic touch, magic column circulate 
Center four circulate, ends trade 
Those who can star thru, others face in 
Bend the line, pass thru, boys fold 
Star thru, couples circulate, boys run 
Recycle, pass thru, clover and star thru 
Double pass thru, track two, recycle 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Magic column may be set up by other 
than the use of magic touch; heads 
rollaway, square thru four, swing thru, 




BY Steve Kopman, Wantagh, New York 
DESCRIPTION: From parallel two-
faced lines, the ends do a tandem 
crossfold, i.e. end facing out cross fold 
as end facing in does a circulate and 
then crossfold in behind the other 
crossfolder; at the same time, centers 
do a scoot back, then everyone extend 
until side by side columns are formed 
(about two places). 
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EXAMPLES from Square Dance Digest, 
Salinas, California. 
Heads star thru, pass thru, swing thru 
Boys run, presto 
RESULT 
AO AO 
Girls turn back, curlique 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, presto, boys run 
Partner trade, zoom and curlique 
Left allemande 	 
EXAMPLES by Ed: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Curlique, coordinate, presto 
Trade and roll, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers turn thru 
Star thru, ferris wheel 
Centers square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and veer left 
Presto, boys run, peel off, star thru 
First couple left and next right 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and veer left, presto 
Track and trade, boys cross run 
Girls trade, bend the line 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Girls run, presto, track and trade 
Couples circulate, bend the line 
Slide thru, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, boys run, couples hinge 
Presto, circulate. boys trade and roll 
Square thru four, girls facing out 
Run right, star thru, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads flutter wheel, rollaway 
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Sides square thru four, swing thru 
Centers run, presto, coordinate 
Wheel and deal, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, boys run, half tag 
Coordinate, presto, center girls run 
Square thru four, others trade and roll, 
Star thru, clover and turn thru 
Star thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, left allemande 	 
No. four couple rollaway 
Heads square thru four, 
Circle half to a two-faced line 
Presto, trade and roll, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers rollaway 
Pass thru, swing thru, ends circulate 
Boys run, tag the line in, pass thru 
Bend the line, pass thru, boys fold 
Star thru, promenade 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, tag the line left 
Presto, trade and roll, star thru 
Centers pass thru, star thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Left curlique, coordinate, presto 
Center four circulate, all circulate 
Trade and roll, pass thru, tag the line in 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
BONUS NEW IDEA 
by Don Beck, Stow, Massachusetts 
TURN AND ROLL 
DESCRIPTION: From an eight chain 
thru formation or parallel right-hand 
ocean waves, all turn thru, centers left 
turn thru, while those facing out do a 
U-turn back to their right and step to a 
right-hand wave with the centers, (i.e. 
those facing out do a roll right to a 
wave.) Ends in parallel right-hand 
waves. 
AUTHOR'S COMMENTS: From an 
eight chain thru formation, this is 
equivalent to a step to a wave (or touch). 
From waves, it is a zero. It does, 
however, flow nicely, feel nice, move 
well into right hand, left hand, or 
straight ahead moves (swing thru, fan 
the top or scoot back, respectively,) as 
well as eight chain thrus, recycles, etc. 
Mainstream dancers have little trouble 
with it, even APD, and they seem to like 
it. 
The action does not look as precise as 
a scoot back because the dancers are 
required to weave a little as they go into 
the middle and back out again, but the 
feel is good and they do not seem to 
have any trouble maintaining mental 
orientation. 
NOTE: Since turn and roll is a zero 
movement, no examples of its use are 
required. Simply insert it anytime you 
wish (as long as it's applicable) to 




Heads lead right and veer left 
Couples circulate, couples hinge 
Center four wheel and deal 
Others bend the line, left allemande... 
Four ladies chain, heads lead right 
Circle to a line, pass the ocean 
Swing thru, boys run, tag the line left 
Circulate, boys run, recycle 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, half tag, girls fold 
Double pass thru, boys turn back 
Star thru, boys trade, boys run 
Recycle, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, half tag, girls fold 
Boys pass thru, slide thru 
Wheel and deal, pass to the center 
Square thru three-quarters, 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, half tag, girls fold 
Boys turn thru, pass thru, clover and 
Square thru four, slide thru, boys trade 
Wheel and deal, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru, 
Boys run, half tag, girls fold 
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Mike Trombly 
RFD #2 Rt. 7 
St. Albans VT 05478 
Ken Crowley Gordon Fineout, 
Al Brundage Gene Timmer 
• 
TNT139 SHANTY TOWN, RID 
by Jeanie Heater 
TNT140 NEN/FR FNDING SONG OF LOVE 
by Mike Trombly 
TNT141 POLKA DOTS & MOONBEAMS 
by George Kammerer 
TNT142 I WANT TO GO HOME (Detroit City' 
by Mike Trombly 
TNT143 LIDA ROSE 79 by Bob SmIthwIck 
TNT144 FRANKIE AND JOHNNY Dave Fleck 
TNT145 MY HEART (Waltz) by Dave Fleck 
TNT146 HEY BABY YOU'RE LOOKING FOR ME 
by Al Brundage 
TNT147 NICE AND GENTLE (Hoedown w/Patter) 
by Al Brundage 
TNT148 MERRY OLDSMOBILE by Gene Trimmer 
TNT149 SOMEONE LOVES YOU R/D Merle Davis 
Boys pass thru, curlique, recycle 
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, slide thru 
Do a Dixie style to a wave 
Trade the wave, recycle 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, half tag, centers trade 
Centers fold, eight circulate, boys run 
Double pass thru, track two, recycle 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, half tag, girls fold 
Double pass thru, all face right 
Girls trade, half tag, trade and roll 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Girls run, half tag, boys fold 
Girls turn thru, star thru 
Wheel and deal, pass to the center 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Girls run, half tag, boys fold 
Girls turn thru, curlique, boys run  
Wheel and deal, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, pass thru 
Centers curlique, clover and 
Walk and dodge, circle to a line 
Left allemande 	 
Sides flutter wheel 
Heads square thru four, pass thru 
Centers curlique, clover and 
Walk and dodge, left allemande 	 
SQUARE LINE, Continued 
Gold Star — Cal Golden 
Greenwood Records— Les Roberts 
Hi-Hat — Ernie Kinney 
Kalox — C.O. Guest 
Lou-Mac — Mac Letson 
Merrbach — Norman Merrbach 
Mustang — Chuck Bryant 
Ranch House — Darryl McMillan 
Red Boot — Don Williamson 
Rhythm — Wade Driver 
Scope — Mac McCullar 
Square Tunes — Ted Frye 
Thunderbird — Willie Howard 
Grenn — Hugh Macey 
Stirrup — Stu Taylor 
cYjYABOSI =111 RECORDS 
THE RECORD DESIGNED . IWITH THE CAILER IN MIND 
WW215 
ROUND AND ROUND 
Flip Singing Call by 
Dean Salveson 
WW508 
MUSIC IS MY WOMAN 
Flip Round Cued by 
George Smith 
WW403 PROMISED LAND 
Flip Singing Call by Ray Short 
6156 Richfield Way, Denver CO 80239 Tel: 303-371-6297 










WE EXPECT 8,000 DANCERS 
FROM CANADA AND OTHER 
COUNTRIES.  
REGISTER NOW TO ASSURE 
THAT YOU WILL BE ONE 
OF THEM. 
1 
AUGUST 7-8-9, 1980 
FOUR BAR B RECORDS 
Bob & 
SINGING CALLS 
4B-6001 TULSA TIME— Bob 
4B-6002 PAINTIN' THIS OLD TOWN 
BLUE— Bill 
4B-6004 BACK ON MY MIND AGAIN—
Bob 
4B-6005 OLE SLEW FOOT— Bill 
4B-6006 SWEET MELINDA— Bob 












     
 




















• FUN AND 
FRIENDSHIP 
• YOU WILL LOVE 
CANADIAN HOSPITALITY 
• IF GAS IS A PROBLEM, 
COME 8Y BUS IN 
A GROUP 
• A NIGHTLY PAGEANT 
• ARENA AFTER 
PARTIES 
For registration forms and 
other information, write: 
CONVENTION 1980, 
P.O. Box 1980, Station "B" 
Ottawa. Ontario KIP 5R5 
K 
0 
4B-6010 RED BANDANA— Mary 	 The Quality Sound 
4B-6011 40 MILES FROM POPLAR BLUFF— Bob b, The Bradsmen 
4B-6012 I WILL SURVIVE— Bill 
4B-6013 GHOST RIDERS IN THE SKY— Mike 	Box 7-11 
4B-6014 WILL YOU BE LOVING ANOTHER MACKS CREEK 
MAN— Bob 
MO 65786 4B-6015 KENTUCKY IN THE MORNING— 
Bill 	 314-363-5432 
ROUND DANCE 
4BR-8009 I CAN'T BELIEVE 
Bob & Barbara Wilder 
PATTER 
4B-6003 OZARK ROMP 




by Gene Trimmer 
We must know and understand the 
basics well enough that we cannot be 
fooled by attempts at rewording them. 
A thorough knowledge of the basics will 
enable us to provide an interesting and 
varied program through their use. It has 
been said "It is real easy for a caller to 
spend an evening in "workshopping" a 
new figure when he has some trouble 
with a varied program using the 
basics." What we fail to recognize on 
occasion is that the definition or use of a 
"new" figure is a duplicate of some-
thing we already have. Often it is a 
more complicated explanation of body 
flow available to us through an easier 
explanation using basics. 
It is just possible that we are "name 
crazy" and do not use enough research 
before we "buy" a new idea, or that we 
are subject to name appeal alone where 
one name will fit better than another. 
New ideas or experimentals are some-
times misleading but they are most 
often a new twist to the basics with 
another name applied. One of the 
reasons they succeed is because we fall 
short of the thorough understanding we 
should have of the basics. 
For example zoom has become a part 
of the basics list only recently and this 
implies newness to the body flow idea. 
We already had the same action in roll 
back (154 and 1018 in Burleson's 
Encyclopedia). The difference is that 
roll back did not define the action of all 
dancers as completely as zoom does and 
perhaps the name zoom just had more 
appeal. It is now a basic and it behooves 
us to understand it and to be able to 
teach it. 
Pass to the center is a smoother basic 
to dance and has much more versatility 
than dive thru but most callers shy away 
from it because it is difficult in the 
department of word metering during 
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the calling process. Knowledgeable 
dancers will many times execute a pass 
to the center when dive thru is called 
and often they do not even recognize the 
difference in the calls— they just do it 
because they saw someone else do it 
and when they tried it they found it to 
be a smoother move. Far too few callers 
recognize its possibilities and thereby 
limit their choreography. 
The derby idea that swept the country 
recently and is still in the working 
stages is really only a new name to 
former ideas. More important than this 
alone is the fact that it has been 
publicized under a definition that 
follows dixie style with centers trade 
while the ends fold and squeeze in 
between the centers after they spread. 
In reality dixie derby is simply a dixie 
style + centers trade + ends run left—
all basics— and all easily called without 
utilizing a name at all. Many callers use 
acey deucey but never use the name. 
They simply call ends circulate + 
centers trade and let it go at that. 
In the final analysis it is up to the 
caller to exercise good judgement in his 
presentation of "new" material. If he or 
she has a good knowledge and 
understanding of the basic thru main-
stream programs the exercise of 
judgement becomes a lot easier and 
more realistic. It is just possible that if 
the amount of time spent in studying 
and working new figures were directed 
toward the "mainstream program" we 
would be better off at the "grassroots" 
level. Think about it and compare your 





BM007 GYPSY MAN— Jay Henderson 
BM006 NEW YORK — Jay Henderson 
BMWS GRASS WON'T GROW — Jeanne Briscoe 
BM004 CORN CHIPS HOEDOWN — Jeanne 
BM003 BACK ON MY MIND AGAIN— Jay 
2907 Johnson 
San Luis Obispo CA 93401 
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People 
IN THE NEWS 
i 	nay.- 
E. Dale Hutson, president of the 
Merry Mixers Club of Huntsville, 
Alabama, says that club may hold some 
kind of a record in having both the 
oldest and youngest members any-
where. Remember the youngest (honor-
ary) member of that club, Scott Anton 
(ASD, July 1979, p. 54), whose parents 
went through class without missing a 
lesson even though Scott was born 
during that period? 
Now therre is another honorary 
member of that club, shown above, 
Ethel Armbrester, who celebrated her 
90th birthday on August 1, 1979. "Miss 
Ethel has been a supporter of the club 
for several years, says caller Mac 
Letson, also shown above awarding a 
badge and membership card to the 
"young'' lady. Mac and Lou Letson are 
owners of Lou-Mac Records, Muscle 
Shoals, Alabama. 
Ethel sends cakes to the Merry 
Mixers parties. She is a square dancer 
only in spirit, but does a creditable job 
round dancing to "Left Foot One Step" 
and "Cotton Eyed Joe." How's that for 
one club having members at both ends 
of the age spectrum? 
The Gothenburg Times carried an 
interesting photo story of the Nebraska 
144C4k1:1/T. 
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Co-Editor, So You Want To Be A Caller 
and Pro-Notes (Caller Note Service) 
614-866-6603 or 614-866-2636 




PLUS 1 and 2 
ADVANCED 
10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W. 
MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062 
PHONE [216] 632-1074 
MARSCH-MELLOW-SMr)OTH 
Calling-Traveling Full Time 
MICRO PLASTICS 1 line "Slim Jim" $1.00 
Name only 
regular size S1.10 
Name and town 
or design $1.25 
Name and town 
and design $1.25 
State shape $2.00 
Name, town, design 
and club name $1.75 
Club Badges 
Color— Black, White 
Red, Yellow, Walnut. 
add 154 per badge postage 







Order Any Badge in Any 
Blue, Green. Brown, 
check with order, 
Box 847 Rifle, CO 
YOU GET A HALL—
I'LL DO THE CALL! 
ED 
1- 	 FRAIDENBURG 
, 	i 
1916 Poseyville Rd., Route 10 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone (517) 835-9524 
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Country & Western 
231 	N. Porter St. 



































305 -942 -3939 
CALLERS 
NEW CALLERS 	' 	
...,.... ey.._ 
EXPERIENCED CALLERS 	, a ' 
ALL CALLERS  
There is available to you a wealth of 
material in our most usable "Square 
Dance Callers Reference Notes." Easy 
material, new material, old material, 
all written by and for our members. 
LIABILITY INSURANCE, too!! 
For a free mailing, send a postcard to. 
S/D CALLERS ASSN. SO. CALIFORNIA 
PO Box 3 306, Granada HIlls CA 91344 
- 	.4: 
- 	- • 
•alboU 
-....,.....1 
Check or money order. 
please. IL add 5% 
Free Catalog 
fr 






First Class Mail 
Add 50! if 
to be sent 
as a Gift. 
SOUI\RE THINGS 
Dept. VN Box 325 
Wilmette IL 60091 
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State Square Dance Convention held 
there this fall, showing caller-chairmen 
Ed and Shirley Claflin and many others 
of the thousand who attended. Next 
year's event will be held in the Omaha 
area with chairmen Dick and Jan 
Brown. 
After a full year, we finally found out 
who wrote the anonymous square dance 
Christmastime poem in the center 
section of our December '78 issue. It 
was Dr. Loren Leidheiser of Huron, 
Ohio (our home town). Thanks, doctor. 
It's still appropriate for this Christmas, 
and for many to come. 
Did you read the small item in Time 
magazine of October 15, p. 51, on 
Guantanamo, in which it said the 
"Gitmo Swingers get together every 
Thursday for a square dance." Long 
may they swing, in the very shadow of 
Castro. 
Frank Lehnert of Toledo, ASD staff 
member, has an idea for CB'ers. "A call 
on CB for any square dancers in the 
area...like Grand Square. 'Break 19 for 
a Grand Square.' This would mean any 
dancers in the listening area would 
identify themselves and switch to a 
different channel to talk. The square 
dance publications could promote it and 
make it work." 
Lee and Lucy Manning, Burlington. 
Iowa, celebrated their 35th wedding 
anniversary with a square dance in 
September. Bud (Silver Boots) Conner 
and a former club caller was the MC. 90 
couples and 10 callers attended. The 
Mannings' son, Tom. also a caller, was 
photographer for the day. Lee and Lucy 
would like to thank everyone for a 
wonderful day. What a great way to 
start their 23rd year of square dancing! 
On Monday, November 5. a leading 
Cleveland TV station (Channel 3) 
showed a five-minute segment on 
square dancing, containing an interview 
with TV personality Del Donahoo and 
the Burdicks of ASD. Also shown were 
dancers Bob and Ann Mellen of 
Sandusky. Fran and Faye Braun of 
Huron, Noah and Ruth Garris of Huron. 
and Bob and Gladys Straight of 
Norwalk. Staff members (beside those 
who danced) were also photographed 




A foot-stomping good time was 
enjoyed as Colorado square dancers 
gathered in Acacia Park, downtown 
Colorado Springs, to raise funds for 
Olympathon '79. The dance, held in 
August, was the first such activity to 
assist the United States Olympic 
Committee since its move to Colorado. 
Callers for the evening were Jim Golik 
and Ken Jeffries, both of Colorado 
Springs. Over $90.00 was raised which 
will assist our United States Athletes as 
they prepare to represent our country in 
world competition. The donation was  
presented to E. Ray Mueller, director of 
fund raising for the U.S. Olympic 
Committee by Cindy Hayes and caller, 
Jim Golik. 
IN MEMORIAM 
The many square dance friends of 
Thelma and Gene Mills will be 
B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP A FltE nicAiALOG 
Billy and Sue Miller 	MAGNET, INDIANA 47555 
	
Phone- 812-843-5491 
If you want Service— Write us. 	 II you want Duality — Write us.  
Nylon Sheer Organdy "Crisp" Petticoat 
Easy on the nylons— very light weight— really 
comfortable to wear! Beautiful colors. Holds 
desired fullness longer. Colors available now light 
pink. light blue. navy, light yellow, bright yellow, 
mint, bright green. lilac, white, red, orange, lime, 
beige, black, or multi. Any four color combination 
of listed colors 
35 yd — 526 95 	 60 yd — 532 95 
50 yd — 529 95 75 yd — 537 95 
No Returns on 35- & 75-yd Petticoats  
Multi-Colors — S2.00 extra 
Petticoat, have matching cotton blend tops 3 to 5 
unless shorter than 19 ' All slips have four tiers 
No returns on all specially made slips under 18" or 
Over 23 
Why Pay More" Shop for Less at B&S. 
Postage S1 50 ea Two or more, S1 00 each 
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 
MOST ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN THREE DAYS 
WRITE FOR CLUB DISCOUNTS ON SLIPS 
All specially ordered slios. less than 18" Iona or 
over 23" long. or having less than 50 yds. material 
-NO RETURNS— 
SATIN STRIPE NYLON MARQUISETTE SLIPS 
50 yards 526 95 
Special Order 35 yards 
No return — S24.95 
Postage same as above 
23 INCH & UP BY ORDER ONLY— NO RETURN 
Colors white. red, lime. deep yellow. hot pink. 
black. purple. light blue. light pink. orange. navy 
and brown Lenath 19 inch throuah 22 inch stocks 
Add $1.50 es. for shipping. 2 or more, SI. each 
Also 18" & 23" thru 26" by Special Order 
Prices Subject to 
Change Without Notice 
Now in Stock —#22 Round Toe Ringo. 2" Heel 
Colors, Black & White. S17.95, Red, Navy, yellow, 
hot pink. $18.95: Silver & Gold. $19.95 
$1 25 ea. Postage, 
2 or more, $1 each 
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saddened to learn of the sudden death 
of Gene Mills at his home in Florida on 
October 1, 1979. With his passing, the 
world of square dancing and round 
dancing lost one of its most enthusiastic 
members. Gene, who had learned to 
dance some time earlier under the late 
Pappy Pate's instruction, met his wife 
Thelma at an Atlanta Single Squares—
sponsored class in 1971. They were 
married later that year and served as 
president of the Metro Atlanta Square 
Dance Association (MASDA) in 1974. 
Jim Hopkins of Innisfail, Alberta, 
was fatally injured in an automobile 
accident returning from a dance on 
October 18. Jim and his wife, Marie, 
who was also injured, had returned 
several days before from a week in 
Switzerland with the ASD tour. Jim was 
a member of Callerlab and a LEGACY 
trustee. 
The Jud-l-Ques SID Club of Wash-
ington Courthouse, Ohio, mourn a 
longtime member, Bob Smith, who died 
Oct. 13 at 41. He and his wife, Norma 
Jean, were responsible for the sound 
financial condition of their club, having 
devoted many hours to special projects. 
SQUARE DANCING AT ABAC 
Despite a hard rain, a Rodeo Club  
meeting and a Burt Reynolds movie, the 
Stallion Squares of Abraham Baldwin 
Junior College (Tifton, Georgia) had a 
good turnout for their first meeting of 
the new school year. This year promises 
to be one of the best years yet for square 
dancing at ABAC, in spite of the fact 
that they appeared in one-night stands 
last year before over 9,000 people, and 
hosted Frank Lane, John Hendron and 
Stan Burdick in the Fifty Friday Square 
Dance Program. 
This year in October, Stallion Squares 
began with three days of dancing at the 
Sunbelt Agricultural Exposition at 
Spence Field near Moultrie, Georgia. 
On November 30, Harper Smith of 
Celina, Texas will call. In January (10, 
11. and 12) ABAC guests will include 
the Georgia State Square Dancers' 
Association at ABAC for their Winter 
dance along with two nights of trail-in 
dances. On January 17, Frank Lane will 
be back. and on February 29 and March 
1, they're having a first festival, the 
ABAC Spring Swing, featuring two cal-
lers, Tony Oxendine and Paul Marcum. 
The Wests from Atlanta will cue the 
rounds. All after-parties will feature 
the ABAC Pep Band, one of the best 
college jazz bands, along with the 
SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS 
Multi-Size Pattern 
314 Ladles' Square Dance Dress 
1S Pieces 
Square dance dress has scoop neckline with wide eyelet ruffle 
accented by bow. The 8-gored skirt hos wide eyelet ruffles that 
sweep up at sides in front and bock to creole an opron effect. Self-
fabric ruffles trimmed with narrow eyelet fill in of sides and oround 
!owe, edge of skirt. View l is sleeveless View 2 has short elosti- 
cized puff sleeves. Multi-Size 5-7.9 	6.810 	12.1416 18-20-40 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC. 
P. 0. Box 4510 Stockyards Station 
Ft. Worth, Texas 71106 
Pattern * 314 	13.50 w sizes(s)_— _____ 
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED S 	  
Name 	  
Address  
City 	 State 	Zip 	 
Add 85 cents par  pattern for handlino and poster. 








CW-107 Louisiana Man 
CW-129 Something to 
Brag About 
CW-134 Walkin' Shoes 
CW-140 It's Been a Great 
Afternoon 
CW-147 Lovin' Cajun Style 
"SMOOTHIES" 	 "CONTEMPORARY" 
CW-144 I'd Do It All CW-126 East Bound and 
Over Again 	 Down 
CW-138 Christmas SongCW-123 Honky Tonk 
CW-133 Legend In My 	 Memories 
Time 	 CW-137 Boogie Grass Band 
CW-139 Hello Mexico CW-145 GIVE ME 
CW-143 That's Life 	 BACK MY BLUES 






Distributed by Corsair Continental 
NEW RELEASE 
CW149 
ALL AROUND COWBOY 
CW148 LOVING YOU 
IS A NATURAL HIGH 
Goldusters, the famous precision dance 
team. 
Don Williamson, owner of RedBoot 
Records, will call on August 29. the last 
Fifth Friday of the school year 1979-80. 
After January 1, 1980, the Stallion 
Squares will dance every Thursday 
night (Wednesday nights until then) 
along with the PED 225C Mainstream 
Plus One Physical Education class at 
6:00-8:30 p.m. Visitors are welcome and 
there is no charge! 
Donna Nipper, Secretary 
Stallion Sqdares, ABAC 
FUNTIMER'S SQUARE DANCE NEWS 
The Funtimers Benefit Dance for the 
Day Care Center for Retarded Persons 
was a great success. A grand total of 
$800.00 was raised by this special dance 
and a check for that amount will be 
presented to the Center. Merle Partee 
called the squares and Wayne O'Dell 
the rounds. 
Funtimers Club thanks the Three 
River Twirlers Club for their donation of 
$100.00 to the event. Local merchants 
also made donations. 
Newly elected officers are: presidents, 
Harold and Lois Dietmeyer; vice-presi-
dents, Bill and Ida Kissell; secretary-
treasurer, Dick and Doris Black. Board 
members elected are George and Edna 
Muck, Charles and Fern Brosch. 
Publicity chairman is Gerry Friedrich. 
Funtimers Square Dance Club holds 
regular dances on the 1st, 2nd and 4th 
Saturdays each month. 
Visitors are always welcome to the 
dances at the Legion Hut, Mt. Home, 
Arkansas. 
Gerry Friedrich 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
RECORDINGS DIVISION MOVES 
The Recordings Division, formerly 
the Mailings Division, of the Lloyd 
Shaw Foundation is in the process of 
moving to a new address: The Mill-
house, RD #1, Box 214, Roxbury, New 
York 12474. George and Onie Senyk will 
be operating this outlet for Lloyd Shaw 
materials and promise prompt delivery 
of all orders. The Colorado Springs and 
Lakewood offices will no longer handle 
orders or inquiries. The new office will 







	Ron Parry Nelson Watkins 
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Lloyd Shaw recordings and books, 
educational record kits, and manuals, 
plus selected other books and manuals 
about square dancing. Be sure to record 
this new address for future reference! 
Diane E. Burton, Secretary 
The Lloyd Shaw Foundation 
HARRY GORDON— 
Harry Gordon of Norwalk, Ohio, has 
become widely known as a square dance 
instructor and caller. He has been 
involved in square dancing since 1951 
when he started calling "swap and 
swing". Then he became interested in 
Western square dancing and took dance 
lessons in Sept. of 1957. The following 
March he started calling at the Park and 
Recreation Center in Norwalk, Ohio. 
Until his retirement from calling in Sept. 
of this year he called for the group of 
dancers, now known as the FADS, for 
twenty years. He also called for the 
Scrambled Squares of Bellevue for the 
past fourteen years. Harry has called for 
many conventions, jamborees, and 
festivals. 
Many dancers welcomed the harmo-
nizing of Harry and his twin brother, 
Vern, in singing duets. They were 
frequently requested to sing together. 
Through these twenty years, with the 
help and support of his wife Adela, he 
has taught beginners classes and for 
seventeen years has held workshops 
once a month. Harry and Adela have 
devoted many hours of time and talent 
to the benefits of the clubs. 
Their friends would like to take this 
opportunity to tell how much their 
devotion was appreciated and to say a 
big "Thank You". 
T H E 
0 
FOR 	 COPYRIGHT R L HOEKSTRA 1978 
CALLERS: To clarify some of the more confusing figures with just a few people looking for extra help 
without having to get a demonstration square together. A real boon to the caller wanting to work out 
new ideas. 
TEACHERS: To more clearly show just how a call Is to be danced without depending entirely on vocal 
instructions to novice dancers. A valuable supplement for new classes. 
ALL LEVEL DANCERS: To work out the call you just learned or one that you want to recall and settle 
more firmly In mind. The pieces may be moved as in a game or solitaire or with just you and your part-
ner or any size group gathered around a flat surface. By using just one game figure you can test your 
own ability and understanding of the latest calls by ending In the correct position facing in the right 
direction. 
KIT CONSISTS OF: 8 matched hardwood dancer figures with maanetic bases that will hold their 
positions on any steel surface such as ordinary TV tray tables. Instructions and coloring materials to 
designate partners and corners at a glance. A square layout significantly numbered for positive posi-
tioning and racing direction. Self-examination test on the basic movements and worksheet forms for 
developing new ideas. 
PRICE: (Plus $1.00 postage & handling)  	 ...57.95 
massacnusetts residents add 5% sales tax 
Order from: Russell L. Hoekstre, 87 Forest Glen, Rm. 321, Longmeadow MA 01106 




For quite a few years I've been 
tossing around the idea of a publication 
that square dancers could use to help 
others in our activity. I know it has been 
said in the past that we don't care what 
the people in our square do for a living 
as long as they enjoy dancing as much 
as we do. I think it's about time that we 
say we care, and go further than we 
have in the past. 
There have been many times in the 
past when we did care enough to ask a 
fellow square dancer for his or her help 
rather than just letting our fingers do 
the walking through the yellow pages. 
This is what "Pro-Friend" is all 
about. When we needed someone with 
the equipment to dig around the 
basement of our house, we called Jerry, 
a fellow square dancer who was in this 
type of work. A banker, Mike, also a 
square dance friend, wanted to increase 
the number of people using the bank's 
services, so we switched our accounts to 
his bank. Another friend, also a square 
dancer, was an insurance agent; you 
guessed it, we're covered by this 
insurance company now. 
If you want to buy a new car, why not 
buy it from a car salesman who is a 
square dancer! What about that re-
modeling job that you want done around 
the house; there's a square dancer in 
your area who does remodeling as a 
profession. 
Even teens can be involved in the 
"Pro-Friend" publication. When you 
need a baby-sitter or someone to mow 
the lawn, why not the son or daughter of 
your square dance friend? 
In between tips the other night, we 
took a little time to look over the dancers 
and here's what we found in just two 
squares: Ed's in real estate, "Doc — s a 
dentist, Carroll is a printer, and Paul 
has a •company that makes beautiful 
candles. Looking at the women in the 
square: Monte decorates special cakes, 
Jean designs string art, Barbara 
teaches music, and Judy is a interior 
decorator. That old saying about the 
butcher, the baker and the candle stick 
maker— we have them all. 
The first publication of "Pro-Friend" 
will be available at the 21st Annual 
Buckeye Square-Round-Contra Dance 
Convention in Cincinnati, May 2, 3, 4, 
1980. This first issue of "Pro-Friend" 
will only cover the Greater Cincinnati 
area. Within the coming years, "Pro-
Friend" will be extended to cover the 
entire state of Ohio and there are future 
plans for "Pro-Friend" issues for every 
city, state and country where square 
dancers work and dance. 
The basic idea behind this publication 
is to care enough about our activity to 
help build the security of the people 
involved with us in the great activity 
called square dancing. Phil Kozlowski 
Aurora, Indiana 
''HAPPY FEET!'.' 
LIQUID AND FOAM INNERSOLES 
HAPPY FEET" massages sensitive points of your 
feet gives relief from pain 
HAPPY FEET' supports your entire foot with a 
cushioning flow of water from neel to toe 
•Gentle massaging action lively circulation 
\ •For work for sports • Removable — use them in all your shoes 
• Flexeng motion for foot exercise 
Restore usefulness to loose fitting shoes 
• 10.day unconditional guarantee 
•90-day guarantee On materials 
and workmanship 
$6 00 	
from date 01 purchase 151 pair 
16 50 each 
addibonal pair 
WHEN YOUR FEET ARE HAPPY. YOU'RE HAPPY 
Fes PETITE SMALL IIIED.narrow 
Women 5 tO 6'5 7 to 81) 910 10'p 
Men 5 tO 5', 6 10 7', 8 to 9 
Foto MEG.stane. LARGE S•LARGE 
Men 8 to 9 9'. 	to t 1 11', 	to 12', 
Women 9 to 10 It to I 1 	. 12 





City 	 Stat• Zep 
t nCkl•• 	weep cr.. ese. 0 o 
Available 





Total Enclosed S 





SQUARE DANCE THEME SONGS 
Two new square dance theme songs 
containing the philosophy and pleasures 
of square dancing. One song 'I'm A 
Square Dancer", is appropriate for 
square dance gatherings while "Nation-
al Square Dance Jubilee" is a song 
about the 1980 National Square Dance 
Convention in Memphis, Tennessee. 
Both were written and recorded by 
Gene Bennett, and turned out to be 
rather pleasing to many who've heard 
them. 
Record at $2.98 shipped postpaid. 
Send check or money order for quantity 
ordered to: Gene Bennett, Box 482, 
Frederick, MD 21701. 
KALOX- Seize-Longhorn 
NEW ON KALOX. 
K-1243 BLUE HAWAII/HAPPY LIFE (Instrumental Only) 
K-1244 WHAT IT MEANS TO BE BLUE, C.O. Guest 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX: 
K-1242 THAT'S WHAT I LIKE ABOUT THE SOUTH 
BY C.O. Guest 
K-1241 I WANT TO SEE ME IN YOUR EYES, Jon Jones 
K-1240 TWO TIMIN' BLUES by Bill Peters 
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN 
1117 
LH-1030 QUA LA LITA, Flip/Inst. by Guy Poland 
LH-1029 AIN'T NO CALIFORNIA by Guy Poland 
	
, 	NEW ON BELCO 
1  B290A WATERMELON MAN 
Cha cha by Pete & Val Peterman 




u d 	B290B I MISS MY SWISS, Mixer, Cues by C.O. Guest 
1st Band, Music Only; 2nd, Cues by C.O. Guest 
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO: 
B-289 BY THE LIGHT OF THE SILVERY MOON / 
THIS OLD HOUSE 
B-288 LONG FRIENDSHIP/CHATTANOOGA CHOO CHOO 
A Very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to Each and Every One of You 
KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO. 2832 Live Oak Dr Mesquite, TX 75149 
Ampriran Kryrianeristru-c, no,-earr.ohiar '070 
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[ ROUND REVIEWS by Frank & Phyl Lehnert ~GpSede 
NON DIMENTICAR — Roper 421 
Choreography by Hat) and A.J. Wolcott 
Pretty music and an interesting Wolcott-type 
intermediate rhumba-two step. 
TRUE LOVE— Roper 144 
Choreography by Hap & A.J. Wolcott 
Pretty music and a nice flowing easy-intermediate 
waltz, repeated three times through. 
STUMBLING ALONG — Grenn 14279 
Choreography by 8111 & Marie Brown 
Delightful music and a smooth easy two step. 
HEAVENLY WALTZ — Grenn 14279 
Choreography by Vernon Porter 
Pretty music and a nice flowing easy waltz. 
RED MILL WALTZ— CEM 37034 
Choreography by Chet & Barbara Smith 
Good music and an interesting easy-intermediate 
waltz 
LADY BE GOOD — CEM 37034 
Choreography by Harvey & Norlene Wiese 
Good peppy music and a good easy-to-easy-
intermediate two step 
THIS OLD HOUSE— Belco 289 
An easy mixer similar to "White Silver Sands," 
cued by C.O. Guest. 
JUST GOOD OL BOYS— Columbia 3-11027 
Choreography by Caries & Dorothy DeMaine 
Good music with a vocal by Moe and Joe; 
easy-going easy-intermediate two step. 
I HEAR THE SOUTH CALLING ME— MCA 41079 
Choreography by Jimmy & Vivian Holeman 
Swinging music with a vocal by Herb Thompson; 
easy-intermediate cha cha-type routine. 
HELLO JOSEPHINE— Sun SI1141 
Choreography by George & Johnnie Eddins 
Real swinging music with a Jerry Lee Lewis vocal; 
easy-intermediate two step. 
ALL NIGHT DISCO— Tapestry 001 
Choreography by Harry & Clara Thorn 
Good music and a Bobby Vinton vocal on "I Could 
Have Danced All Night:" unusual combination of 
disco cha and foxtrot. 
HALLELUJAH— Hoctor 794 
Choreography by Ken Croft & Elena DeZordo 
Good big band sound and a busy solid intermediate 
two step to "Hallelujah How I Love Him So.- 
BY THE LIGHT OF THE SILVERY MOON— Belco 
289; Choreography by Richard & Jo Anne Lawson 
Good music and a comfortable easy-intermediate 
two step cued by Richard. 
Choreography Ratings * * * 
by Dave & Shirley Fleck, Toledo, Ohlo 
SQUARE DANCE: 61-125 
Chat. Choo Choo 	Belco 8288 	76/0 =76 
1 + 1 Equals Love Epic 8-50598 72/5 =77a 
Easy Blues 	 Ranwood 818 	78 /0 =78 
A Long Friendship 	Belco 8288 81/0 =81a 
Morning Kiss 	Grenn 14280 	92/0 =92 
Me and My Shadow 	Hi-Hat 875 96/0=96 
Just For You 	 Hi-Hat 975 	96/0=96 
Wishing Rainbows 	4 Cor. FC138 93/5 = 98a 
Breakin' In a Broken 
Heart 	 NINBS 8814 	9415=99 
Dancin"n Dreamin' 	Grenn 14280 100/0 = 100 
Carousel Waltz 	Crenn 14277 	102/0=102 
Hello Josephine Sun S11141 98110 = 108 
An Easy Secret 	Tlmrk 1900 	110/0=110 
Peepin' and Hidin' 	Grenn 14215 113/0 = 113 
Burgers and Fries #2 RCA PB11391 	116/0 = 116a 
Moonlight Brings 
Memories 	 Tlmrk 898 	108/8 =116 
If I Knew Then Tlmrk 898 95125 = 120a 
Struttin' With Maria 	AM 8501 	98/25 =123a 
EASY INTERMEDIATE: 126-175 
Goodbye 	 RCA PB11668 114/12 =126 
Non Di menticar 	Roper JH421 	141/0=141 
Nobody Cares Hi-Hat 974 142/0=142 
Last Cheater's Waltz 	CURBS 49024 	147/0 =147a 
For Rating Formula, 
Order ASD Inform #P7 
Confidentially 	Grenn 14281 	126/25 =151 
Dream Street Belco B235 115137 = 152a 
True Love 	 Roper 144 	155/0 = 155a 
Waltz Across Texas 	Cachet 4-4501 	161/0 = 161a 
INTERMEDIATE: 176-250 
Gotta Quit Lookin' 	RCA GA11497 139 /41 = 180a 
Nighty Night 	Roper 170 	155/35 = 190 
Close To You Roper 169 132/60=192a 
Peppermint 	 Hi-Hat 974 	195/0 = 195 
Sugar and Spice 	Grenn 14281 172/25 =197a 
Shadows in the 
Moonlight $12 	Capital 4716 	145/55=200a 
Fantasy Island Col 3-10890 160/50=210a 
Do Do Disco 	 Hi-Hat 975 	214/4 = 218 
HIGH INTERMEDIATE: 251-299 
All Nite Disco 	Tapestry 001 	198/55 = 253a 
Evergreen Col 13-33365 241/25 = 266a 
Let's Tango Hustle 	RSO RS882 	247/25= 272a 
I ntako Cha 	 Tlmrk 916 263125 = 288 
Someone Like You 	Tlmrk 892 	260/30 = 290a 
ADVANCED: 300-349 
Mary Hartman 	Tlmrk 930 	283/25 =308 
Magic 	 DAL P-6095 303/5 = 308 
Shadows in the 
Moonlight #1 	Capital 4716 	265/55 = 320a 
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SQUARE  REVIEWS 
by John Swindle 
Merry Christmas! Twenty-one flip singing calls and 
two patter records made up our review this month. 
The review dancers were pleasantly surprised at 
the number of singing calls using Plus One and 
Plus Two movements this month. We had a few 
repeats and one duplicate this month, but all in all, 
we had a very nice selection of records. 
COCA COLA COWBOY— Red Boot Star 1250 
Caller: Johnnie Wykoff 
This record, we must say, sounds like the Red Boot 
music of a few years back. The beat is truly there 
and the figure times as well as any we have danced 
recently. Johnnie uses a relay the deucy and does 
an outstanding job on the flip side. FIGURE: Heads 
promenade half, sides half square thru, touch, 
relay the deucy, swing thru, boys trade, swing, 
promenade. 
LOVIN' CAJUN STYLE— D&R 147 
Caller: Bronc Wsie 
Banjo lovers will love this one — lovin' cajun style 
with shades of Jambalaya. Bronc does a fabulous 
job on the flip using a grand square in the middle 
break only. A key change at the end adds the 
finishing touch. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, 
curlique, walk and dodge, swing thru, boys run, 
bend the line, right and left thru, flutter wheel, 
sweep a quarter, pass thru, swing, promenade. 
ROUND AND ROUND— Wagon Wheel 215 
Caller: Dean Salveson 
This is the first Wagon Wheel record that has come 
through this reviewer's column, but it was worth 
waiting for. The Wagon Wheel sound we all knew is 
still there. Dean put together a well-timed and very 
danceable figure. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, 
square thru. curlique, walk and dodge, bend the 
line, pass the ocean, recycle, swing, promenade. 
CARIBBEAN— HI-Hat 5009 
Caller; Lee Schmidt 
We guess it is about time "Caribbean" was done 
again and Hi-Hat did a fantastic job on this re-cut. 
A very danceable beat, good sound, fine figure, and 
a job well done by Lee, made this a very enjoyable 
record. The figure Lee uses is for Plus One dancers. 
On the flip side of the cue sheet are alternate 
figures for Mainstream and one using two steps at a 
time. FIGURE: Heads star thru, right and left thru, 
pass thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, girls fold, peel the 
top, right and left thru, square thru three-quarters, 
swing and promenade. 
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I WANT TO SEE YOU AGAIN— HI-Hat 5007 
Caller: Tom Perry 
Hi-Hat outdid themselves with this month's 
releases. Tom also gives us a well-timed Plus One 
figure, combined with an instrumental sound that 
makes one want to dance. Again on the flip side of 
the cue sheet is a mainstream figure and a Plus Two 
figure. FIGURE: Heads square thru, right and left 
thru, curlique, split circulate, boys run, right and 
left thru, Dixie style to a wave, trade the wave. 
swing, promenade. 
WHOLE LOT OF DIFFERENCE IN LOVE— Blue 
Star 2095; Caller: Lem Gravelle 	 Key A 
Lem and the Bayou Ramblers have put together a 
nice sound and a very danceable record. Lots of 
banjos for banjo lovers, and an easy flowing figure, 
gave the review dancers an enjoyable dance. FIG-
URE: Heads promenade half. sides curlique, walk 
and dodge, circle four to a line, curlique, circulate, 
boys run, square thru three-quarters, trade by, 
swing, promenade. 
LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING— Blue Star 2094 
Caller: Dave Taylor 	 Key C 
Dave has chosen for his release this time a song 
from a few year's back that is no stranger to the 
square dance world. His use of Plus Two figures 
made this a very enjoyable record for the review 
dancers. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, right 
and left thru, square thru, do-sa-do, touch a 
quarter, follow your neighbor and spread, boys run, 
promenade. 
WHO CARES— River Boat 119 
Caller: Dave Abbott 
This record has a beat that even the most beat-deaf 
dancer should be able to hear. River Boat has given 
us some nice sounds in the past but this is by far the 
best of them all. Dave uses a Mainstream figure 
that is smooth-flowing, well-timed and enjoyable to 
dance. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, 
touch a quarter, scoot back twice, girls run, star 
thru, California twirl, swing, promenade. 
STEEL DRIVIN' MAN— Top 25351 
Caller: Ralph Klnnane 
This is not the first time John Henry, the steel 
drivin' man, has come around, so this song will not 
be a stranger to your dancers and the tune will not 
be a problem to many callers. The Al Russ 
orchestra has given us a nice sound complete with 
an anvil. Ralph uses one of the more popular 
experimentals in his figure in a way that flows well 
and is different than other records using track two. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade three-quarters, sides 
right and left thru, double pass thru, track two, spin 
the top. box the gnat. cross trail thru, swing. 
promenade. 
EARLY MORNING RAIN— Lore 1177 
Caller: Curtis Thompson 	 Key E Flat 
Here it is again. This song was released on another 
label a few years ago and nothing about the music 
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has changed. This record is clearer than the old one 
we have, becaue of the use the old one has had. If 
you have worn out your old copy, it is now back. 
Curtis changed the figure and has done a nice job 
on this re-release of a super good square dance 
record of the past. FIGURE: Heads square thru, 
dos-a-do, swing thru, boys run, wheel and deal, 
right and left thru, roll away, swing, promenade. 
WHAT AM I DOING IN HER WORLD— Lore 1176 
Caller: Curtis Thompson 	 Key C 
If you remember the song "Street Fair" and liked 
it, you will like this one. It is not the same tune but 
has almost the same beat and sound. Curtis' use of 
an eight chain six was a little rushed but there is 
plenty of time to catch up if the dancers dance to 
the beat. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, sides 
square thru, right and left thru, do-sa-do, eight 
chain six, swing, promenade. 
KEEP ON SMILING— Blue Star 2093 
Caller; Glenn Zeno 	 Key C 
There have been quite a few re-runs this month. 
Some may remember this one as "Sally Sunshine" 
on the sister label, Blue Star. Glenn used a very 
interesting figure that the dancers flowed right 
into. This is a happy song the dancers enjoyed. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, square thru, slide 
thru two times, swing thru, scoot back, men run, 
couples circulate, men trade, promenade. 
GONNA HAVE A BALL— JoPat 204 
Caller: Joe Porritt 
More banjos for the fans of banjo records. This 
record has a nice even beat and the figure Joe uses 
is interesting. You might also try this one as a 
patter record. FIGURE: Heads square thru, on the 
third hand curlique, walk and dodge, right and left 
thru, square thru, on the third hand swing thru, 
boys run, couples circulate, bend the line, star thru, 
swing, promenade. 
ALL I HAVE TO DO IS DREAM— Red Boot 245 
Caller: Mike Hoose 
From the late fifties comes another tune reborn as a 
square dance record. As we said about the other 
Red Boot release this month, we must sav about 
this tune. Mike does a fine job on the flip side, but 
it danced much better if slowed down. FIGURE: 
Heads square thru, make a right hand star, heads 
star left, do-sa-do, curlique, scoot back swing, 
promenade 
KINGSTON TOWN— Bogan 1313 
Caller; Tommy White 	 Key C, D 
Another remake in the square dance world. This 
is not the first remake of this tune, and if track 
records hold true, we are sure it will not be the last. 
Tommy does a fine job on the flip side but he used 
that questionable figure, scoot and roll. The 
dancers will do it but there are some who feel there 
are too many rule bendings. You be the judge. 
FIGURE: Heads square thru. do-sa-do, curlique, 
scoot and roll, right and left thru, dive thru, square 
thru three-quarters, swing, promenade. 
BACK IN THE U.S.A.— Thunderbird 199 
Caller; Bob Bennett 	 Key A 
This tune is most appropriate for Bob's return to 
the states from Russia. The music on the 
instrumental side is truly great in holding with the 
Thunderbird tradition, and Bob sounds good on the 
flip. The only problem is that he used a 64-beat 
figure and tried to fit it into 48 beats of music. This 
is another record you might listen to as a patter 
record. FIGURE: Heads circulate, boys run, right 
and left thru, veer left, ferris wheel, pass thru, 
swing thru, boys trade. turn thru, left allemande. 
promenade. 
JAM BALAYA— Lore 1178 
Caller: Johnny Creel 	 Key G 
"Jambalaya, crawfish pie and filet gumbo" is truly 
on the menu this month. This is one tune that has 
been making the scene quite regularly. We can 
understand Johnny's choice of songs since he is 
from the bayou country. He uses a simple figure 
that would be nice for a change of pace to give the 
dancers an easy dance. It would also be good to use 
in class. FIGURE: Heads lead right, circle to a line, 
right and left thru, star thru, right and left thru, 
square thru three-quarters, left allemande, do-sa-
do. swing corner, promenade. 
HANDCUFFED TO A HEARTACHE— Chinook 
027; Caller: Jim Davis 
Chinook has given us another nice sound. Jim uses 
movements from the experimental list and the Plus 
One list and puts them together very well. Only one 
complaint: On the flip side in his first figure he did 
not say who to swing, on the rest of the figure and 
on the cue sheet, he did. FIGURE: Heads 
promenade half, star thru, zoom, double pass thru, 
track two, trade the wave, left allemande, do-sa-do, 
swing corner, promenade. 
HEY BABY YOU'RE LOOKING FOR ME— TNT 
146; Caller; Al Brundage 
As usual, TNT gave us a good musical sound. Good 
beat, nice sound, good figure are the important 
things about a singing call. Al uses one of the latest 
Callerlab quarterly selections and it dances nicely. 
We felt that the left allemande after the corner 
swing was a little bit rushed. If you use the record, 
you might try it both ways. FIGURE: Heads 
promenade half, sides roll away, heads star thru 
pass thru, split two, round one to a line, curlique, 
track and trade. wheel and deal, swing, lett 
allemande. promenade. 
I WANT TO GO HOME— TNT 142 
Caller: Mike Trombly 
Whoa! We hope the review record was the only one 
like this...it really sounded bad at first. Then we 
discovered the record was pressed off center and 
the hole was "wallowerd out." After a little 
adjusting we had a better sound Mike gave us an 
Continued on Page 45 
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The article against sight calling on p. 
39 of your August issue is obviously 
written by a dancer who has had limited 
exposure to callers who are truly 
proficient in sight calling. The author 
says sight callers become boring 
because they fall into using the same set 
simple patterns over and over. This is 
always a potential problem with sight 
calling, but an experienced caller will 
not allow this to happen. The author 
also says sight calling allows a caller to 
avoid preparation time. Not necessarily. 
The experienced sight caller will spend 
hours in developing ideas and preparing 
"segments" of material, instead of 
complete routines: he will then insert 
these ideas and segments into his 
calling at the appropriate time to 
provide a very entertaining dance. 
The big advantage of sight calling is it 
enables a caller to adjust his calling 
instantly to the specific type of floor he 
has for the evening and for an individual  
tip. He is not "locked" into a prepared 
routine which he must use no matter 
what the capability of the floor, and he 
is not locked into having to finish this 
routine if the floor begins to have 
difficulty. The other advantage is being 
able to create instantly material which is 
best for the particular floor on hand. 
There are good sight callers and poor 
sight callers, just as there are good and 
poor callers who use other methods. If a 
dancer takes the author's suggestion 
and tells a sight caller it is too bad he 
did not prepare material for the dance, 
the dancer will be showing the same 
lack of knowledge about what is 
involved in sight calling as the author. It 
is certainly illogical to blanket condemn 
sight calling when there are so many 
excellent callers who use this system to 
call truly great dances. 
Ed Foote 
Wexford, PA 
IWADE DRIVER * PAT BARBOUR 
BOB BAIER * KIP GARVEY 
DAVE & NITA SMITH 







TODAY I STARTED LOVING YOU AGAIN - Wade 
I RECALL A GYPSY WOMAN - Pat 
WHO AM I TO SAY - Kip 
CIRCLE D — 
C OD 21LDT 
 4IME LOVING - 
RR 131 MUSIC IS MY WOMAN - Ernie Kinney Mike Litzenberger 
RR 132 I HAD A LOVELY TIME— Wade 
RR 133 ME AND PAUL— Bob 
RR 134 SAIL AWAY— Wade 
RR 135 NEVER DID LIKE WHISKEY— Pat 
RR 136 LOVING YOU IS A NATURAL HIGH— Wade 
RR 137 RED BANDANA— Kip 
RR 138 NEXT BEST FEELING— Wade 
ROUNDS- 
RR 501 Wind Me Up 	 RR 2000 You Are My Favorite Thing 
RR 502 Brown Eyes Blue 	 by the Ashworths 
* * YOU ARE MY FAVORITE THING/END OF THE WORLD — WADE * * 
RR 2000 — Country & Western - not a square dance 
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DART SPECIALTIES SHOPPE 
6810 S. Central, Phoenix AZ 85040 
(602-268-6213) Apparel, Acc., Car-
ryon Luggage (Dress. Suit, Shoe. 
Boot, Petti-Purse, Banner Case) 
Send long SASE for Free Brochure 
ALABAMA 
I WAITE'S SQUAREDANCE & 
WESTERN WEAR 
7925 Highway 90 West 





ROBBIE & FAY'S 
The Square Dancer's Friend 
976 Pearl St., Napa CA 94558 
707-226-1150 





QUALITY WESTERN SHOP 
1894 Drew St., Clearwater FL 33515 
813-446-8791 
"Florida's Oldest & Best" 
Mail Orders Invited & Guaranteed 
THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP 
7408 Atlantic Blvd. 904-725-2511 
Jacksonville FL 32211 
Sq. Dancers Serving Sq. Dancers 
ELAINE'S KOLLECTION OF S/D 
ATTIRE, 2030 North 12 Ave. 
Pensacola FL 32503 
904-433-4052 
Write for Free Catalog 
BELLES & BEAUX S/D CLOTHES I419 No. Federal Hwy. 305-737-0095 Boynton Beach FL 33435 Exit 144 off 195, East to US 1 
Open at 12 Noon, Tues, thru Sat. 
ILLINOIS 
KATHLEEN'S SID SHOP 
508 W. Chestnut St. 
Chatham IL 62629 
3 Ways — Stop In, Write or 
Call 217-483-2627 
CROSS-COUNTRY RECORD 
SERVICE 71451/2 W. Belmont Ave. 
Chicago IL 60634 
Records/Callers Supplies/ 
Newcomb Equipment 
FLOTA'S S/D & WESTERN WEAR 
113 S. 32nd St. 
Mt. Vernon IL 62864 
Ph. 618-244-4110 
Open 7 Days A Week 
DON'S S/D APPAREL 
107 E. Sangamon, Rantoul IL 61866 
Mail orders invited & guaranteed 
Phone: 217-892-2500 
Cent. Illinois' Most Complete Store 
OBIE'S WEST. & S/D FASHIONS 
614 South Lake (Rt. 45) 
Mundelein IL 60060 
INDIANA 
B-BAR-B S/D APPAREL 
6313-15 Rockville Rd. 1465 Exit 13B 
Indianapolis IN 46224 
See our own dress designs 
Sizes 3-241/ 2 
LAZY J RANCH 
Wheeler, Ind. — 219-759-3118 
Mailing address RR2 
Hobart IN 46342 
We Make Our Own Petticoats 
KANSAS 
LE-PE SID SHOP & SHOPPETTE 
1622-24 Geo. Washington Blvd. 
Wichita KS 67211 (316-684-6399) 
Will Ship Anywhere— VISA & M/C 
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE 
2527 West Pawnee (316-943-8594) 
Wichita KS 67213 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
DOROTHY'S S/D SHOP. INC. 
35021/2 Strong 
Kansas City KS 66106 
1-913-262-4240 
Master Charge—Visa—Catalog 354 
KENTUCKY 
PRESLAR'S WESTERN SHOP INC. 
3111 S. 4 St. 
Louisville KY 40214 
All S/S Supplies, Newcombs, Mikes 
LOUISIANA 
CAMPER PARTS & S/D APPAREL 
Mike Litzenberger 
1306 Corporate Square 
Slidell LA 70458 (504-641-6011) 
Have store, will travel 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC. 
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 
Free Catalog Available 
THE PRINCESS SPECIALTY SHOP 
584 Main St. 
South Portland ME 04106 
Large Selection of SID Items 
MARYLAND 
DIXIE DAISY 
1355 Odenton Rd. 




Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier, perkier petticoats & 
pantalettes 
ALLEMANDE SHOP 
1561 Haslett Road 
Haslett MI 48840 





13530 Tesson Ferry Rd. 
St Louis MO 63128 
Phone orders: 1-314-842-2278 
NEW JERSEY 
THE CORRAL. John Pedersen. Jr. 
41 Cooper Ave PH. 201-229-2363 
West Long Branch NJ 07764 
SW Apparel and Accessories 
NEW YORK 
IRONDA Square Dance Shoppe 
759 Washington Ave (266-5720) 
Irondequoit, Rochester NY 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
DO-PASO 
203 Vermont St.  
Buffalo NY 14213 
Phone Orders 1-716-885-9473 
Catalog Available 
IGEORGIA 
'BAR E WEST. & SID APPAREL IPO Box 60 (Ph. 404-878-2873) Helen GA 30545 Especially Catering to the 
Square Dancer 







Mail orders available from these shops.  
411. 
SKY RANCH SADDLERY 
109-111 So. Main St. (668-2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Western Store & Gilt Center 
S/D Headquarters 
PEARL'S WESTERN FASHIONS 
Clinton NY 13323 
Complete Square Dance Shop 
Write for Free Catalog 
Speedy Badge Service 
C&M'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
Hartfield-Centralia Rd. 
Mayville NY 14757 
Square Dance Clothing 
WHEEL 'N DEAL SID SHOP 
RFD 4, Post Rd. 
Canton NY 13617 
Phone Orders: 315-386-2457 
Summer Cottage: 315-262-2361 
NORTH CAROLINA 
THE GRAND SQUARE SID 
FASHIONS. 9700 Fairview Rd. 
Charlotte NC 28212 (704-545-6842) 
Complete Square Dance Attire 
Mail Orders Available 
Pearl's of Raleigh 
2109 Franklin Road 
Raleigh NC 27606 
Complete Square Dance Attire 
Phone 919-851-0794 
OHIO 
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave (216-671-5165) 
Cleveland OH 44111 
Dancer's Shopping Delight 
SQUARE TOGS 
11757 US 42 
Sharonville OH 45241 
Records Available Too! 
OKLAHOMA 
COUNTRY SQUARE 
1705 N. Sheridan 
Lawton OK 73501 
Apparel & Accesories for 
the Square and Round Dancer 
OREGON 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 NE Halsey 
Portland OR 97220 
Phone. 1-503-252-7623 
•••01. ••=4,, 110. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
BLEAM'S SID APPAREL 
Sylvia & Bill Bleam 
Star Rte. 212 
Richlandtown PA 18955 
215-346-7838 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
MARTY'S SID FASHIONS 
404 Cherokee Dr. (803-268-0240) 
Greenville SC 29615 
S/D Clothing for Men & Women 
McKesson Western Shop 
104 Old Trolley Rd. 
Summerville SV 29483 
S/D Apparel & Centennial Dresses 
CIRCLE S WESTERN SHOP 
3357 Rivers Ave. (803-747-5998) 
Charleston SC 29405 
Where there are no strangers, 
only friends we haven't met. 
TENNESSEE 
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP 
1138 Mosby Rd.  
Memphis TN 38116 
Send for Free Catalog 
NICK'S WESTERN SHOP 
245 E. Market & Cherokee 
Kingsport TN 37660 
Phone Orders 1-615-245-6221 
TEXAS 
FAWCETT'S S/D SHOP 
412 W. Sam Houston 
Pharr TX 78577 (512-787-1116) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
Largest S/D Shop in South Texas 
C BAR S SID Apparel & Records 
5632 East Mockingbird Lane 
Dallas TX 75206 
Send for Free Catalog! 
MARJAC OF DALLAS 
522 S. Montreal, Dallas TX 75208 
Nylon Organdy Petticoats— Best 
Quality, Discount on Group Order 
Wholesale Accts. Also Welcome 
WAGENAAR'S S/D SHOP 
Box 18151, 820A Waldron Rd. 
Corpus Christi TX 78418 
(512-937-48411 
1•100 
BARBARA'S WEST. FASHIONS 
801A Trailwood Dr., (817-268-2058) 
Hurst TX 76053 
Mfg, S/D Dresses/Petticoats 
Wholesale Accounts Welcomed 
WYOMING 
THE MELTING POT & 
L & L DANCE CORRAL 
PO Box 37 (307-348-7319) 
Elk Mt. WY 82324 
Complete Line of S/D Apparel 




Wichita Falls TX 76301 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
"Catchall Cust. Originals by Chris 
ONELL'S APPARAL (806-799-1642) 
4818 Louisville Ave. 
Lubbock TX 79413 
Square & Round Dance Supplies 
Square & Round Dance Records 
UTAH 
WAGON WHEEL HOUSE 
728 So. State St. PO Box 2574 
Salt Lake City UT 84110 
(801) 532-3213 
VERMONT 
TONY'S TACK SHOP 
2000 Hinesburg Road 
So. Burlington VT 05401 
VIRGINIA 
KERNS KORRAL 
83. W. Mercury Blvd. 
Hampton VA 23669 
804-723-1519 
S/D One-Stop Shopping, 
Master Charge & Visa 
BETTY'S BITS & PIECES 
1120 Westbriar Drive 
Richmond VA 23233 
804-740-9643 
Send for Free Catalog 
SQUARE-ROUNDER 
Square Rounder Bldg. 
Goshen VA 24439 703-997-9104 
Prompt Shipment 
Master Charge — Visa 
WASHINGTON 
BEN & BETTIE'S ROLLIN' SQ. 
APPAREL, 1315 So. Cascade 
Kennewick WA 99336 
We are on wheels; if your club is in I 





I oe tho publoc good 
Badges 
ARMETA— Dept. B 
Original Fun Club Badges 
PO Box 22221 
Milwaukee OR 97222 
Free List On Request 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01085 
Cost: $1.50 plus 304 postage 
KNOTHEAD BADGES— Official & Original 
Washington Knotheads 
PO Box 245 
Gig Harbor WA 98335 
JIM & BONNIE'S 
4420 Tennyson 
Denver CO 80212 
303-477-1594 
Activity & Club Badges 
MARMAC SPECIALTIES 
6713 Kennedy Lane (703-241-0870) 
Falls Church VA 22042 
Free Fun Badge Catalogue 
PAULY'S (715-845-3979) 
PO Box 72 
Wausau WI 54401 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE Si STAMP CO. 614-471-3735 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our 
Design or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES 
288 NE 47th Street 
Pompano Beach FL 33064 
Chuckteamon, Caller & Owner 
Send for free flyer. 
KA-Mo ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 3447 
Albuquerque NM 87110 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Catalogue 
Ksr LE'S ENGRAVING 
Engraved & Stamped Badges 
Photo Buttons, Rubber Stamps 
Bolo Ties & Buckles— 2021 Burk Dr. 
Kingsport TN 37660 
Send for Catalog 
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAQUE CO. 
10 Woodlawn Dr. 
No. Warren PA 16365 
Badges, License Plates, Belt Buckles 
DISTRIBUTORS 
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES 
PO Box 216 	 Member NASRDS 




Indiana— New Year Kickoff. Dec. 30-Jan. 1. 
Turkey Run State Park, Marshall; Clancy & Betty 
Mueller, rounds. Write Max Forsyth, 9901 
Pendleton Pike. lot 177, Indianapolis IN 46236. 
Texas— Lubbock Area New Year's Eve Dance, 
Memorial Civic Center, Lubbock; Dec. 31; Otto 
Warteman. Write Ed Solce, PO Box 1084, Idalou 
TX 79329. 
Tennessee— 6th Ann. All-Niter. So. Cleveland 
Community Center, Cleveland; Jan. 5; Don Rush, 
Bob Christian, John Biggerstaff & Harold Kelley. 
Call Mickey Johnson, 472-2938. 
Pennsylvania— 3rd Annual January Jubilee, 
Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia; Jan. 10-12; Jim 
Davis, Keith Gulley, John Hendron, Lee Kopman, 
Steve Kooman. Jerry Schatzer, Ron Schneider, 
Joyce & Rick McGlynn. Write Jan Laird, 9804 
Dubarry St., Glenn Dale MD 20769. 
South Carolina— Grand Strand Weekend, Land-
mark Resort Hotel, Myrtle Beach; Jan. 11&12; Bob 
Augustin, Harold Kelley, Mack Pipkin, Bobby 
Lepard, Roy & Jean Green. Write Tom Heyward, 
PO Box 198, N. Myrtle Beach SC 29582. 
Florida— RID Clinic, Jan. 11-12; Lake Mirror 
Auditorium, Lakeland: Eddie & Audrey Palmquist. 
Write Paul & Lorraine Howard, 1535 Williams Dr., 
Winter Park FL 32789. 
Arizona— So. Ariz. S&R ID Festival, Tucson; Jan. 
17-20; Write LeRoy & Anita Stark, 430 Camino 
Fairhaven, Tucson AZ 85704. 
Maryland— Hunt Valley Round-A-Rama, Hunt 
Valley Inn, Baltimore; Jan. 18-20; Iry & Betty 
Easterday, Charlie & Madeline Lovelace. Info: 1125 
Haven Rd., Hagerstown MD 21740. 
Texas— Golden Triangle S&R/D Assn. Polar 
Winter Festival, Beaumont; Jan. 19. Write Johnny 
& LaJeanne Osborn, 1275 Glendale, Beaumont TX 
77707. 
South Carolina— 1980 S&R/D Convention, Myrtle 
Beach, Jan. 26. Write Levern Jernigan, 501 Ponce 
De Leon Av., N. Augusta SC 29841. 
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Notes 
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES 
Trent Keith, 3510 Denver St. 
Memphis TN 38127 
6 Issues yearly, $5.50 — Sample copy 
NEWS 'N NOTES 
Al Deuce Earl Ed 
PO Box 2223 
Vernon CT 06068 
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale CA 94087 
MAINSTREAM FLOW FOR CLUB CALLERS 
Gene Trimmer, 103 Rosewood 
Paragould AR 72450 
For the Club Caller & Teacher 
Send for a Free Sample Copy 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
Rt. 1, Box 187 
Maple Plain MN 55359 
NATIONAL CALLERS REPORT 
George Jabbusch 
PO Box 8577, Bayshore Gardens 
Bradenton FL 33507 
SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE 
John & Evelyn Strong 
750 Inglewood Street 
Salinas CA 93901 
TORONTO & DIST. S/D ASSOCIATION 
Dept. SDM 
30 Kingswelt Crescent 
Scarborough Ont. Can. M1L 3E1 
PRO-NOTES [Advanced & Challenge Supplements) 
Box 132 
Carleton MI 48117 
Free Sample Copy 
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT 
AND CIRCULATION 
Date of Filing. October 12, 1979. Title of 
Publication American Squaredance (#513240; ISSN 
0091-3383) Frequency of issue: Monthly Office of 
publication. 111 E. Shoreline Drive, Sandusky OH 
44870. General business office: 216 Williams St., 
Huron, Ohio 44839. Name and address of 
publisher, editor and managing editor: Stanley B. 
& Catherine A. Burdick, 216 Williams St.. Huron 
Ohio 44839. Owner: Same. Known bondholders. 
mortgagees and other security holders: None. 
Circulation: (Average no. copies each issue during 
preceding twelve months) Total printed: 15. 093. 
Paid circulation: 1. None: 2. Mail subscriptions: 
14,583, Total paid circulation: 14,583; Free 
distribution: 350; Total distribution: 14,933; Office 
use, etc.: 60; Total: 15, 093. Circulation: (Actual 
number of copies of single issue published nearest 
to filing date/ Total printed: 14,845; Paid 
circulation: 1. None; 2. Mail subscriptions, 14,433; 
Total paid circulation 14,433; Free distribution: 
200; Total distribution: 14,633; Office use, etc.: 
212: Total: 14,845. We certify that the statements 
made by us above are correct and complete. 
Signed: Stanley B. Burdick, Catherine A. Burdick 
3/11 Products 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965). Five-color, 
eye-catching Seals on your correspondence are an 
"invitation to square dancing." Order from BILL 
CRAWFORD, Box 181442, Memphis TN 38118. 
Samples on request. One sheet (50 Seals), 504; 3 
sheets, $1; 10 sheets, S3; 20 sheets, $5. Shipped 
ppd. Write for prompt details and samples. 
YAK STACK 
Sound Columns for Callers 
Write. PO Box 184, Wenham MA 01984 
Call: 617-468-7338 
Square Dance Napkins— Beverage I Luncheon 904 
Crtasters, 604; Place Mats, 904; Stationery, $1.50; 
Ass't Greeting or Christmas Cards— 10 for $1.75 
Dancing Couple Decal— 504; Name Taos. 50/52.25 
Square Dance Address Labels— 500 for $2.50 
t
Tvie & Dick Thomas 
13 Lucian Street 
Manchester, Conn. 
0604 0 
Please send 754 with order for Postage & Handling. 
Address Labels& Decals excluded. Please send for 
FREE Color Brochure. Order from SQUARE SPEC-
IALTIES, PO BOX 1065, Manchester CT 06040. 
GREETING CARDS FOR . DANCERS 
GET WELL — BIRTHDAY — GENERAL 
$2 25/Box of 12, plus 4% Tax in Indiana 
Order from CadoBrand, 3002 Schaper Dr. 
Ft. Wayne IN 46806 
SNAP FASTENERS— Create unique western wear 
with our wide selection of PEARL and METAL snap 
fasteners. Write for Free Catalog. The Gamow 
Company, Box 20632-AD, Dells. TX 75220. 
CALIFONE S/D SOUND SYSTEMS. 30 Day Trial. 
Satisfaction Guaranted or 100% Refund. Bob 
Mason, Box 205A, Almond NY 14804. Dial 
607-276-2442. 
Build your own library of PRACTICE CASSETTES. 
Five minutes p /side. Easy to catalog. Guaranteed. 
Cassettes w /storage box $1.25 plus 354 P&H. Ben 
Dores, 321 Lake Evelyn. West Palm Beach FL 
33411. 
SUPREME OF ST. LOUIS: Supreme 80—$172.50 
+ shipping; Supreme 40— 5107.50 + shipping. 
For technical information, write Bern Aubuchon, 
7450 Woodstock, St Louis MO 63135, or call 
Bob Vinyard, (314) 739-8744. 
THE NASHVILLE SOUND PLUS YOU. Square 
dance callers, we have recorded backgrounds of 
best-loved country hits like Jambalaya, Release 
Me, Rocky Top you sing with during dance breaks. 
Exactly what you're looking for. Six records 
available. Lyric sheets included. Write: NSY Pro-
ductions, PO Box 40364SQ, Nashville TN 37204. 
DRESS CATALOG— 60 Designs for Square and 
Round Dancers. Send $1.50 to Betty's, PO Box 






The 1979 TOP TEN featuring illustrated choreo-
analysis of the top ten new moves of the year. Defi-
nitions of: 100 most-used Mainstream basics; the 
Callerlab Advanced. Challenge (C-1), and Exten-
ded Challenge (C-2) basics: plus 100 new moves of 
1978. With illustrated Formations and Unsymme-
tric Sight methods. $6. pp. Order from: Bill Davis, 
1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94087. Also 
bi-monthly supplements, $6/Calendar Year. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS: (78 
exercises) $4.25 ppd. 10 week dancer-proven 
course. dance positions, R/D terminology. mixers, 
basic styling hints and helps on teaching. Order 
from Frank Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, Ohio 
43611. 
AFTER PARTY FUN: $3.00 plus 504 mailing. 
Contains two books combined into one, with new 
material that will put life into your club or festival. 
Edited by the man who originated after party fun at 
dances and festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Star 
Harbor, Malakoff, Texas 75148. 
SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA: by Bill 
Burleson; $6.00; Rapid, comprehensive reference 
for 2907 /D movements. Results of 17-year 
survey. Supplements available 3 times a year. 
MINI-BOOK, $3.50. Basics, Extended Basics, 
Callerlab, Plus 1 & 2, Advanced C1, C2, C3. Just 
revised. All books have snap binders for 
supplements, additions. 
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE to Better Square Dancing 
by Bill Burleson, $3.50. 120 pages. 190 movements; 
a must for every dancer. Order from Bill Burleson, 
2565 Fox Ave.. Minerva OH 44657. 
QUICK-TEACH FUN DANCES FOR RECREA-
TIONAL GROUPS by Jack and Helen Todd. Retail 
$5.00. This book is for callers and teachers, to help 
them attract new people to square dancing via 
one-night stands. Book is keyed to available 
records. Order from your local dealer. or from 
Twelarenn. Box 216, Bath OH 44210. 
DANCE-A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN— $3.60 by 
mail. Abbreviations, Positions, Symbols & Terms 
written in easy-to-understand words. Order from 
Betty & Clancy Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New 
Whiteland IN 46184. 
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade" Guide 
to Better Sewing; published by Toledo Area SID 
Callers Association. Cost: $2.00 + 254 handling. 
Order from Clarence & Ruth Reneger. 136 N. 
McCord Rd., Toledo OH 43615. 
MAINSTREAM PLUS S/D CALLS: The Plus 1, 
Plus 2 and Quarterly Selection lists and 38 other 
popular calls. Each call fully illustrated using our 
unique system Dancers everywhere are using this 
book to good advantage. $5.95 pp. SQUARE 
DANCING FOR LEARNERS: The first 69 calls on 
the Callerlab lists fully illustrated. Text explana-
tions of the workings of square dancing outside of 
the call definitions. A must for new dancers being 
exposed to modern-day class pressures. Bulk prices 
available. $5.95 pp. BASIC CALLS FOR 
ADVANCED AND CHALLENGE S/D: The Caller-
lab Advanced and C-1 Challenge lists fully 
illustrated plus all of the essential variations. This 
book is being used all over the world by advanced 
workshops and challenge tape groups. MU pp. 
Send check to: Tech. Documentation Services. 56 S. 
Patterson 0108, Santa Barbara CA 93111. 
UlrOCIOry or aingies *guars uance ....ittos: corm:Amu 
especially for Single Dancers by Single Square 
Dancers USA, Inc. The Directory lists Singles Clubs 
throughout the USA, their places of dance, the day 
of the week and a telephone contact number. Price: 
52.00. Quantity discount to clubs and associations. 
Send order to Yellowrock Book, L. Richard Wood-
yatt, 1600-11R Lehigh Pkwy E., Allentown PA 18103 
1,  
from 
FRED'S LANGUAGE OF 	ROUND DANCING 
A 	concise 	reference 	manual 	explaining 	the 
movements of round dancing thru intermediate and 
advanced: arranged in alphabetical order. Order 
Fred S. Leach, 375 Bay Aristocrat, Clearwater 




THE POCKET DICTIONARY OF SQUARE DANCE 
CALLS— Complete descriptions of all calls on the 
Mainstream Plus 1-Plus 2-Advanced 1-Advanced 2 
Most calls have a practice dance routine. 
per copy includes handling. Quantity rates 
on request. Pocket Dictionary, PO Box 
2223, Vernon CT 06066. 
PENNY'S POINTERS ON TEACHING ROUNDS 
R/D Basics as taught by 	Penny Crispino. 	The 
Booklet that helped many R/D teachers get started. 
Order 	yours today $2.50 	postpaid 	from 	Penny 
Crispino. 914 No. Midland 1129, Nampa ID 83651. 
In its third printing! 
THE SQUARE DANCER'S HANDBOOK OF SKITS 
& STUNTS, GAMES & GIMMICKS. A complete 
guide for the professional or novice party planner 
who is spicing up an After-Party. Club or Festival 
program. $4.95 ppd. 	(US) $5.75 ppd. 	(Canada). 
Order from Russ Hansen, Rte. 1. Denver IA 50622. 
Bumper Sticker, $1.00 PP. 
CLOGGERS 
DO IT WITH ENTHUSIASM 
r,i 




Rt. 1 Box 528, Casa Vista Drive 
Palm Harbor, Florida 33563 
Phone: 813-784-3294 
MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE 
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PO Box 790 
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635 
Dancer accessories, caller equipment 
FLORIDA 
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS 
Rd Box 528 
Palm Harbor FL 33563 
Phone 813-784-3294 
INDIANA 
B-BAR-B RECORD SERVICE 1317-241-00081 
6313-15 Rockville Rd. 11-465 Exit 1313) 
Indianapolis. IN 46224 
Mall Orders Invited & Guaranteed 
Records Shipped someday 
ILLINOIS 
DANCE SOUNDS 
PO Box 41042 
Chicago IL 60641 
Square, Round, Folk & Contra Records 
CROSS-COUNTRY RECORD SERVICE 
7145' 2 W. Belmont Ave. 
Chicago IL 60634 
Records1Callers Supplies/Newcomb Equipment 
MAINE 
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE 
70 State St. — New Address 
Augusta ME 04330 
Tel. 207-623-3868 
Callers Supplies & New Air-Conditioned S/D Hall 
MICHIGAN 
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP 
1561 Haslett Road 
Hasiett, MI 48840 
The Place Designed With People In Mind 
MINNESOTA 
J-J RECORDS 
1724 Hawthorne Ave. E. 
St. Paul MN 55106 
612-774-5732 
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP 
Division of Palomino S/D Service 
7738 Morgan Ave. South (612-869-95011 
Minneapolis MN 55423 
MISSOURI 
SKIP'S RECORD SERVICE 
1908 Edgemonl 
Arnold. MO 6301C 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Raybuck Record Service Callers Supply 
Route 1, Box 212 
Advance NC 27006 
OHIO 
F & S WESTERN SHOP 
1553 Western Ave. 
Toledo. Ohio 43609 
OREGON 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 NE Halsey 
Portland OR 97220 
Phone: 1-503-252-7623 
Newcomb Equip. & Callers Supplies 
TENNESSEE 
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC. 
1138 Mosby Rd. (901-398-4953) 
Memphis TN 38116 
TEXAS 
Eddie's & Bobbie's Records 
Box 17688 — 1835 S Buckner 
Dallas. TX 75217 
214-398-7508 
VIRGINIA 
BIG "0" RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 786 
Springfield VA 22150 
703-971-2586 
FRONT LINE COVERAGE 
Our cover artist this holiday month 
turns out to be none other than Jane 
Hensel of Butler, Pennsylvania, who 
has done many of the cartoons that have 
appeared on the back page over the 
years. She's certainly caught the color. 





The updated edition lists over 7000 square and 
round dance clubs in the U.S.. Canada. and around 
the world. Includes type of club, level of dancing, 
when and where they dance, and a person to 
contact concerning the club. A must for traveling. 
Only $4.00 per copy 
Make Checks Payable to 
NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE DIRECTORY 
PO Box 54055, Jackson MS 39208 
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 
THE BEST GIFT 
FOR YOUR FAVORITE CALLER 
The J.L. 100 
Microphone 
The Popular White Mike 
With the Great Sound 
Order from Jack Lasry 
1513 No. 46th Ave. Hollywood FL 33051 
Cable & Transformer — $25.00 
Mike Head— $65.00 Postage Ins. $3.50 





CALLERLAB APPROVED EXPERIMENTALS 
• Extend (the tag) 	 • Track II 
• Ping pong circulate 
• Roll (as an extension from) 	 • Touch  
a. Adjacent columns trade & roll 	a. To a wave 
b. Centers of wave or 2-faced lines b.  
Track and trade 
Make me a column 
c.  
d. 3/. 
• Two steps at a time 
ASD PULSE POLL EXPERIMENTALS 
CAUTION: Not recommended for 
dancers below PLUS level activity. 







Load the windmill 
Something new 
Ah so 
Divide the ocean/sea 
Trade and roll 
c. Half tag trade & roll 
d. Partner trade & roll 
1. 
2. 
Anything & roll 
Chase right PLUS TWO 
3. Coordinate 1. All eight spin tne top 1. 
4. Diamond circulate 2. All eight swing thru 2. 
5. Flip the diamond 3. Anything and spread 3. 
6. Pair off 4. Crossfire 4. 
7. Peel the top 5. Curley cross 5. 
8. Single circle to a wave 6. Dixie grand 6. 
9. Spin chain the gears 7. Explode the wave 7. 
10. Teacup chain 8. Follow your neighbor 8. 
11. Trade the wave 9. Load the boat 9. 
12. Triple scoot 10. Relay the deucey • 10. 
13. Triple trade 11. Remake the thar 
14. Turn & left thru 12. Swap around 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS 
1425 Oakhill Drive 
Plano TX 75075 
214-423-7389 
NEW 
C-404 - GIMMIE BACK 
THOSE BLUES 
Flip Inst. by Beryl Main 
C-306 THE DEVIL WENT DOWN 
TO GEORGIA 
Flip Inst. by Gary Shoemake 
C-403 - SUMMERTIME DREAM 
Flip Inst. by Beryl Main 
C-305- TULSA TIME 
Flip Inst. by Gary Shoemake 
C-701 MUSIC IN ME 
Line Dance by Johnny Winter 
Now Available in LP. 8-Track 8 
Cassette 	C-AL-7001 




MUSIC PRODUCED BY 
JOHNNY GIMBLE 
C-603 
STAND BY YOUR WOMAN 
Round by John & Wanda Winter 
C-205- THE GAMBLER 
Flip Inst. by Jerry Haag 
C-204 MUSIC IS MY WOMAN 
Flip Inst. by Jerry Haag 
C-503 - NEW 
ROCKIN' PNEUMONIA & 
BOOGIE WOOGIE FLU 
Flip Inst. by Ken Bower 
C-504 - DISCO FEVER 
Flip Inst. by Ken Bower 
C-505- TWELFTH STREET RAG 







• RECORDS _ - - 
RR-103 
FAN THE FLAME 
Flip inst. by Paul Marcum 
RR-202-MAGIC CARPET 
Flip Inst. by Wayne Baldwin 
MAINSTREAM 
See center pages 
of August '79. or buv 
Mainstream' book 
for $ 4 from this 
magazine to get 
full descriptions of calls 























THE RUTH & REUEL deTURK 
1606 Hopmeadow Street 
Simsbury, Conn. 06070 
Phone 203-6589417   
HOURS 




CUTE AS A BUTTON 
A New Look for Square Dancers 
A GINGHAM JUMPER 
35'," Cotton. 65% Polyester 
#607 in RED, NAVY, GREEN 
Or BROWN CHECK 
Men's Shirts to Match 
in Cotton Dacron - $12.98 
WHITE PANT BLOUSE 
in Sizes S/M/L/XL 
Cotton Dacron ..$14.98 




Pocket in Bib 
Use with a Blouse 
Or a Pant Blouse 
$22.98 Even Sizes 6 thru 18 
Shipping Charge: 
Single Item $2.00 
Two Items $3.00 
Conn Residents add 7°,. Sales Tax 
ROUND DANCER ROUNDS 
1. Them Old Songs 
2. Let Your Lovelight Shine 
3. I Wanna Quickstep 
4. Games Lovers Play 
5. Sunrise. Sunset 
6. Misty 
T Won't You Come Dance 
8. Lay Down Sally 
9. Hawaiian Wedding Song 
10 Strawberry Shag 
CLASSICS 
1. Spaghetti Rag 
2. Feelin' 
3. Dream Awhile 
4. Answer Me 
5. Dancing Shadows 
6. Birth of the Blues 
7_ My Love 
8. Hold Me 
9. Folsom Prison 
10. In the Arms of Love 
SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS TOP TEN ADVANCED ROUNDS 
1. Til Somebody Loves You (Courtesy Carousels Clubs) 
2. Little White Moon 1 Para Esto (Roberts) 
3. All Night 2 Roses of Picardy (TuIlua) 
4. Vaya Con Dios 3. Sugarfoot Stomp (Easterday) 
5. Chili Sauce 4. Aphrodisia (Ward) 
6. Rose Room 5. El Coco (Easterday) 
7. Shanty Town 6 Hawaiian Wedding Song (Lovelace) 
8. Doodley Do 7 I Love the Night Life (D'Aloiso) 
9 Fun Stuff 8 A Summer Place (Easterday) 
10. Sandy's Waltz 9 Mother Kelly's Foxtrot (Barton) 
10. Strawberry Shag (Holiday) 




An Expert at Everything— Rhythm 
Gambler — Chaparral 
Another You — Thunderbird 
Louisiana Man — D&R 
How Come You Do Me — Longhorn 
How I Love Those Old Songs— TNT 
Blue Tail Fly — Square L 
HOEDOWNS 
Excellorator Special — Chaparral 
Dew on the Mountain — Blue Star 
Ping Pong Hoedown — Kalox 
Steve Green — SIO 
Rubber Dolly — Square L 
Rocky Mt. Breakdown — SID USA 
Al and Nell Eblen of Wichita Falls, 
Texas, have accumulated more than 
fifty years of square dance service. Al 
has been calling for over twenty years 
and presently calls for five clubs in his 
area. Nell does the cueing for square 
dance rounds, mixers and solo dances. 
Al is a member of Callerlab and he and 
Nell have served on educational panels 
at many state and national conventions. 
Readers of American Squaredance have 
enjoyed their inspirational articles and 
concise views of the square dance 
activity many times in these pages. 
BODGE MOLDERS 
Protect your clothing 
from pin holes and tears 
(A) DOUBLE SIDED SNAP-ON . . . 
Snaps between, and to both, pocket and pocket 
flap of western shirt. 
(B) CLIP 'n SNAP . . . 
A clip-on for any garment. Snap off the clip—it's 
a snap-on for western shirt pocket. 
(C) SWIVEL 360° CLIP-ON . . . 
The clip swivels a full 360 --permitting badge to 
be clipped to any style garment. 
At Your Square Dance Shop and Badge Maker! 
DEALERS: Write for brochure for full information. 
Don Hadlock-A 24813 Broadmore Ave., Hayward, CA 94544 
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CALLER NOTE SERVICES  
Once again, Gene Trimmer in Main-
stream Flow urges callers not to call 
touch figures when waves have already 
been established. Only hinge, cast, 
trade, etc. are appropriate. He gives an 
excellent review of cast off, mentioning 
the importance of pivot point, counting 
steps (2,4,6) and creating flow. He 
reminds us that when followed by bend 
the line, dixie derby is nothing more 
than a right and left thru, in effect. 
Warren Berquam in Minnesota Cal-
lers Notes tells us to vary track and 
trade by having girls only as the leaders 
(trackers) instead of "boys only" or 
"mixed leaders" as we usually do. Do 
this: 
Heads square thru. touch a quarter 
Swing thru, centers run, bend the line 
Touch a quarter, track and trade 
(Girls lead) 
Boys trade. ferris wheel, zoom 
Centers square thru, left allemande 	 
John Strong in SDDS has a fair bunch 
of experimentals to report, including 
plunge in, look out, chip 'n putt, 
squeezeaway, touch to a line, turn and 
roll, grand turn thru, change-o, and a 
couple of good "oldies" like grand 
parade and Arkansaw traveler. 
Trent Keith in Supplemental Notes 
explains some good ways to recover 
when we miscue (mess up) the sets. 
Want to use load the boat in a singing 
call? Try this: 
Heads square thru. right and left thru 
Pass thru. trade by. pass thru 
Trade by, do-sa-do 	star thru 
Load the boat, swing corner 
Promenade 	(tag) 
Figuring, by Barry Wonson. "covers 
the waterfront" with both new and old 
material, and we like these two "quic-
kie" Dixie style figures he got from Ron 
Hunter in California: 
(Lines) right and left thru, dixie style 
Just the boys scootback, girls circulate 
Left allemande 	 
(Box 1-4) Swing thru. boys run 
Bend the line, right and left thru 
Dixie style to a....left allemande 	 
The Southern California Notes covers 
dixie thar, mini-chase, anything and 
roll, and pass and roll. An interesting 
page on "Learning to Cue" is included. 
Bill Davis. in SCVSDCA Notes, says 
that in the last two years the number of 
new choreo ideas has dropped 20 to 
25%. Major influence, he says. is the 
OS's of Callerlab. When no OS was 
chosen, the biggest surge of new ideas 
took place. Interesting. He also propo-
ses the term "Siamese" to precede the 
action when half the dancers act as 
couples and the others are in tandem. 
T&D Notes from Ontario shows us 
many ways to bypass allemande, such 
as: 
(Lines) right and left thru, slide thru 
Box the gnat, right and left grand 	 
(Box 1-4) Star thru. pass thru. tag line in 
Square thru four, right and left grand.... 
Split sides, around one to a line 
Pass thru. bend the line 
Half square thru. right and left grand... 
An interesting variation of hexagons 
is given in NCR Notes from George 
Jabbusch. from an idea by Bruce 
Williamson. Dancers stand in a true 
hexagon formation. There are two #1 
couples (across from each other) who 
might then be directed to "lead right, 
circle to a line of six. etc...''  
Jack Lasry, in Notes for Callers, gives 
us a new way to set up diamonds:  
Heads rollaway. circle eight 
Four boys up and back, touch '4. spread 
Girls come in and pass the ocean (diam.) 
Diamond circulate. boys swing thru 
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INDEX, Continued 
Stepping Out. Don & Dot Hansen 	 
Stompin' On A Stump,. Peggy Hickey 	 
Straight Talk 
Record Producers 	 January, p. 29 
Dropouts 	 February, p. 26 
S/D Is Fun  	 March, p. 33 
Dave Johnstone 	 April, p. 32 
Guest Callers May, p. 33 
Inequality of Ability 	 June, p. 30 
. . November, p. 23 
. November, p. 50 
Harold Bausch 	July, p. 36 
Smooth Dancing 	 August, p. 29 
Callers & Badges September, p. 52 
Wife's View of Caller Clinic 	October, p. 33 
Goal-Post Choreography 	November, p. 32 
Speeding. Koslowski December, p. 30 
Strangest Game in Town, Helen Ganster 	 January. p. 23 
Success Story 	 March, p. 50 
Telling the Story. Peg Tirrell 	 September, p. 11 
The Agony of De-Feet, Ida Reilinger 	 June, p. 19 
The Caller Wed His Taw, Charlie Riley December, p. 19 
The Care and Feeding of Volunteers. Pat Harper 	 July, p. 21 
The Diminutive Dancer, Gilbert Wallace 	 July, p. 25 
The Drift Fence, Al Eblen  	 . April, p. 11 
The First American Dance. Mort Simpson .... 
The Five B's, Bud & Shirley Parrott 	  
The Old S/D Barn, Diane Zastovnik  
The Perfect Gift, Ida Reilinger 	 
The "Tate" Family 	 
This Was LEGACY  
Tips on Washing Petticoats, Bill Knecht 	 
To Contract or Not..., Allen Finkenaur  
Tornado, Al Eblen 	  
Uncle Josh. Gilbert Wallace 	 
Up. Up and Away 	 
We Like, But. 	  
What's A Wife To Do?, Carole Manning 	 
Who Needs Gas?, Ida Reilinger 	 
Who Runs the Club?, Sterling McKenzie 
Why Teach?, Shirley Fleck 	  
Would You Spoil A Good Thing?, Bob McNutt 
You're A Cingaling If You Are..., Yeeds 	 
             
	November, p. 11 
December, p. 21 
November, p. 15 
	December, p. 13 
May. p. 50 
	July. p. 28 
July, p. 51 
	April, p. 17 
June. p. 43 
	April, p. 15 
October. p. 11 
	October, p. 18 
March, p. 21 
	August, p. 11 
September, p. 21 
...March, p. 13 
...May. p 11 
.September. p. 42 
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
Flip the diamond, girls trade, recycle 
Square thru 3/4 , trade by, left allemande 
In the voluminous new note service. 
Pro-Notes by Shaw and Powell. one of 
the best features is Cokewell's Corner 
on "Calling One Night Stands (and 
promoting same); we also like "Choreo-
graphy tor the Fun of It." like these: 
(From 1-4 waves) everybody trade 
Everybody run, everybody fold 
Everybody allemande 
(From Box 1-4) Swing thru, acey ducey 
Right and left grand 
RECORDS RECORDS RECORDS RECORDS 
CML 24 HOURS t312) 253-000 m 
est 	
m OU 
gcE SOUNDS gis 
S0.11ARE-RND-FOLK-CONTRA 
RECORDS 
Chuck & Gayte Jaworski __681 
P 0 BOX 41042 
CHICAGO, 	
bu 
RECORDS RECORDS RECORDS RECORDS 
JINGLE TAPS FOR 
CLOGGING 
Easy to put on.... 
Fits all shoes: crepe, square dance, 
leather or earth shoes 
Use any epoxy glue 
NO NAILS to come loose and scar floor. 
Plated steel; will not crack. 
$4.95 per set, plus S1.25 per order 
($2.50 Canada) 
'Specify men's or women's 
Don't forget return name and address.] 
STEVENS STOMPERS, Dept. R 
105 Fellowship Rd. 
Moorestown NJ 08057 
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	 Pattern $2.50 
11/Vith basic instructions for the 
lady who sews) 
Simple to Sew. 
All Sizes in one package 
Please include 504 
postage per pattern 
Football Frolic, Continued 
squares would be four squares wide and 
ten squares long, so why not position 
half of them on each side of the field and 
have them march in from both 
directions? If this plan would work for 
four squares who could rehearse, then it 
would work for forty. 
On a wet Sunday afternoon, sixteen 
couples met at a high school football 
field to practice. This impressed 
everyone that the show would go on. 
rain or shine! Sixteen dedicated cou-
ples, drenched and dejected, with 
galoshes and umbrellas sloshed back 
and forth through the wet grass untill all 
were satisfied there were no flaws in the 
plan. 
Next phase of the pre-game plan to 
was make tapes. Square dancer Bob 
Verdon of KOSI, a "professional" 
announcer, introduced the group. 
D-Day arrived bright and cheery. All 
the dancers arrived fifteen minutes 
ahead of schedule; every detail was 
outlined on an instruction sheet. It was 
breath-taking to see the columns of 
sixteen couples lined up on either side 
of the playing surface, march to 
centerfield, turn into squares and begin 
the furious active of square dancing. 
The late afternoon sun was bright and 
reflected on the myriad costume colors 
as the dancers turned and whirled 
through the routine, creating a kaleido-
scope of every color known. 
June was shown the button to push to 
set the spectacle in motion and Dean 
reluctantly informed the dancers on the 
field that he could not stay to watch 
them perform, having a previous 
commitment in Cheyenne. 
The tape did not break! There was no 
rain at halftime! 75,000 Bronco fans did 
stay in their seats and enjoy the 
exhibition of modern square dancing at 




THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC. 
1138 Mosby Rd .  
Memphis TN 38116 




On Reel or Cassette 
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES 
for Advanced. C-1, C-2 Levelsof Dancing 
Minus a couple to make up a square'? 
Try our Two Couple Tapes. 6 Tapes in 
a set. Each tape 2 hours of dancing. 
Also Available— Our Newly Revised 
Glossary of SID Calls 
For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN 
2965 Campbell Av.. Wantagh NY 11793 
OUR NEWEST PATTERN' ,  
SHIRLEY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE 
Rte. 9-D, Hughsonville NY 12537 
Hours Wed . Thurs . and Sat 11-4 
Tues. and Thurs evenings 7-9 
Phone 914-297-8504 
Circular Skirt 
Also Includes Skirt Pattern with Ruffle 
land instructions to add to a bodice for a dress I 
WAIST SIZES 22" to 32" 
With instructions on increasing to larger sized 
waists 
An additional SOd brings you our complete catalog 
of all our square dance patterns - dresses. skirts, 
blouses, men's shirts. pants, vests. plus our own 
interchangeable SID dress pattern pieces. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
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RECORDS 
Produced by Yvonne Chndenin 
7915 N. Clarendon, 
Portland OR 97203 
C-028 KISSES FOR ME by Gordon Sutton 
C-027 HANDCUFFED TO A HEARTACHE by Jim Davis 
C-026 I'VE ALWAYS BEEN CRAZY by Jet Roberts 
C-029 WHAT IN HER WORLD by Daryl Clendenln 
C-025 HARVEST MOON by Darryl Clendenin 
C-024 PAID IN ADVANCE by Randy Dibble 
ROUNDS 
C-1003A JAILHOUSE by Ray & Betty Hanna 
C-1003B TONIGHT by Koko & Gordon Sutton 
Order from your record dealer or direct. 
Distributed by Corsair Continental 
STRAIGHT TALK, Continued 
class; in fact the class part of his square 
dancing holds great memories and was 
the most enjoyable time he spent in the 
activity. 
He also said if he had to do it all over, 
he'd start all over, and yes, I jumped in 
and welcomed him to the new class. 
Maybe we should invite more of the old 
timers back to class and try to renew the 
spirit of fun and friendship that they 
once had rather than inviting them to a 
higher level that may drive them right 
out of the activity. 
by Phil Kozlowski 
Aurora, Indiana 
GRAND ZIP, Continued 
issue of the American Squaredance 
magazine. Thank you for your efforts in 
promoting our Festival on October 19 & 
20 with Shelby Dawson and Frank & 
Phyl Lehnert. 
For many years. we have subscribed 
to the American Squaredance maga-
zine. It all started in Wichita with a 
subscription dance in 1973. We certain-
ly enjoyed your "Meanderings" and the  
story of Cal & Judy Campbell's hot air 
balloon in the October issue. 
Ted & Babe Mueller 
Wichita, Kansas 
This is a list of the currently available 
holiday records. 
These records can be obtained from 
local dealers. (Not from us.) 
CHRISTMAS RECORDS 
Square Dances 
Auld Lang Syne 
	
GR 12160 
Christmas Melody BOG 1276 
Christmas Song 
	
D & R 138 
Christmas Square BS 1858 
Christmas Time's A Coming 
	
SwS 2371 








Jingle Bells (easy - called) 
	
Sing C 102 
Jingle Bells (contra) 
	
FK 1289 
Marshmallow World MAC 2138 
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer 
	
GR 12049 
Santa Claus is Coming to Town MAC 2023 
Senor Santa Claus 
	
SqT 154 















Deck the Halls LS 4591/92 
Square Em Up with Hi-Hat 8. Blue Ribbon Square Dance Records 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT 
HH5011 — OLD FASHIONED LOVE by Jerry Schatzer 
HH641 SHAKEY TOWN/BEAR IN THE AIR (Hoedown) 
RECENT RELEASES ON BLUE RIBBON 
BR227 — SAVING YOUR KISSES by Jerry Bradley 
RECENT RELEASES ON HI-HAT 
HH5010 PLAY HER BACK TO YESTERDAY by Ernie Kinney 
HH5009 CARIBBEAN by Lee Schmidt 
HH5008 GREEN GREEN GRASS OF HOME by Ernie Kinney 
HH5007 I WANT TO SEE YOU AGAIN by Tom Perry 
HI-4458 GRAND OLD FLAG by Bob Wickers 
Distributors Corsair-Continental 8 Twelgren Inc 
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GREnn PO BOX 216, BATH OH 44210 FTC 
GR14281 
CONFIDENTIALLY 
Two-step by Ray & Elizabeth Smith 
SUGAR AND SPICE 
Two-step by Bob & Barbara Wilder 
HOLIDAY FAVORITES 
GF?12049 
Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer 
GR12160 
AULD LANG SYNE 
Flip Squares by Earl Johnston 
FTC32031 CONSIDER YOURSELF, Flip Square by Joe Uebelacher 
God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen 
	
RCA 0812 
Home For the Holidays 
	
RCA 0812 
Jingle Bell Rock 
	
MCA 65028 
Jingle Bells Mixer BS 1637 






Rockin' Around The Christmas Tree MCA 65027 
Sleigh Ride 	 MONUMENT 88632 
White Christmas 	 LS 4591/92 
White Christmas BCO 203 
White Christmas 	MONUMENT 88632 
Winter Wonderland MCA 65028 
ENCORE, Continued 
keeping those beginner dancers from 
turning against the activity they have 
spent so much time learning. Don't 
walk by a square needing a couple, to 
fill one across the hall. Limit the 
exclusiveness created by preformation 
of squares by cliques of dancers. Avoid 
rough handling: hard swings. tight arm 
grips, too many twirls, and moving 
people around the square like a wagon 
master. Keep horseplay to a LITTLE. The 
biggest mistake any dancer can make is 
to point out (by words or looks) the 
failures of another dancer; beginners, 
especially, are sensitive to such criti-
cism. The Golden Rule is still a very 
good guide for any dancer at any dance. 
A thought from Sid Jobs: "The piano 
has 88 keys and music of all sorts has 
been composed by throwing those 88 
notes together in thousands of ways. 
without adding one new note to this 
instrument.... I can't help but wonder 
how much more enjoyable our hobby 
would be if we had more caller 
composers, just composing from the 
standard 75 basics (without adding any 
new notes to the piano) and how much 
more proficient the square dancers 
would be. 
American Squaredance. December 1979 
Anotner year is ending; a new decade 
begins— "How Do We Rate?". A 
checklist adapted from a professional 
magazine in another field can be 
applied to clubs and callers as they 
evaluate their efforts. 
Accuracy— in notices, finances, 
committee reports. 
Alertness— to welcome visitors, find 
an ashtray, fill a square. 
Appearance— neat, clean hall; neatly 
dressed dancers and callers. 
Communications— bookings clear 
and definite, club members cued-in. 
Cooperation— with other clubs, 
between officers and members. 
Courtesy— to ALL all of the time. 
Compliments— for a well-called tip, 
good refreshments, new clothes. 
Growth— doing a little better and 
learning more each time. 
Initiative— trying something new in 
order to improve. 
Loyalty— support for the club. 
Orderliness— leave the hall as neat 
or neater than it was. 
Preparation— think ahead and plan 
for events. 
Public Relations— with visitors and 
those with whom you deal in the name 
of square dancing (hall renters. custodi-
ans, publicity, etc.) 
Punctuality— hall open, equipment 
ready. committee assignments com-
pleted on time. 
Service— take turns in offices, 
committees. food, clean up as needed. 
How do you rate? 
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Location & Contact: 
Farmer City IL; Dec. 2, Virginia Barlow 
Carrollton GA; Dec. 5, Wayne & Louise Abbey 
Jacksonville FL; Dec. 7, Mary Rozzano 
Latham NY; Dec. 16, George Mare 
Buckhannon WV. Dec. 29. Denzil Lee 
Los Alamos NM; Jan. 4, Maxine Whitmore 
Carlsbad NM; Jan. 5, Erma Thomas 
Harlingen TX; Jan. 6, Jerry & Soundra Rash 
Zapata TX; Jan. 7, Frank Bartlett 
Roseville MI (Detroit): Jan. 13, Ron shaw 
Va. Bch. VA; Jan. 18, Dick Jackson 
Gulfport MS; Jan. 25, Ralph Hansen 
Pineville, LA; Jan. 26, Don Whiddon 
Plant City FL; Jan. 27, Marty, Birdie Martin 
W. Palm FL; Jan. 28, Roundtrees. Summers 
Boise ID; Jan. 29, Doug, Julie Hyslop 
Ogden UT; Jan. 30, Walt & Louise Cole 
Milwaukee WI; Jan. 31, Bob & Arlene Koser 
Smyrna GA: Feb. 8, John Swindle 
Sebring FL, Feb 9, Max Newgent 
Deerfield Bch. FL. Feb. 10. Jerry & Pat Seeley 
Gainesville FL; Feb. 14, Paul Greer 
Columbus GA; Feb. 15, James Medlock 
Warner-Robins GA; Feb. 16, Candler Sharpe 
New Brighton PA; Feb. 23. Jim & Lois Hume 
Parkersburg WV, Mar. 7, Keith & Karen Rippeto 
Columbus OH, Mar. 9, Dick Driscoll 
Montgomery AL; Mar. 15, Wayne Nicholson 
Plainwell MI; Mar. 18, Howard Cowles 
St. Louis MO; Mar. 20, Bill & Dorothy Stephenson 
Hemet CA; Mar. 22, Hugh Young 
Rialto CA; Mar. 23, Cleo Shore 
Kearney NE; Mar. 27. Tom Cox 
Charlotte NC area; Mar. 28 (tent ) 
White Plains NY: Mar. 29, A. J. Webel 
Pittsburgh PA area; Mar.,30, the Schwers 
Pensacola FL; April 5. Loretta Gantt 
Watertown SD: April 9, Perry Bergh calling 
Charlestown WV; April 16, Erwin Lawson 
Altoona PA. April 17, Emil & Ruth Corle 
Muskegon Ml; April 17, Ken Gilmore calling 
Sheffield PA; May 4, Charles Rice 
Germantown [Memphis) TN; May 7, E. & S. Ramsey 
Owego NY. May 10, Claude Strife 
Santa Barbara CA; May 13, Bill Kramer 
Visalia CA, May 14. Al & Connie Whitfield  
Waseca. MN: May 20, Whitey Aamot 
Newport KY; May 21, Blaine Mozea 
Mt. Home AR; May 22, Mural Partee 
Oklahoma City OK; May 23, Dick & Carole Manning 
Augusta, GA; May 28. Sam. Alice Davis 
Tifton GA; May 30. Fred Reuter 
Willoughby OH; June 3, Russ & Ginny Perfors 
Millville NJ; June 7, Ralph Trout 
Bristol TN; June 9, Jim Criswell 
Grenada MS; June 21, Charles Let lore 
Minerva NY; July 23, Mary & Bill Jenkins 
Dillard GA; Aug. 9. Jerry, Becky Cope 
Richmond VA; Aug. 16, Linwood Hasty 
Dayton OH; Aug. 24, Walt & Dot Wilson 
Anderson SC; Aug. 25 Carol Brown 
Lancaster SC; Aug. 26 (tent.) 
Columbia SC; Aug. 27 (tent.) 
Charleston SC; Aug. 28 (tent.) 
Anniston AL; Aug. 30 (tent.) 
Madison WI; Sept. 7, Bob & Marge Throndsen 
Berea OH; Sept. 15; Al & Lou Jaworske 
Belreville IL; Sept. 19. Joe & Marilyn Obal 
Wausau WI; Sept. 22 (Tent.) 
Hardy AR; Sept. 26, Sam McNitt 
Kingsville TX: Sept. 27 (tent.) 
Denton TX; Oct. 3 (Tent.) 
Johnstown PA; Oct. 19. Jim & Dot Karl 
Centralia, IL; Oct. 24, Dave Schilling 
W. Lafayette IN; Oct. 31, Dayrl Merrill 
Hudson NY; Nov. 7, Eleanor, Bill McIntyre 
Specials 
ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance weekends 
- Spring and Fall; National Callers; at Interlaken 
Resort Village, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Write: 
Bill & Jacque Sieving, 1257 Franklin Lane, Buffalo 
Grove. Illinois 60090 
TEN GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Spring Fling, 
Swap Shop, Rebel Roundup, Accent on Rounds 
with Squares, Fun Fest and Fall Jubilee. For details 
write Tex Brownlee, Fontana Village Resort, Fon-
tana Dam NC 28733. 
M.D. "MICK" Howard 
Founder 





o#DER*WR u 0,p4  
PO Box 3745 	Greenville SC 29608 
Singing Calls soon to be released 
DIXIE ON MY MIND by Chuck Myers 
WALKING THE FLOOR OVER YOU by Bob 
Bennett 
SWEET MELINDA by Will Larson 
MUDDY BOOGIE BANJO MAN by Tommy Russell 
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by Mary Jenkins 
V11 
  
THE SIGHT CALLER'S TEXT BOOK 
by Bill Davis 
Complete in one volume: up-to-date 
information on the theory and practice 
of sight calling and extemporaneous 
techniques! Everything you need to 
know to improve your sight calling or to 
learn sight calling from scratch. 
There are over 120 pages organized 
into 13 chapters and 3 appendices 
covering: Formation Awareness, Square 
Resolution, Snapshot Resolution, Two 
Couple Calling, Programming, Return-
to-Home Get Outs, Technical Zeros, 
Unsymmetric Sight Resolution, and 
Formation/Rotation/Affiliation 	Con- 
cepts. 
There are over 100 Get-Outs for 
engineered and snapshot resolution 
using mainstream calls, completely 
cross-referenced by call and by sight  
recognizable set up. 
The 100-plus illustrations include 
explanatory pictograms, tables, and 
figures. 
The book is organized in textbook 
style for self teaching and as a text for a 
sight calling course. It includes prob-
lems (and answers) on each of the major 
subjects covered. 
Step-by-step resolution procedures 
are in tabular form with numbered steps 
using two-faced lines, parallel waves, 
and facing lines for working formations. 
Order from Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville 
Way, Sunnyvale, California 94087. 
Special introductory price— $12.50 per 
copy postpaid. (Quantity Prices on 
request.) 
Send for Free Catalogue on Badges, 
	 MAREX Co. 
Stickers, Accessories, etc. 	 80. 3/1, Champaign. III. 61820 
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
BOOKS AVAILABLE ARE 
EASY SING-A-LONG CALLS $3.00 
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP $3.00 
CALLER CLINIC $6.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS $6.00 
SET UP AND GET OUT 	  $6.00 
MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING $4.00 
MAINSTREAM PLUS ONE & TWO $4.00 
MODERN CONTRA DANCING $3.00 
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE $3.00 
WINDMILL SYSTEM $3.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA $3.00 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING $4.00 
WHEELING AND DEALING $3.00 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE $3.00 
MATCH A MELODY $4.00 
MODERN MODULE MODE $3.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT with the Mentally Handicapped $5.00 
SOLO DANCES $7.00 
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE Thoughts for Leaders 	  $7.00 
CLIP ART 	 53.00 
CLOGGING $4.00 
THE FUNNY WORLD OF 
SQUARE DANCING 	$4.00 
Inquire about Quantity Prices 
DIPLOMAS 
Square/Round— 10¢, Clogging— 15d 
Promotional Folders: 100/$6.00 
IN-forms (guides: helps)— For list 
and partial lists, see ASD ads in issues. 
Include $1.00 postage & handling 
with each order. 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
P.O. BOX 488 HURON OHIO 44839 
14•;• 	 e.a."411h.;A, 1,-.±;41.;4..;416;2;4.47.116;1;*.a...;••; .,,.;6;41,..4;4•;2:0 6;.101 	6;1;4 11:2;•bac.d 
P7Z4 P...4 •-•-• 	 •n7.1 0.7.1 	 #7:74 PrZ:16.•-• 7:4 1r;:11,7;71 
	
171, 	 - 	 1 
%/11 4A %/A 	 .4„64 e w 
The most important step in any dance or figure is the next step. 





































































CAL GOLDEN ENTERPRISES 
GOLD STAR RECORDS 
NEW RELEASES 
GS710 MY HEART SKIPS A BEAT 
Flipside called by Cal Golden 
RECENT RELEASES 
GS709 SHIRLEY JEAN BERRELL 
Flipside Called by Cal Golden 
GS402 RAGTIME ANNIE 
S.K.G. 
CAL GOLDEN'S 1980 CALLERS COLLEGES 
February 10-15, 	For New Callers, Carrington, North Dakota 
Staff: Cal and Sharon Golden 
February 17-22, 	For Experienced Callers, Carrington, North Dakota 
Staff: Cal and Sharon Golden 
March 9-14, 	For New Callers, Burr Oak State Park Lodge, Glouster, Ohio 
Staff: Cal and Sharon Golden 
June 15-20, 	For All Callers, Hot Springs, Arkansas 
Staff: Cal Golden, Dr. Carl A. Anderson, Gene Trimmer 
June 21-24, 	Sight Calling School for All Callers, Hot Springs, Arkansas 
Staff: Cal Golden 
June 30-July 5, 	For New Callers, Hot Springs, Arkansas 
Staff: Cal and Sharon Golden 
July 12-17, 	For All Callers, Jekyll Island, Georgia 
Staff: Cal Golden and Dick Barker 
July 20-25, 	For All Callers, Pensacola, Florida 
Staff: Cal and Sharon Golden 
August 3-8, 	For Experienced Callers, Hot Springs, Arkansas 
Staff: Cal and Sharon Golden 
August 10-15 	For All Callers, Dillard, Georgia 
Staff: Cal Golden, Stan Burdick, John Kaltenthaler, Jerry Cope 
August 17-22, 	For all Callers, Millville, New Jersey 
Staff: Cal Golden, Ralph Trout 
September 1-6, 	For All Callers, West Yellowstone, Montana 
Staff: Cal and Sharon Golden 
CAL GOLDEN'S CALLERS SEMINARS 
1979 CALLERS SEMINARS 	 1980 CALLERS SEMINARS 
!December 2, Houston, Texas January 11-12, Panama City, Florida 
Houston Callers Association 	 Northwest Florida Callers Assoc. 
December 8-9, Worcester, Mass. February 6,7,8, Aurelia, Iowa 
Central Mass. Callers Association 	Callers Association 
March 16, Cambridge, Ohio 
East Central Callers Association 
For Information on Dates and Rates: 	April 13, Denver, Colorado 
SHARON GOLDEN 	 Denver Square Dance Association 
P.O. Box 2280, Hot Springs AR 71901 	August 23-24, Champaign, Illinois 


















"Of course, I think our square dance outfits are every bit as unique and beautiful as 
those we saw today." 




Caller: Ron Mlneau, Arroyo Grande, Cal. 
RECENT RELEASES 
SC807 MELE KALIKIMAKA 
Hawaiian Christmas Song 
SC642 DON'T BACK A MAN INTO A CORNER 
SC841 DEED I DO 
SC640 SISTER KATE 
SC839 DO YOU EVER THINK OF ME 
Merry Christmas — Happy Holidays 
From the Scope Records Staff 





DANCES OF THE DECADE 
by Yeeds 
As the current month of December passes into history a year closes forever but 
more than that, a decade closes with it. Ten years of ups and downs, square 
dance-wise and otherwise. The "sobering seventies." Now we will swing into the 
"fateful eighties' with renewed hope and vigor. 
In spite of economic pressures and shortages, it seemed that more record 
companies sprung up in the seventies than ever before. There were also more 
records produced than ever before— sometimes as many as 30 to 40 records in a 
single month. Profits on records had to be negligible, but the hope of wider 
recognition for recording callers was always a factor. 
We have attempted one of the toughest jobs we could have undertaken this 
month— to rate the best singing calls of the seventies, based on a lot of research, 
caller opinion, and polls from many sources. Personal opinion of over a hundred 
callers may not be as representative as it ought to be, and we apologize to the 
recording companies if we have missed or misrated a few. But here they all are in 
approximately high-to-low order by popularity and salability. Runaway favorites 
were "Something 	" and "Rosalie's 	" on Chapparel, of course, but perennial 
favorites like "Summer Sounds" have been— pardon the expression—
"record-breakers" for many years. 
• These were the ten year favorites, in 
this order.... 
Something About You Baby I Like — Chaparral! 
Summer Sounds — MacGregor 
Rockin' in Rosalie's Boat— Chaparral 
First Thing Every Morning — Blue Star 
Tie A Yellow Ribbon — Blue Star 
Help Me Make It Through The Night— Mustang 
El Paso City — Hi-Hat 
West Virginia — Red Boot 
Some Broken Hearts Never Mend — Rhythm 
Every Street's A Boulevard — Blue Star 
Big Daddy — Grenn 
Good Morning Country Rain — Wagon Wheel 
Hazel Eyes — Scope 
• These were the runner-ups, in this 
order.... 
Bad Bad Leroy Brown — Wagon Wheel 
Luckenbach, Texas — Rhythm 
Lucille — Red Boot 
Grand Colonel Spin — Kalox 
Charlie's Polka — Kalox 
Shindig in the Barn — Wagon Wheel 
My Way — Grenn 
Monday Morning Secretary — Red Boot 
Joy to the World — Windsor 
Here I Am In Dallas — Rhythm 
Don't It Make Your Brown Eyes Blue Circle D 
• These were the honorable mention 
discs, down the line.... 
You Ring My Bell — Rhythm 
Proud Mary — Kalox 
Mama Bear — Mustang 
Texas Woman — Ranch House 
I'm Just a Redneck in a Rock and Roll Bar — Rhythm 
Mack the Knife — Hi-Hat 
Four O'Clock in the Morning — Bogen 
For Once in My Life — Circle T 
Wild About Honey — Chaparral 
Somebody Loves You — Chaparral 
King of the Road — Wagon Wheel 
King of the Road — Chaparral 
Blanket on the Ground — Mustang 
Sugar Blues — Hi-Hat 
Rockey Top — Rhythm 
Mary Ann — Kalox 
Honky Tonk Heroes — Chaparral 
Chime Bells — Top 
America — USA 
This Old Piano — Top 
Ten Guitars — Mustang 
Night Train to Memphis — Red Boot 
Love in the Country — Wagon Wheel 
Let Your Love Flow — Thunderbird 
L.A. International Airport — Mustang 
Jambalaya — Bogan 
Green River — Grenn 
Easy Loving — Mustang 
The Auctioneer — Blue Star 
You Call Everybody Darling — LouMac 
Who's Your Lady Friend — Hi-Hat 
Street Fair — J-K 
Snowbird — Hi-Hat 
San Antonio Stroll — Ranchhouse & Red Boot 
Running Bear — Top 
Rhythm of the Road — Chaparral 
Me and Millie — USA 
Just Being With You — Hi-Hat 
I Wrote A Song — Mustang 
It's A Small World — Swinging Square 
I Saw Your Face in the Moon — Scope 
Hey Li Lee — Wagon Wheel 
Good Woman Blues — Lightning S 
Glendale Train — Wagon Wheel 
Flash of Fire — Chaparral 
Daddy Frank — Mustang 
Bloody Red Baron — Wagon Wheel 
Who's In the Strawberry Patch — Lightning S 
Wait Till the Sun Shines Nellie — Scope 
Virginia Reel — MacGregor 
Thanks for the Memories — Red Boot 
Take Me Home Country Roads — Bogen 
Sweet Gypsy Rose — Hi-Hat 
Rucky Mountain Dew — Lightning S 
Rockin' Pneumonia & Boogie Woogie Flu — Chap. 
Paloma Blanca — Hi-Hat 
On the Rebound — Ranch House 
Melody of Love — Thunderbird 
Man on Suzy's Mind — Lightning S 
Ma She's Making Eyes At Me — Red Boot 
Last Farewell — LouMac 
Kansas City Song — Hi-Hat 
If We're Not Back in Love — Rhythm 
It I Had To Do It All Over Again — Chaparral 
How Much I Love You — Hi-Hat 
Help Yourself To Me — Rhythm 
Hello Hello — Scope 
Gone at Last — Chaparral 
For Love — Scope 
False-Hearted Girl — Square Tunes 
Don't Let the Good Life Pass You By — Dance Ranch 
Copper Kettle — Lightning S 
Caribbean — Scope 
Big Wheel Rollin' — Thunderbird 
Before the Last Teardrop Falls — Thunderbird 
Before I Met You — Red Boot 
Bed of Roses — Mustang 
Alabama Jubilee — Windsor 
Two Pairs of Levis — Rhythm 
Today I Started Loving You Again — Thunderbird 
Sheik of Chicago — Thunderbird 
Martha Ellen Jenkins — Kalox 
Let's All Go Down to the River — Lightning S 
Lawdy Miss Clawdy — Rhythm 
I Write the Songs — Chaparral 
I'll Get Over You — Thunderbird 
Four Leaf Clover — Balance 
Football Hero — J-K 
Folsom Prison — Rockin A 
Don't She Look Good — Lightning S 
Don't Dilly Daily — Hi-Hat 
Columbus Stockade Blues — Mustang 
Bring Back — Red Boot 
Boots — Grenn 
Blowin' in the Wind — Hi-Hat 
Big Boss Man — Red Boot 
Best Things in Life — MacGregor 
Best Is Yet to Come — Wagon Wheel 
Behind Closed Doors — Red Boot 
Banjo Pickers Ball — Scope 
Another You — Thunderbird 
Am I that Easy to Forget — Mustang 
You're Nobody Till Somebody Loves You — Scope 
You Put the Bounce Back — Roadrunner 
You Are So Beautiful — Hi-Hat 
Y'All Come Back Saloon — Hi-Hat 
When Payday Rolls Around — Hi-Hat 
Westbound and Down — Mustang 
Turn Out The Lights — Longhorn 
Together Again — Thunderbird 
Today's Teardrops — Scope 
Time — Thunderbird 
Thinking of Rendezvous — Red Boot 
There's A Kind of Hush — Hi-Hat 
Texas Star — MacGregor 
Sweet Sweet Smile — Scope 
Sweet Music Man — Hi-Hat 
Sweet Feelin's — Roadrunner 
So This Is Love 
Sixteen Tons — Lightning S 
Sing Along — Grenn 
Riverside — Thunderbird 
Ragged but Right — Ranch House 
Put Another Log on the Fire — Thunderbird 
Ole Man from the Mountain — Thunderbird 
Old Rocking Chair — Scope 
Oh Johnny — MacGregor 
No No Nora — Scope 
Mele Kalikamaka — Scope 
Little Brown Gal — Scope 
Lies — Scope 
Let's Think About Livin' — Hi-Hat 
Let Me Sing — Red Boot 
Let Me Call You Sweetheart — Scope 
Let Me Be There — Thunderbird 
Jamestown Ferry — Lightning S 
I've Been Everywhere — Hi-Hat 
Is It True What They Say About Dixie — Scope 
I Saw the Light — Gold star 
Honeymoon Feeling — Thunderbird 
Good Old Square Dance Days — Hi-Hat 
Find a Perfect Mountain — Lightning S 
Changes — Hi-Hat 
Call the Wind Maria — Hi-Hat 
Beer Barrel Polka — Scope 
Basin Street Blues — Scope 
A Sono in the Night — Thunderbird 
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